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TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE FOR THE GCCA SEYCHELLES

1 INTRODUCTION
This assignment forms part of a Global Climate Change Alliance + (GCCA+) project launched in
November 2017,to help the Government of Seychelles to mainstream climate change into its national
systems and processes, across diverse sectors. The project is funded by the European Union’s GCCA+
program, managed by the consulting firm STANTEC under the supervision of the Ministry of
Environment, Energy and Climate Change (MEECC). It is being delivered by a core team of consultants,
working in collaboration with government counterparts and other partners.

2 CONTEXT
The Seychelles is prone to weather and climate related disasters such as cyclones, strong winds, heavy
rains and severe thunderstorm and lightening which has resulted in loss of life and property. With The
Seychelles already seeing the impact of climate change and with studies suggesting an increase in
frequency and intensity of these hazards, there is a growing need to improve on the early warning
systems and strengthen information and decision support systems for climate dependent sectors such
as tourism, water, marine among others.
Seychelles Meteorological Authority as a triggering agency for weather and climate related warning
therefore seeks the services of a consultant to conduct an in-depth assessment of its early warning
services and support the strengthening process of the same.
The main objective of this assignment was to:
- Review preliminary thresholds and Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) for early warning of heavy
rainfall, strong winds and cyclones.
- The training of approximately 10 staff (SMA, Dept. of Risk and Disaster Management, Public Utilities
Corporation (water), University of Seychelles and the Division of Climate Change) at SMA premises
in systematic collection of data and undertaking of risk assessments including the development of
dissemination pathways; communication of early warnings; advice on appropriate responses plus
monitoring and evaluation.

3 TRAINING MATERIAL
The training sessions took place in August 2019, and all the information regarding the details of the
training are included in other deliverables. In order to facilitate the training and in to address all the
required technical topics, a training presentation and a training manual were prepared by the
facilitator. This documents are included in this deliverable in Annex A and Annex B respectively.
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TRAINING OBJECTIVES
GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE ALLIANCE +
International Meteorological Early Warning Expert
Juan Fernandez Sainz
August 2019

 The

Seychelles is prone to weather and climate related disasters
such as cyclones, strong winds, heavy rains and severe
thunderstorm and lightening which has resulted in loss of life and
property.

 Growing

need to improve on the early warning systems and
strengthen information and decision support systems for climate
dependent sectors.

 Seychelles

Meteorological Authority as a triggering agency for
weather and climate related warning.

TRAINING OBJECTIVES
The training will focus on:
 Systematic

TRAINING OBJECTIVES


Special attention will be paid to flooding and landslides



Floods and landslides impact more people globally than any other type of
natural disaster. In Seychelles this is especially important



Detecting and monitoring such events is important to understand the
processes, for mitigation planning and execution, and potentially for warning



Satellite remote sensing data sets of precipitation and land surface
characteristics (e.g., elevation, soil, vegetation) are now available for
research and potential applications in this area



The purpose of this training session is to facilitate discussion on the subject

collection of data

 Undertaking

of risk assessments including the development of
dissemination pathways

 Communication of

early warnings.

 Providing

advice on appropriate responses plus monitoring and
evaluation.

TRAINING AGENDA
 Day

1 - Introduction to the training, best practices in EWS worldwide
and climate change considerations

 Day

2 - Theoretical and practical general understanding of flood
hazards and associated EWSs

 Day

3 - Theoretical and practical understanding of flood modeling and
Implementation of hydraulic models.

 Day

4 - Theoretical and practical understanding of data collection and
processing for flood modelling and validation purposes

TRAINING AGENDA
 Day

5 - Theoretical and practical understanding of SOPs for flooding
and threshold definition for flooding

 Day

6 - Theoretical and practical understanding of landslide hazards
and associated EWSs

 Day

7 - Theoretical and practical understanding of data requirements
for Landslide EWS implementation and data collection and processing

 Day

8 - Theoretical and practical understanding of implementation of a
Landslide EWS. Theoretical and practical understanding of SOPs for
Landslide EWS and threshold definition.
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SEYCHELLES HAZARD PROFILE

DAY 1

SEYCHELLES HAZARD-RISK PROFILE

SEYCHELLES HAZARD-RISK PROFILE
31st August – 1st September 1985: severe floods on the 3 main
islands, landslide at St. Louis, > 1milllion SCR damages.
17-23 May 1990 : Cyclone Ikonjo hits Desroches island – 1,500,000
USD damages (source: The socio- economic Impact of Tropical
Cyclone Ikonjo over the Seychelles, W. Agricole);
12-17 August 1997: the ENSO rainfall event – 1,700,000 USD
damages (source: CRED database);
06-07 September 2002: Storm over Praslin island.
December 2004: the great Indian Ocean tsunami – 30,000,000 USD
damages (source: CRED database).
December 2006: Cyclone Bondo hits Providence and Farqhuar islands

The most significant hazards in the Seychelles are:
 Earthquakes

- Tsunami

 Floods
 Tropical

Cyclones

 Landslides

- Rockslides

SEYCHELLES HAZARD-RISK PROFILE
Event
tsunami
storm / strong winds / cyclone
drought

TSUNAMI HAZARD
Casualties

Main threat comes from the Indonesia subduction zone and potentially
also from the Makran subduction zone.

2
19
6

heavy rainfall

21

flood (due to heavy rainfall)

14

landslide / rock fall / mud flow (due to heavy rainfall)

14

forest fire

13
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TROPICAL CYCLONES HAZARD
 Tropical cyclones reaching the
Seychelles are rare.
 Tropical depression ‘Ikonjo’ in 1990,
 Tropical depression ‘01S’ in 2002,
 Tropical cyclone ‘Bondo’ in 2006
 Seychelles region can be classified
with 6 distinct cyclonic wind hazard
zones

RAINFALL HAZARD

STORM SURGE HAZARD
Seychelles region can be classified with two main storm surge risk, Farquhar,
Aldabra can be classified with higher storm surge hazard risk while the north
island group is of lower storm surge risk.

RAINFALL HAZARD

The four recent most notable extreme
rainfall events are:
the August 1997-1998 record
rainfall,
the heavy rainfall event which
occurred at Aux Cap in January
2004,
the December 28-30th 2004
torrential rainfall after the 26th
December 2004 tsunami.
The 2013 event

FLOODS HAZARD

FLOODS HAZARD

Floods mostly in the main populated Islands
of Mahé, Praslin and La Digue
Three granitic islands of Mahé, Praslin and La
Digue.
The main Island of Mahé is characterized by
20 small and steep catchments.
The hydrographic basin surfaces are all
smaller than 10 km2.
Flows and run-off of the rivers are quite well
correlated to the rainfall intensity

January is the month of the year with the most
floods recorded
The average yearly discharge for the major
rivers is always inferior to 1 m3/s and closer to
0,5 m3/S for the major watershed of Mahé.
During the August 1997 floods, a discharge of
more than 76 m3/s was recorded on the
Cascade river station.
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FLOOD HAZARD

LANDSLIDE HAZARD
1862 “Avalasse” event
The inner Islands of Seychelles are
frequently affected by small ground
movements, landslides and rockfalls
Mahé, with the steepest slopes and
highest peak of all islands is
especially concerned by several
types of phenomenon
Different types of mass movements

LANDSLIDE HAZARD

LANDSLIDE HAZARD

Mudflows – No real Reports
Landslides:
 The Vista do Mar landslide (20042005)
 Takamaka Landslide (08/1997)

Landslides

Rockfalls – Several
Minor Landslides

SEYCHELLES EWS

EXISTING EWS IN SEYCHELLES

Tsunami EWS
Floods
Strong Winds
Exercise 1
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Early Warning System (EWS)
According to United Nations International Strategy for Disaster
Reduction:

BEST-PRACTICES FOR FLOOD AND LANDSLIDE
EWS

Community‐Based EWS

EWS Components
Risk
Knowledge

Monitoring and
Warning
Local Risk
Knowledge
Community
Dissemination

Communication
And Dissemination

“set of capacities needed to generate and disseminate timely and
meaningful warning information to enable individuals, communities
and organizations threatened by a hazard to prepare and to act
appropriately and in sufficient time to reduce the possibility of harm or
loss”

Monitoring,
Analysis and
Forecasting

• A community based early warning system (CBEWS) is a locally based
forecasting and warning activities of a community that aids them in
mitigating the effects of disasters in their area.
• This is usually a relatively cheap, easy to sustain system enhanced by
the direct and active participation of the community and its leaders.

Local
capabilities
to respond to
warnings
Response
Capability

• The ultimate goal of the system is to protect life and property by
achieving and maintaining a high‐level of community preparedness
through timely information and warnings.

Community‐Based EWS

Community‐Based EWS

• The most important characteristic of a CBEWS is community
participation and empowerment.

• Early warning systems are sometimes neglected by the people,
especially if they are not involved or fully aware of all the
implications.
• One of the main challenges in EWS is implementing and sustaining it.
Incorporating the active involvement of the community with an EWS
aims to increase the effectiveness of such systems.
• Learning by actual participation and taking a part in the system
enable people to understand more the value of these systems

• It empowers the people of the community to protect, prepare
themselves and make them resilient against the effects of disasters.
• The community is in the best position to undertake preparedness
measures against disasters.
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Community‐Based EWS

Community‐Based EWS

The following basic elements and features of a CBEWS are:
• People’s participation ‐ community members are the main actors and propellers;
they also directly share in the benefits of disaster risk reduction and
development.
• priority for the most vulnerable groups, families, and people in the community
• risk reduction measures are community‐specific and are identified after an
analysis of the community’s disaster risk
• existing capacities and coping mechanisms are recognized
• the aim is to reduce vulnerabilities by strengthening capacities; the goal is
building disaster resilient communities
• links disaster risk reduction with development
• outsiders have supporting and facilitating role

There are some key factors that should influence the decision to
implement a CBEWS:
• Frequency of disasters
• Community’s interest and awareness
• Possible lead time
• Cost‐benefit of the implementation versus damages

Best Practices for EWS

Types of EWS
Depending on the scale
• Global
• Regional
• National
• Local
• Community‐based

Depending on the type of hazard
• Rapid‐onset hazard
• Slow‐onset hazard

Lead Time

Early warning systems: operational aspects

• A lead time is the latency
between the initiation
and execution of a
process
• Every hazard has a
different lead time.

• Just predictions are not useful
• All four components have to be addressed
• Communication and response plans are usually lacking
• Warnings must be timely and provide recommendations
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EWS Issues

EWS Conceptual Phase

EWS issues may arise during:
‐ Conceptual phase
‐ Design phase
‐ Implementation phase
‐ Operation phase

• Project design too ambitious
• Unrealistic objectives or outcomes
• Present situation misunderstood
• Existing capacities
• Institutional arrangement
• Wrong Final Beneficiary
• Flexibility in the project

EWS Design phase

EWS Implementation Phase

• System design too ambitious
• Local institutions not involved in the system design
• Lack of capabilities
• Lack of local knowledge into the system
• Lack of information
• System design conditioned by project document

• Lack of adequate resources
• Procurement difficulties
• Lack of capacities
• Unrealistic design (too ambitious)
• Institutional issues

EWS Operation phase

Best Practices for EWS

In a EWS, if any of the four components fails, the whole system fails
• Risk knowledge
• Monitoring and warning
• Problems with communication

• Flood / Flash‐floods
• Landslides
• Strong Winds
• Droughts
• Fire
•…

• Internal communication
• External communication

• Lack of respond procedures
• Institutional issues
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Examples

EWS Azerbaijan

• Azerbaijan
• Guyana
• Timor‐Leste
• Kyrgyzstan
• DPR Korea

• Flood Forecasting for local communities in the Caucasus
• Short Lead Time
• Institutional arrangement issues

Flash‐Flood EWS ‐ RISK KNOWLEDGE

MONITORING AND WARNING COMPONENT

• Risk = Hazard * Elements at risk * Vulnerability
• Hazard maps: Flood mapping

• Flood forecasting

GLOBAL
METEOROLOGICAL
FORECAST

• Rainfall Monitoring

• hydrological assessment
• hydraulic model
• Calibration – COMMUNITY INPUT

FLOOD ALERT

Q > Thresholds

Q, WL > Thresholds

HYDRAULIC
MODELLING

• Water Level Monitoring

• Elements at Risk
• Vulnerability
• Maintenance

HYDROLOGICAL
MODELLING

• Radar Sensor Type Water Level Monitoring
• Community Water Level Gauges

(Flash) Flood Early Warning System

(Flash) Flood Early Warning System
Rainfall Forecast

METEOROLOGICAL
MODELLING

GLOBAL
METEOROLOGICAL
FORECAST

AUTOMATIC
STATION DATA

CLIMATOLOGIC
DATABASE

HYDROLOGICAL
MODELLING
Initial
Conditions
Initial
Conditions

HYDRAULIC
MODELLING

PREVIOUS FLASH‐
FLOOD/FLOOD
FORECAST

COSMO 7km LOCAL
METEOROLOGICAL
MODELLING

REAL TIME FLASH‐
FLOOD/FLOOD
FORECAST

Q, WL > Thresholds

Thresholds

SATELLITE PRECIPITATION
ESTIMATE DATA

WRF 5km LOCAL
METEOROLOGICAL
MODELLING

MIKE 11 Hydraulic Model
HIDROLOGICAL
HEC‐HMS MODEL 1

Rainfall
Observations

FLOOD WARNING

Flood Mapping

AUTOMATIC
STATION DATA
Rainfall
Observations

Rainfall Forecast

Initial
Conditions
Initial
Conditions

ANTECEDENT HEC_HMS
MODEL 1 RUNS
ANTECEDENT HEC‐HMS
MODEL 2 RUNS

HIDROLOGICAL
HEC‐HMS MODEL 2
MIKE 11 Hydraulic Model
Flood Mapping
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Monitoring and Forecasting System

WARNING LEVELS
Three different levels of warning will be defined depending on the time to
the event and on the accuracy of the prediction

level 1 alert (Be Aware) – 48hr in advance – Flood forecasting

‐72hr

‐48hr

‐24hr

Global Weather
Forecasting
Model Rainfall

Global Weather
Forecasting
Model Rainfall

Global Weather
Forecasting
Model Rainfall

THRESHOLDS

THRESHOLDS

THRESHOLDS

Hydrology
Model

Hydrology
Model

Hydrology
Model

THRESHOLDS

THRESHOLDS

0hr
Satellite
Rainfall

Monitoring
Network

Hydrology Model

THRESHOLDS

level 2 alert (Be Prepared) – 24hr in advance – Flood forecasting

Hydraulic Model

THRESHOLDS

THRESHOLDS

level 3 warning (Take Action) – 0hr (lead time) – Automatic Stations
Attention

DISSEMINATION AND COMMUNICATION
COMPONENT
• Extremely important
• Forecasts and warnings must reach users
without delay
• Communication with the
Communities

• Communication within the
Communities

0hr

Alert

Alert

WARNING

Be Aware

Be Prepared

Take Action

Monitoring
Network

WARNING Take Action

THRESHOLDS

Civil Protection
Local
Authorities
Telephone
Mobile Phone
FAX/e‐mail

•
•
•
•

Mobile phone‐SMS
Radio HF
Email ‐ Internet
Sirens (Remote Control for Siren Systems)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bells
Wireless Alert Sirens’ System
Loudspeaker
SMS
Walkie talkie
TV
Radio

Police Forces

Local MOES
Centre

Military Forces
Firefighters

Telephone
Mobile Phone

Radio HF

Radio HF

Mobile Phone

Operational
Centre

Radio HF

Remote
Sirens

SMS

Mobile
Phone

Local
Community
Contact

Bells
Walkie Talkie
Sirens

Special Rescue

Loud
Speakers

Mobile
Phone

Community

RESPONSE COMPONENT

SYSTEM MAINTENANCE

• Establishment of Community Flood Emergency Plans

• Training
• Post‐event evaluation
• Review
• Community drills

•
•
•
•
•
•

characterizing hazards
characterizing vulnerabilities
community capacities
develop strategies
how to reduce the risks from hazards
emergency response

• Evacuation Routes / Evacuation Centres
• Enhance Public Awareness and Education
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Risk
Knowledge

Monitoring
And Warning

Communication
and Dissemination

Response
Capability

Hazard

Weather
Forecasting

Radio

Evacuation
Centre

Elements at
Risk

Vulnerability

Rainfall

Telephone

Search &
Rescue

Warning
Decision

Household
Warning

Relief
Goods

Guyana
• Flood and Drought EWS for communities
• Farmers group
• Lack of capacities
• Difficult scenario

Guyana Flood EWS
LOCAL
METEOROLOGICAL
FORECAST, TIDE

Risk Assessment
FLOOD WARNING

Hydromet
AWS, RADAR, RAIN
IN COMMUNITIES

NDIA, MMA

WATER LEVEL INFO
COMMUNITY INFO

P, WL > Thresholds

CDC

Communities

• Flood risk assessment
• Participatory GIS
• Recommended in the future the
implementation of flood modelling

Thresholds

CLIMATOLOGIC
DATABASE

Monitoring and Warning

Criteria for Warning Levels

• Forecasting
• Existing Automatic Weather
Stations
• Radar
• Water Level Monitoring
• Sea‐Level Monitoring and
forecasting
• Raingauges at communities
• Water Level Gauges at
communities

Threshold matrix of:
• Precipitation (both observational and forecasted)
• Water Level (at the drainage and at the conservancies)
• Sea‐level
• Soil Moisture (if available)

Green
Less than 30mm in 24h
Precipitation
Less than 25mm in 12h
Thresholds for Floods
Less than 20mm in 6h

Yellow
30mm – 50mm in 24h
25mm – 40mm in 12h
20mm – 30mm in 6h

Orange
50mm – 70mm in 24h
40mm – 50mm in 12h
30mm – 40mm in 6h

Red
70mm or greater in 24h
50mm or greater in 12h
40mm or greater in 6h
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Monitoring and Warning

Community Flood EWS

• Definition of Warning Levels. Combination of precipitation and sea‐
level forecasting (when applicable).

• SMS
• Boards
• Two contact people per community
Communication Flow

‐72hr

‐48hr

‐24hr

WRF Model
Rainfall

WRF Model
Rainfall

WRF Model
Rainfall

THRESHOLDS

THRESHOLDS

THRESHOLDS

Attention

0hr

Monitoring
Network

THRESHOLDS

Alert

Alert

WARNING

Be Aware

Be Prepared

Take Action

Community Flood EWS
Response
• Establishment of Community
Emergency Plans
• Evacuation Routes / Evacuation
Centres
• Enhance Public Awareness and
Education

• Level 1 Alert (Be aware) – 48 hours in advance
• Level 2 Alert (Be prepared) – 24 hours in advance
• Level 3 Warning (Take action) ‐ Event

Drought Warning
Hydro‐meteorological
Variables
• Rainfall
• Streamflow
• Temperature
• Evaporation
• Soil‐Moisture
• Reservoir Level

Combination of different indexes and data.

Drought Indices
• Standardized Precipitation
Index (SPI)
• Palmer Drought Severity
Index (PDSI)

Methodology
• Regression Models
• Time Series Models
• Probability Models

Timor‐Leste EWS

Timor‐Leste EWS

Community‐based EWS for four different hazards
• Floods
• Landslides
• Fire
• Strong Winds

• Issues with lack of capacities at all levels
• Very ambitious project design
• Issues with implementation

Output
• Lead Time
• Initiation and Termination
• Nature of Severity
• Probability of Occurrence
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Kyrgyzstan EWS

Kyrgyzstan EWS

• Multi‐hazard forecasting system
• In design phase
• Forecasting for

• Flood forecasting

•
•
•
•
•
•

Floods/Mudflows
Landslides
Fire
Strong winds
GLOFs
Avalanches

• Issues with capacities in Kyrgyzstan
• Institutional arrangements
• Mudflow – Flash‐floods – Floods

• Landslide forecasting
• Local and regional approach
• In‐situ – Rainfall‐trigger

• Good base for the communication and response

Kyrgyzstan EWS

DPR Korea

• Fire forecasting

• EWS for floods in North DPRK
• Community‐based implementation
• Community groups already established
• Very good capacities
• Problems with equipment acquisition
• Problems with obtaining information about issues

• Global resources

• Strong winds forecasting
• Meteorological Forecasting

• GLOFs
• Satellite Monitoring
• Flood forecasting

• Avalanche Forecasting
• No forecasting available

Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) Terminology
Terminology developed at the request of the Hyogo Framework for
Action 2005‐2015

EWS COMPONENTS

Hazard
A hazard is a dangerous phenomenon, substance, human activity or
condition that may cause loss of life, injury or other health impacts,
property damage, loss of livelihoods and services, social and economic
disruption, or environmental damage.
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Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) Terminology

Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) Terminology

Risk
Risk is the combination of the probability of an event and its negative
consequences

Vulnerability
Vulnerability is the characteristics and circumstances of a community,
system or asset that make it susceptible to the damaging effects of a
hazard.

Capacity
Capacity is the combination of all strengths, attributes and resources
available within a community, society or organisation that can be used
to achieve agreed goals.

Vulnerability

Factors affecting human vulnerability

Human vulnerability is the relative lack of capacity of a person or social
group to anticipate, cope with, resist, and recover from the impact of a
hazard. Vulnerability has two components:
• exposure to hazards (e.g. drought, earthquake, etc.) and
• difficulty in coping with and recovering from them (due to lack of
resources)

i. Poverty
ii. Increased population density
iii. Rapid urbanization
iv. Changes in way of life
v. Environmental degradation
vi. Lack of awareness and information
viii. War and civil strife

Structural or physical vulnerability

Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) Terminology

• The extent to which a structure or service is likely to be damaged or
disrupted by a hazard event
• A building is said to be vulnerable to earthquake tremors if its
construction lacks elements which would resist the effects of such
tremors.

Disaster
Disaster is a serious disruption of the functioning of a community or a
society involving widespread human, material, economic or
environmental losses and impacts and which exceeds the ability of the
affected community or society to cope by using its own resources.
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Classification of disasters based
on causative factors

Classification based on origin of
disasters

• Natural disasters
These are disasters caused by natural hazards. Examples are floods,
earthquakes, drought, lightening, Cyclones and tsunami.
• Human made (Anthropogenic) disasters
These are disasters linked to human‐made hazards. Examples are war,
technological disasters, foreign fauna, HIV/AIDS pandemic, bomb blast
and environmental disasters.

Classification of disasters based
on time of onset
• Rapid onset disasters (RODS)
These disasters happen over relatively short period of time such as
seconds, minutes or hours. For example; lightening, earthquake, bomb
blast, tsunami and flood.
• Slow onset disasters (SODS)
These disasters take a relatively long period of time to occur. Examples
are famine, drought, locust invasion, HIV/AIDS pandemic, war and frost.

Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) Terminology
Disaster Risk (DR)
The potential disaster losses, in lives, health status, livelihoods, assets
and services, which could occur to a particular community or a society
over some specified future time period.
Disaster Risk = (Hazards X Vulnerability) / Capacity
Vulnerability

+ Hazard

= Disaster

Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) Terminology

Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) Terminology

Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR)
DRR is the concept and practice of reducing disaster risks through
systematic efforts to analyse and manage the causal factors of
disasters, including lessened vulnerability of people and property by
wise management of the land and the environment, and by improved
preparedness for adverse events

Community Based Disaster Risk Reduction (CBDRR)
CBDRR is a process of disaster risk management in which at‐risk
communities are actively engaged in the identification, analysis,
treatment, monitoring and evaluation of disaster risks in order to
reduce their vulnerabilities and enhance capacities.

14
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Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) Terminology

Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) Terminology

Community Based Disaster Risk Reduction (CBDRR)
• People are at the heart of decision making and implementation of
disaster risk reduction activities.
• CBDRR involves activities, measures and projects to reduce disaster
risks.
• Designed and implemented by people living in at‐risk communities
• Goal of building safe, liveable, disaster resilient and developed
communities.
• The involvement of the most vulnerable is paramount and support
from the less vulnerable is necessary.

Risk Assessment
Risk assessment is a methodology to determine the nature and extent
of risk by analysing potential hazards and evaluating existing conditions
of vulnerability that could potentially harm exposed people, property,
services, livelihoods and the environment on which they depend.

Disaster risk reduction and mitigation
measures

Physical planning measures

• The techniques or measures that an authority might consider in
assembling an appropriate package for disaster mitigation can be
classified as:
1. Physical planning measures
2. Economic measures
3. Management and institutional measures
4. Societal measures

• Careful location of new facilities
• De‐concentration of elements especially at risk
• A denser concentration of people will always increase the potential
for disaster
• Dry lands, flood plains and steep slopes are often the marginal lands
that are available to the lower‐income communities and the most
vulnerable social groups.

Economic measures

Management and institutional
measures

• Equitable economic development is the key to disaster mitigation
• A strong economy in which the benefits are shared throughout the
society is the best protection against a future disaster.
• The interdependency between Disasters and Development cannot be
overemphasized
• Some aspects of economic planning are directly relevant to reducing
disaster risk: Diversification, linkages between sectors…

• Disaster mitigation also requires certain organizational, management
and procedural measures
• The objectives and policies that guide the mitigation processes have
to be sustained over a number of years
• The institutionalization of disaster mitigation requires a consensus of
opinion that efforts to reduce disaster risk are of continual
importance.
• Education, training and professional competence, and political will,
are necessary aspects of institutionalizing disaster risk reduction and
mitigation
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Societal measures

Disaster Risk Management Cycle

• The mitigation of disasters will only come about when there is a
consensus that it is desirable, feasible and affordable
• In some places:

• It is the systematic process of using directives,
organisations, and operational skills and capacities to
implement strategies, policies and improved coping
capacities in order to lessen the adverse impacts of
hazards and the possibility of disaster.

• The individual hazards that threaten are not recognized
• the steps that people can take to protect themselves are not known
• the demand of the community to have themselves protected is not
recognized

• Mitigation planning should aim to develop a disaster “safety culture”
in which the people are fully aware of the hazards they face, protect
themselves as fully as they can and fully support efforts made on
their behalf to protect them

Disaster Risk Management Cycle

Disaster Risk Management Cycle

• In the Disaster Risk Management Cycle, there is clearly two phases,
before and after the disaster.
• Basically the Early Warning System (EWS) lays emphasis on the
Prevention, Mitigation and Preparedness steps of the disaster
management cycle.
• EWS also develops the capacity of the community for the Disaster
Response during the disaster part (crisis management part) of the
cycle.

Disaster Risk Management Cycle

Disaster Risk Management Cycle

• Preparedness phase
The goal of this phase is to develop measures in advance to ensure a
satisfactory level of readiness to respond to any emergency through
programs that strengthen the capacity of the society and the disaster
managers.
This includes issuance of timely and effective early warnings and
temporary evacuation of people and property from threatened
locations. This is the time for planning and being prepared for the
disaster.

• Impact phase
It is marked by overwhelming disruption of the local community at the
interception region beyond their capacity to withstand the effects of
the hazard.
High degree of chaos but it could have a remarkable degree of
organization depending level of organization and effectiveness of
disaster risk reduction and mitigation measures put in place before the
disaster.
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Disaster Risk Management Cycle

Disaster Risk Management Cycle

• Relief/response phase
Begins when assistance arrives from outside the disaster area to
support the disaster victims to maintain life, improve health and
sustain the morale of the affected population.
Such assistance ranges from evacuation, temporary shelter, food,
education, medicine and water. Disaster reliefs need to be integrated
into development planning and local capacities to strengthen
sustainability of the interventions.

• Recovery phase
It is characterized restoring pre‐disaster conditions and undertaking
activities restoring their lives and infrastructure.
No distinct point at which immediate relief changes into recovery and
then into long term sustainable development.
There are many opportunities during recovery period to enhance
prevention, disaster preparedness, reduce vulnerability and sustainable
development.

Disaster Risk Management Cycle

EARLY WARNING SYSTEM

• Mitigation phase
Involves establishing structural and non‐structural measures
undertaken to limit the adverse impact of natural hazards,
environmental degradation and technological hazards aimed at
reducing disaster occurrence or reducing the effects of unavoidable
disasters including building codes, vulnerability analyses and updates;
zoning and land use management; safety codes; preventive health care
and public education.

• Range of factors necessary to achieve timely warnings for effective
response.
• Early warning is a major element of disaster risk reduction. It prevents
loss of life and reduces the economic and material impact of
disasters.

Early Warning System

EWS Components

The set of capacities needed to generate and disseminate timely and
meaningful warning information to enable individuals, communities
and organisations threatened by a hazard to prepare and to act
appropriately and in sufficient time to reduce the possibility of harm or
loss.

• Risk Knowledge: systematically collect data and undertake risk
assessments
• Monitoring and Warning Service: develop hazard monitoring and
early warning services
• Dissemination and communication: communicate risk information
and early warnings
• Response capability: build national and community response
capabilities
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Risk Knowledge

Risk Knowledge

• Risks arise from the combination of hazards and vulnerabilities at a
particular location.
• Assessments of risk require systematic collection and analysis of data
• Risk assessments and maps help to motivate people, prioritise early
warning system needs and guide preparations for disaster prevention
and responses.

• Are the hazards and the vulnerabilities well known?
• What are the patterns and trends in these factors
• Are risk maps and data widely available?

Monitoring and Warning Service

Monitoring and Warning Service

• Warning services lie at the core of the system.
• There must be a sound scientific basis for predicting and forecasting
hazards and a reliable forecasting and warning system that operates
24 hours a day.
• Continuous monitoring of hazard parameters and precursors is
essential to generate accurate warnings in a timely fashion.
• Warning services for different hazards should be coordinated where
possible

• Are the right parameters being monitored?
• Is there a sound scientific basis for making forecasts?
• Can accurate and timely warnings be generated?

Dissemination and Communication

Dissemination and Communication

• Warnings must reach those at risk.
• Clear messages containing simple, useful information are critical to
enable proper responses that will help safeguard lives and livelihoods.
• Regional, national and community level communication systems must
be pre‐identified and appropriate authoritative voices established.
• The use of multiple communication channels is necessary

• Do warnings reach all of those at risk?
• Are the risks and warnings understood?
• Is the warning information clear and usable?
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Response Capability

Response Capability

• It is essential that communities understand their risks; respect the
warning service and know how to react.
• Education and preparedness programmes play a key role.
• It is also essential that disaster management plans are in place, well
practiced and tested.
• The community should be well informed

• Are the response plans up to data and tested?
• Are local capacities and knowledge made use of?
• Are people prepared and ready to react to warnings?

Development of EWS

Flood Forecasting EWS Development

• Key events in the development of
Early Warning Systems

• Flood warning has existed for thousands of years.
• The Old Testament mentions the oldest 'early warning', received by Noah from
God
• In 1523, a forecast anticipating a flood in February 1524 was published in
Augsburg
• C. 2000 BC Levees and dams in China and the Middle‐East provide flood
protection
• 1854 Regular flood forecasting in France, following the advance of the telegraph.
Italy developed such systems in 1866 and the US did so in 1871
• 1861 Adoption of a flood protection policy based on levee construction in the US
• 1931 Destructive summer floods in China cause a huge number of fatalities (from
145 000 to 3 700 000)
• 1970s Early use of radar and satellite in flood forecasting

Flood Forecasting EWS Development

Types of Early Warning Systems

• 1994 After the 1993 mid‐west flood in the US, the Interagency Floodplain
Management Review Committee suggested relocating people off the
floodplains and reclaiming wetlands (IFMRC, 1994)
• 1997 Large floods in central Europe affecting the basins of the Odra/Oder
(Czech Republic, Poland, Germany) and the Vistula 1998 Floods in China
cause material damage of USD 30 billion and over 3 600 fatalities
• 1998 Major flooding occurs in Bangladesh, inundating nearly 70 % of the
country
• 2002 Dramatic floods in Europe (Austria, Bulgaria, Czech Republic,
Germany, Hungary, Moldova, Romania, Slovakia, Ukraine) in August 2002
cause total damage in excess of EUR 20 billion
• 2007 Adoption of the EU Floods Directive

Depending on the type of hazard
• Rapid‐onset hazard: accidental oil spills, nuclear plant failures, and
chemical plant accidents, geological hazards and hydro‐
meteorological hazards
• Slow‐onset hazard: incremental but long‐term and cumulative
environmental changes that usually receive little attention in their
early phases but which, over time, may cause serious crises. Such as
air and water quality, soil pollution, acid rain, climate change,
desertification processes, droughts, ecosystems change, deforestation
and forest fragmentation, loss of biodiversity and habitats, nitrogen
overloading, radioactive waste, coastal erosion
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Types of Early Warning Systems

Lead Time

1. Rapid/sudden‐onset threats
• Chemical and Nuclear Accidents
• Wildland Fires
• Geological Hazards
• Earthquakes
• Tsunamis
• Volcanic Eruptions
• Landslides
• Hydro‐Meteorological Hazards
• Floods
• Severe Weather, Storms and Tropical Cyclones
• Epidemics

• A lead time is the latency
between the initiation
and execution of a
process
• Every hazard has a
different lead time.

2. Slow‐onset threats
• Air Quality
• Desertification
• Droughts
• Impact of Climate Variability
• Food Insecurity

Lead Time ‐ Timing
• Temporal elements of forecasts and warnings are especially critical to
decision‐making.
• All warning systems exhibit an inverse relationship between lead time
and accuracy and specificity
• Difficult balance of false positives and false negatives errors
• Warning systems involve complex interactions among reliability,
skilful lead time, desired lead time for social response, and event
onset profiles

EWS Cross‐cutting Issues
There are several cross‐cutting issues to consider in the EWS
• Effective Governance and Institutional Arrangements
• A Multi‐Hazard Approach
• Involvement of Local Communities
• Consideration of Gender Perspectives and Cultural Diversity
• Key Actors

CROSS-CUTTING ISSUES

Effective Governance and Institutional
Arrangements
• Well‐developed governance and institutional arrangements support
the successful development and sustainability of sound early warning
systems.
• They are the foundations upon which the previously outlined four
elements of early warning are built, strengthened and maintained.
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Effective Governance and Institutional
Arrangements

A Multi‐Hazard Approach

• Good governance is encouraged by robust legal and regulatory
frameworks and supported by long‐term political commitment and
effective institutional arrangements.
• Effective governance arrangements should encourage local decision‐
making and participation
• Vertical and horizontal communication and coordination between
early warning stakeholders should also be established.

• Where possible, early warning systems should link all hazard‐based
systems. Economies of scale, sustainability and efficiency can be enhanced
if systems and operational activities are established and maintained within
a multipurpose framework that considers all hazards and end user needs.
• Multi‐hazard early warning systems will also be activated more often than
a single‐hazard warning system, and therefore should provide better
functionality and reliability for dangerous high intensity events, such as
tsunamis, that occur infrequently.
• Multi‐hazard systems also help the public better understand the range of
risks they face and reinforce desired preparedness actions and warning
response behaviours.

Involvement of Local Communities

Involvement of Local Communities

• People‐centred early warning systems rely on the direct participation
of those most likely to be exposed to hazards.
• Without the involvement of local authorities and communities at risk,
government and institutional interventions and responses to hazard
events are likely to be inadequate

• A local, ‘bottom‐up’ approach to early warning, with the active
participation of local communities, enables a multi‐dimensional
response to problems and needs.
• In this way, local communities, civic groups and traditional structures
can contribute to the reduction of vulnerability and to the
strengthening of local capacities.

Consideration of Gender Perspectives and
Cultural Diversity

Consideration of Gender Perspectives and
Cultural Diversity

• In developing early warning systems it is essential to recognise that
different groups have different vulnerabilities according to culture,
gender or other characteristics that influence their capacity to
effectively prepare for, prevent and respond to disasters.

• Women and men often play different roles in society and have
different access to information in disaster situations. In addition, the
elderly, disabled and socio‐economically disadvantaged are often
more vulnerable.
• Information, institutional arrangements and warning communication
systems should be tailored to meet the needs of every group in every
vulnerable community.
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Key Actors

Communities

Developing and implementing an effective early warning system requires the
contribution and coordination of a diverse range of individuals and groups.
• Communities
• Local governments
• Regional institutions and organisations
• International bodies
• Non‐governmental organisations
• The private sector
• The science and academic community

• Communities, particularly those most vulnerable, are fundamental to
people‐centred early warning systems.
• They should be actively involved in all aspects of the establishment
and operation of early warning systems:
• be aware of the hazards and potential impacts to which they are
exposed
• be able to take actions to minimize the threat of loss or damage.

Local governments

National governments

• Local governments, like communities and individuals, are at the
centre of effective early warning systems.
• They should be empowered by national governments, have
considerable knowledge of the hazards to which their communities
are exposed and be actively involved in the design and maintenance
of early warning systems.
• They must understand advisory information received and be able to
advise, instruct and engage the local population in a manner that
increases public safety and reduces the possible loss of resources on
which the community depends.

• National governments are responsible for high‐level policies and
frameworks that facilitate early warning and for the technical systems
that predict and issue national hazard warnings.
• National governments should interact with regional and international
governments and agencies to strengthen early warning capacities and
ensure that warnings and related responses are directed towards the
most vulnerable populations.
• The provision of support to local communities and governments to
develop operational capabilities is also an essential function.

Regional institutions and organizations

International bodies

• Regional institutions and organizations play a role in providing
specialized knowledge and advice which supports national efforts to
develop and sustain early warning capabilities in countries that share
a common geographical environment.
• In addition, they encourage linkages with international organizations
and facilitate effective early warning practices among adjacent
countries

• International bodies can provide international coordination,
standardization, and support for national early warning activities and
foster the exchange of data and knowledge between individual
countries and regions.
• Support may include:
• the provision of advisory information,
• technical assistance,
• policy and organizational support necessary to aid the
development and operational capabilities of national authorities
or agencies.
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Non‐governmental organisations

The private sector

• Non‐governmental organisations play a role in raising awareness
among individuals, communities and organizations involved in early
warning, particularly at the community level.
• They can also assist with implementing early warning systems and in
preparing communities for natural disasters.
• In addition, they can play an important advocacy role to help ensure
that early warning stays on the agenda of government policy makers.

• The private sector has a diverse role to play in early warning,
including developing early warning capabilities in their own
organizations.
• The media plays a vital role in improving the disaster consciousness of
the general population and disseminating early warnings.
• The private sector also has a large untapped potential to help provide
skilled services in form of technical manpower, know‐how or
donations (in‐kind and cash) of goods or services.

The science and academic community
• The science and academic community has a critical role in providing
specialized scientific and technical input to assist governments and
communities in developing early warning systems.
• Their expertise is central to:
• analysing natural hazard risks facing communities
• supporting the design of scientific and systematic monitoring and
warning services
• supporting data exchange
• translating scientific or technical information into comprehensible
messages
• the dissemination of understandable warnings to those at risk.

• Exercise 2

CLIMATE CHANGE IN SEYCHELLES HISTORICAL
According to Seychelle's Second National Communication (2013)

CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACT

Temperature


The warming in the Seychelles region, over the period 1972-1997, is
estimated to be of the range of 0.25 °C.



The number of very warm days and nights is increasing dramatically,
while the number of very cool days and nights are decreasing.



Maximum and minimum temperatures show a positive warming
between +0.33 to +0.82°C respectively
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CLIMATE CHANGE IN SEYCHELLES HISTORICAL

CLIMATE CHANGE IN SEYCHELLES HISTORICAL

Precipitation


The long term trend of a merged 119-year monthly rainfall data confirms
strong rainfall variability over Mahe, Seychelles. It is characterized by distinct
2-4, 10 and 30-year cycles.



The linear seasonal and annual anomaly trends are +0.64, + 2.03 and
+13.78 mm per year for DJF, JJA and annual time series respectively.



Overall, the JJA dry season has larger upward trend (3 times that of the
rainy season) and it is now characterized by wetter-like conditions compared
to the 1972-1990 period. Extreme precipitation and flooding is now of great
concern.

CLIMATE CHANGE IN SEYCHELLES PROJECTION

CLIMATE CHANGE IN SEYCHELLES HISTORICAL

Temperature

Precipitation
 Likely



Air temperature for both Mahe and Aldabra area is more likely than
not to warm by +3.0°C;



The relative warming will occur mainly during the cooler southeast
monsoon;



The warming ranges are from +0.4° to 0.7°, 0.9° to 1.4° and 1.8° to
2.9° C respectively for the years 2025, 2050 and 2100.

extremes of low rainfall in the dry season with a deficit of -12.7
% (-9.9 mm) in rainfall for the year 2025, and a decrease of -36.3 % (31.1 mm) in the year 2100;

 In

contrast, the likely extremes of wet conditions are likely to be
characterized by an increase of +5.9 % (+19 mm) for the year 2025,
+9.3 % (+25.4 mm) for the year 2050 and +12.4% (+38.6 mm) for the
year 2100

CLIMATE CHANGE IN SEYCHELLES HISTORICAL
Precipitation
 Likely

extremes of low rainfall in the dry season with a deficit of -12.7
% (-9.9 mm) in rainfall for the year 2025, and a decrease of -36.3 % (31.1 mm) in the year 2100;

DAY 2

 In

contrast, the likely extremes of wet conditions are likely to be
characterized by an increase of +5.9 % (+19 mm) for the year 2025,
+9.3 % (+25.4 mm) for the year 2050 and +12.4% (+38.6 mm) for the
year 2100

 Exercise

3
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RECAP FROM DAY 1
CLIMATE CHANGE GROUPS 3 AND 4
FLOODING
MORE FLOODING

TYPE OF FLOODS

FLOODING


Flooding is an extreme event that could cause great destruction to property,
agriculture & farming, and human lives. The definition of an “extreme event” is
something that occurs infrequently, and that is in some way greater (or smaller)
than the conditions that exist for most of the time.
 The first step in comparing flood events is to decide which characteristic is the most
important.
 Characteristics of a flood
(1) The magnitude : How severe or intense is it at the most severe?
(2) The duration: How long did the event last?
(3) The frequency: How long, on average, is it since the last event of similar size?

TYPES OF FLOODING







Urban sewer flooding
Groundwater flooding
Coastal and estuary flooding
Pluvial flooding
Fluvial flooding

FLOOD EVENTS

TYPES OF FLOODING
Flash-floods versus Riverine Flooding
 A flash-flood is generally defined as a rapid onset flood of short
duration with a relatively high peak discharge. A combination of a
high rainfall rate with rapid and often efficient runoff production
processes is common to most flash flood events.
 These floods are frequently associated with violent convection
storms of a short duration falling over a small area.
 Flash flooding can occur in almost any area where there are
steep slopes.
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TYPES OF FLOODING
Key features of flash floods:
 The short lead in time involved (usually defined as less than six
hours).
 The short duration of the flooding.
 The link to heavy rainfall.
 Dam failure as a possible cause.
 The volume and velocity of water involved.
 The danger presented by debris.
 The potential to cause material damage.
 The urgent threat to life

FLOOD DAMAGE
Flood damage has increased worldwide in recent years, due to:
 Socio-economic changes: increasing exposure and potential
damage due to population growth and economic development,
land-use change…
 Changes in terrestrial systems: changes in hydrological systems
and ecosystems, driven by land-cover change, the regulation of
river flow and the construction of embankments
 Climate changes

FLOOD MANAGEMENT OPTIONS
Hard management techniques







Dams
Embankments
Flood walls
Straightening and deepening the river.
Storage areas
Diversions

TYPES OF FLOODING

Fluvial Floods
Fluvial flooding occurs over a wide range of river and catchment
systems. Floods in river valleys occur mostly on flood plains or
wash lands as a result of flow exceeding the capacity of the stream
channels and spilling over the natural banks or artificial
embankments.
Usually occurs along major rivers and in lower tributaries of large
catchments.

WHAT IS FLOOD MANAGEMENT




Flooding is a natural process
Only becomes a hazard when it has a direct or indirect effect upon the lives of
people

Actions taken to keep people and property safe from flooding

FLOOD MANAGEMENT OPTIONS

Soft management techniques


Land use planning
Afforestation
 Warning systems
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FLOODING MECHANISMS

FLOODING MECHANISMS

Flooding occurs most commonly from heavy rainfall when natural watercourses do not
have the capacity to carry excess water.
However, floods are not always caused by heavy rainfall. In coastal areas, water
inundation can be caused by a storm surge as a result of a tropical cyclone, a tsunami
or a high tide coinciding with higher than normal river levels. If a dam fails, triggered for
example by an earthquake, the downstream area will flood, even in dry weather
conditions.

FLOODING MECHANISMS
Other factors which can contribute to flooding include:








volume, spatial distribution, intensity and duration of rainfall over a catchment
the capacity of the watercourse or stream network to carry runoff
catchment and weather conditions before rainfall
ground cover
topography
tidal influences
Man-made alterations

FLOOD DISASTERS IN SEYCHELLES

FLOOD DISASTERS IN SEYCHELLES

The four recent most notable extreme rainfall events are:
the August 1997-1998 record rainfall,
the heavy rainfall event which occurred at Aux Cap in January 2004,
the December 28-30th 2004 torrential rainfall after the 26th December 2004
tsunami.
The 2013 event

FLOOD EWS INTRODUCTION

Exercise 1
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FLOOD EWS

FLOOD EWS

The main idea behind a flood forecasting EWS is to provide timely warnings about an
impending flood.

 Aspects

The implementation of a FFEWS requires different steps.

of flood forecasting and early warning systems
forecasting models and monitoring networks
 Organization of flood forecasting and early warnings – outreach to users

ASPECTS OF FLOOD FORECASTING AND EARLY
WARNING SYSTEMS

ASPECTS OF FLOOD FORECASTING AND EARLY
WARNING SYSTEMS



Elements of Flood Forecasting and Early Warning System


Basic Considerations



Types of River Basin



Physical processes



Type of service



Forecast Lead Time



Data Requirements



Infrastructure and Human Resources



Establishing the Concept of Operations

ASPECTS OF FLOOD FORECASTING AND EARLY
WARNING SYSTEMS


 Flood

Schematic representation of an integrated flood forecasting system



Establishing a viable flood forecasting and warning system for communities at risk requires a
combination of data, forecast tools, and trained forecasters.



A flood forecast system must provide sufficient lead time for communities to respond



Forecasts must be sufficiently accurate to promote community confidence so that they will
respond when warned.



Implementing an end-to-end flood forecast, warning and response system has many
components, and these components must be linked in order to operate successfully

ASPECTS OF FLOOD FORECASTING AND EARLY
WARNING SYSTEMS
The essential components of a flood forecasting, warning and response system consist of


a data source,



communications,



forecasts,



decision support,



notification (often referred to as dissemination),



coordination, and



actions (or responses).
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ASPECTS OF FLOOD FORECASTING AND EARLY
WARNING SYSTEMS

ASPECTS OF FLOOD FORECASTING AND EARLY
WARNING SYSTEMS


Elements of Flood Forecasting and Early Warning System



A flood forecast and warning programme should be designed to mitigate floods and is an
asset to overall water management.



Risk knowledge: systematic assessment of hazards and vulnerabilities, including mapping of
their patterns and trends



All of the components of the system must therefore be functional.



Monitoring and warning services: accurate and timely forecasting of hazards using reliable,
scientific methods and technologies



If any component is dysfunctional it becomes a weak link in the chain, undermining
effective warning and response.



Dissemination and communication: clear and timely distribution of warnings to all those at risk



Response capability: national and local capacities providing knowledge about how to act
correctly when warnings are communicated

ASPECTS OF FLOOD FORECASTING AND EARLY
WARNING SYSTEMS

ASPECTS OF FLOOD FORECASTING AND EARLY
WARNING SYSTEMS
Type of basins

To design a suitable flood forecasting service, it is necessary to understand:


the hydro-morphological characteristics of the basin topography, geology and soils, and the
degree of structural development;



the main physical processes occurring during hydro meteorological events; and



the type of service that is required and that can be achieved technically and economically.

ASPECTS OF FLOOD FORECASTING AND EARLY
WARNING SYSTEMS

ASPECTS OF FLOOD FORECASTING AND EARLY
WARNING SYSTEMS

Type of processes

Type of service


Threshold-based flood alert



Flood forecasting



Vigilance mapping



Inundation forecasting



Forecast Lead Time



Exercise 2
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ASPECTS OF FLOOD FORECASTING AND EARLY
WARNING SYSTEMS
Flood forecasting and warning requires different sets of technical data that comprise:


Hydrological data: river level and flood data in general and specific for forecast points and atrisk sites;

ASPECTS OF FLOOD FORECASTING AND EARLY
WARNING SYSTEMS
Infrastructure and Human Resources
i

A central operational base

ii

A network of dedicated observation stations



Meteorological data: rainfall data, weather forecasts and rainfall event warnings;

iii

Communication (telemetry) to stations



Topographic data: physical geographic definition of factors that affect runoff and may be
required for models; and

iv

Accommodation for operating staff

v

Locations for monitoring and modelling facilities

Structural and social data: location of the population, at-risk sites, reservoirs and flood
protection, power and transport infrastructure.

vi

Facilities for disseminating forecasts and warnings



FLOOD FORECASTING MODELS AND
MONITORING NETWORKS

Catchment modelling is just one of the crucial
elements on which the effectiveness and efficiency
of an integrated flood forecasting and warning
system (FFWS) depend

FLOOD FORECASTING MODELS AND MONITORING
NETWORKS
Operational Hydro-Meteorological Networks
 Many factors need to be considered in designing an operational network to support a
flood forecasting and warning operation.
 The network is based on a combination of rainfall and river level (and flow)
monitoring points reporting in real time, or near real time, to a central operation and
control system.
 Networks must be highly reliable and resilient.

vii Adequate human resources

FLOOD FORECASTING MODELS AND MONITORING
NETWORKS


Type of models: Floods can be forecast using complete rainfall-runoff models or
using routing models.



Choosing the Appropriate Model for Flood Forecasting

FLOOD FORECASTING MODELS AND MONITORING
NETWORKS
Types of Existing Monitoring Networks
 Meteorological networks: These observation networks, operated by NMSs, can be:
1. Manual raingauges
2. AWS – automatic raingauges
3. Weather Radar
4. Satellite data
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FLOOD FORECASTING MODELS AND MONITORING
NETWORKS

FLOOD FORECASTING MODELS AND MONITORING
NETWORKS
Installation Recommendations

Types of raingauges
 Measuring Cylinder Rain Gauge
 Tipping-Bucket Rain Gauge
 Weighing Rain Gauge
 Optical Rain Gauge

FLOOD FORECASTING MODELS AND MONITORING
NETWORKS

FLOOD FORECASTING MODELS AND MONITORING
NETWORKS

Installation Recommendations
Types of Weather Radar
1. X-Band
2. C-Band
3. S-Band


FLOOD FORECASTING MODELS AND MONITORING
NETWORKS

Types of Satellite data – to be explored

Dual Polarisation

FLOOD FORECASTING MODELS AND MONITORING
NETWORKS

River gauging (hydrometric) sensors
 Encoder
 Submersible pressure transducer
 Gas bubbler pressure transducer
 Radar
 Ultrasonic
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FLOOD FORECASTING MODELS AND MONITORING
NETWORKS

River gauging (hydrometric) sensors
 The discharge measurement





Current meters



ADCP



Salt Dilution

The stage-discharge relation

FLOOD FORECASTING MODELS AND MONITORING
NETWORKS
Installation Considerations
 Make sure data logging and telemetry equipment will be installed sufficiently above
the high water mark to prevent it from being flooded or otherwise damaged by
high water.
 Install the sensors based on lowest expected stage.
 Consider sediment issues and try a vertical stilling well whenever possible.
 Sensor mounting pipes should be securely attached to the stream or river bank
with a bottom pin so that the sensor is always re-deployed at the same
location.
 Any potentially exposed sensors cables near the ground should be run through
conduit to the data logger box to protect from animals.


FLOOD FORECASTING MODELS AND MONITORING
NETWORKS
Site Consideration
 The monitoring location should be relatively accessible for carrying in equipment to
perform periodic calibration and maintenance.
 If using telemetry, determine whether there is sufficient cellular coverage to get
a signal from the site. If not, satellite telemetry will likely be required.
 The installation site should be selected so that flow conditions are reasonably
constant over the physical area occupied by the beams.
 The sensor should be located in a straight section of channel, away from curves that
can cause variations in the flow distribution.
 Avoid man-made control/flow structures upstream or downstream of site that may
change flow profiles erratically, as this will make rating development difficult.

FLOOD FORECASTING MODELS AND MONITORING
NETWORKS
Design Requirements for Hydro-meteorological Observation Networks
 Identification of Risk Areas
 Selection of appropriate lead times
 Instrumentation and Monitoring
 Suitability of Data Structures
 Software Operating Systems
 Operation and Maintenance of Hydrological Networks.

Exercise 3

FLOOD FORECASTING MODELS AND MONITORING
NETWORKS
Data Management
 Quality control
 Missing Data In-filling
 Data Archiving and Permanence
 Management of Data Storage and Access
 Data Display and Reporting
 Data Dissemination

FLOOD FORECASTING MODELS AND MONITORING
NETWORKS

Technological Options
 Remote-Sensing
 Numerical Weather Prediction
 Hydrological and hydraulic modelling
 GIS
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ORGANIZATION OF FLOOD FORECASTING AND EARLY
WARNINGS – OUTREACH TO USERS



Identification of End-Users and their Requirements
Flood Early Warning










Areal Definition of Early Warnings
Lead Time for Warnings
Meteorological Warnings
River-based Flood Warning
Flood Warnings Activities and Responses
Selection of Warning Stages: Rainfall Triggers
Criteria for Setting River Level Triggers

Presentation of Warnings to Users






ORGANIZATION OF FLOOD FORECASTING AND EARLY
WARNINGS – OUTREACH TO USERS

Flood Warning Symbols
Examples of Flood Warning Information Outputs
Warning Information Contribution to Flood Response



Identification of End-Users and their Requirements
The fundamental purpose of warning is to improve safety and reduce damages by
communicating information to those at risk so that preventive and protective action can
be taken.
Warning enables individuals and communities to respond appropriately to a major flood
threat in order to reduce the risk of death, injury and loss of property.
Typically, an organization will issue warnings both to its internal staff and to other
government departments, the press and media and the public

Flood Alert Systems

ORGANIZATION OF FLOOD FORECASTING AND EARLY
WARNINGS – OUTREACH TO USERS

ORGANIZATION OF FLOOD FORECASTING AND EARLY
WARNINGS – OUTREACH TO USERS


Flood Early Warning




Flood Early Warning


Areal Definition of Early Warnings

Flood warnings need to be specific to particular catchments and reaches of rivers,
although early stage warnings can be defined over a geographic area where a number
of rivers may be affected.
The areal definition of warnings must also be suitable from the point of view of incident
management and operations

Lead Time for Warnings

There are no hard and fast rules with regard to providing lead time for warnings. Some
basic considerations are:
i the size of the catchment and nature of flooding in large catchments with extensive
floodplains are slow to respond, conversely headwater catchments in steep hilly areas
afford little potential to provide advance warning of flodding.
ii the nature of the risk and impacts, whether or not evacuation or physical protection
(e.g. sandbagging, embankment strengthening) needs to be provided;
iii whether or not staged alerts and warnings are used.
Lead times are not only dependent on the appropriate action related to the flood
warning, but also to the type of information available.

ORGANIZATION OF FLOOD FORECASTING AND EARLY
WARNINGS – OUTREACH TO USERS


ORGANIZATION OF FLOOD FORECASTING AND EARLY
WARNINGS – OUTREACH TO USERS

Flood Early Warning


Meteorological Warnings

Meteorological warnings for flood warning purposes are derived from more general weather forecasts.


Flood Early Warning


River-based Flood Warning

These are specific warnings based on projections from river observations. As
with meteorological warnings, the lead time for the in-river situation is based on
size and response time but it is nonetheless a prerequisite that the river system
should already be responding to the event before projections are made.
Rapid response flooding is sometimes called “flash-flooding”.
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ORGANIZATION OF FLOOD FORECASTING AND EARLY
WARNINGS – OUTREACH TO USERS

ORGANIZATION OF FLOOD FORECASTING AND EARLY
WARNINGS – OUTREACH TO USERS





Flood Early Warning


Flood Warnings Activities and Responses

Flood Early Warning


Selection of Warning Stages: Rainfall Triggers

Both flood forecasts and warnings can be linked to “triggers” associated with critical
river levels or rainfall amounts that indicate the approach or worsening of flood states.
The triggers provoke certain actions or the provision of information to external users.
Triggers relating to rainfall include:
1. accumulations exceeding a threshold in a given time period, for example 100
mm in 12 hours or less (this threshold may need to be changed according to
season);
2. rainfall accumulation and catchment wetness conditions; rainfall intensity exceeding
a given rate (particularly important in urban areas where drainage capacity can be
exceeded and flooding can occur).
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Flood Early Warning


Criteria for Setting River Level Triggers

Flood Early Warning


Criteria for Setting River Level Triggers

Triggers must be established by careful study of local conditions. The advice and
knowledge of the local community, if available, is therefore important. Triggers should
not be arbitrary or standard within an organization, e.g. within 1 metre of “danger” level.
Triggers should be related to local conditions and features of particular risk, for
example:
i the level at which water flow out of channel onto the floodplain
ii the level of water that submerges areas of land used by livestock, or low lying
roads become flooded
iii the level where major areas, including residential and business properties and
communications, are affected;
iv the level where depth and velocity combined pose a threat of structural damage
and a danger of loss of life.
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Presentation of Warnings to Users




Presentation of Warnings to Users


Flood Warning Symbols

Colour codes (e.g. yellow, amber, red) or symbol codes, e.g.
cones or flags, may be understood by professionals directly
involved but by few others
Simple illustration and specific written instructions preferable

Examples of Flood Warning Information Outputs

A wide range of information formats is used by NMHSs across the world. These can be
text- or map-based, and they are being made increasingly available to the general
public via websites as well as by professional partners.
The warning message is the critical link between flood forecasting and interpretation on
the one hand and taking protective action on the other.
It must be ‘user friendly’.
A precondition for effectively-designed flood warning messages is a detailed knowledge
of the flood problem.
The characteristics of the flooding, the nature of the community and the interaction
between flood and community should influence the way warning messages are
constructed and disseminated
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Presentation of Warnings to Users


Presentation of Warnings to Users


Warning Information Contribution to Flood Response

Large numbers of people unable to access the internet, especially in communities in
remote areas, may not be able to receive warnings. The forecasting authorities need to
be aware of remote communities that are at risk.
Responsibilities need to be clearly defined so that the lower tiers of administration and
the emergency services have established links with communities in remote areas.

Warning Information Contribution to Flood Response

It is necessary to ensure that the local maps used by emergency services and those
used by the central forecasting and warning agencies are compatible with each other
and up-to-date.
If local communities do not have flood risk maps, it is important to preserve flood marks
on key buildings in order to indicate possible impacts.

Flash‐Flood EWS

Flash‐Flood EWS ‐ RISK KNOWLEDGE

• Main Example (General – Azerbaijan)
• Community‐Based Example
• SADC Example
• FFG
• Global examples

• Risk = Hazard * Elements at risk * Vulnerability
• Hazard maps: Flood mapping

MONITORING AND WARNING COMPONENT

(Flash) Flood Early Warning System

• Flood forecasting

GLOBAL
METEOROLOGICAL
FORECAST

• Rainfall Monitoring
• Water Level Monitoring

• hydrological assessment
• hydraulic model
• Calibration – COMMUNITY INPUT

• Elements at Risk
• Vulnerability
• Maintenance

HYDROLOGICAL
MODELLING

FLOOD ALERT

Q > Thresholds

Q, WL > Thresholds

HYDRAULIC
MODELLING

METEOROLOGICAL
MODELLING

GLOBAL
METEOROLOGICAL
FORECAST

• Radar Sensor Type Water Level Monitoring

AUTOMATIC
STATION DATA

• Community Water Level Gauges

CLIMATOLOGIC
DATABASE

HYDROLOGICAL
MODELLING
Initial
Conditions
Initial
Conditions

HYDRAULIC
MODELLING

PREVIOUS FLASH‐
FLOOD/FLOOD
FORECAST
FLOOD WARNING
REAL TIME FLASH‐
FLOOD/FLOOD
FORECAST

Q, WL > Thresholds

Thresholds
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(Flash) Flood Early Warning System
Rainfall Forecast
COSMO 7km LOCAL
METEOROLOGICAL
MODELLING

WRF 5km LOCAL
METEOROLOGICAL
MODELLING

MIKE 11 Hydraulic Model
HIDROLOGICAL
HEC‐HMS MODEL 1

Rainfall
Observations
SATELLITE PRECIPITATION
ESTIMATE DATA

Flood Mapping

AUTOMATIC
STATION DATA
Rainfall
Observations

ANTECEDENT HEC_HMS
MODEL 1 RUNS

Initial
Conditions
Initial
Conditions

(Flash) Flood Early Warning System
• Three level alert
system based on the
severity of
predictions

ANTECEDENT HEC‐HMS
MODEL 2 RUNS

HIDROLOGICAL
HEC‐HMS MODEL 2

Rainfall Forecast

MIKE 11 Hydraulic Model
Flood Mapping

Monitoring and Forecasting System

WARNING LEVELS
Three different levels of warning will be defined depending on the time to
the event and on the accuracy of the prediction

level 1 alert (Be Aware) – 48hr in advance – Flood forecasting

‐72hr

‐48hr

‐24hr

Global Weather
Forecasting
Model Rainfall

Global Weather
Forecasting
Model Rainfall

Global Weather
Forecasting
Model Rainfall

THRESHOLDS

THRESHOLDS

THRESHOLDS

Hydrology
Model

Hydrology
Model

Hydrology
Model

THRESHOLDS

THRESHOLDS

0hr
Satellite
Rainfall

Monitoring
Network

Hydrology Model

THRESHOLDS

level 2 alert (Be Prepared) – 24hr in advance – Flood forecasting

Hydraulic Model

THRESHOLDS

THRESHOLDS

level 3 warning (Take Action) – 0hr (lead time) – Automatic Stations
Attention

DISSEMINATION AND COMMUNICATION
COMPONENT
• Extremely important
• Forecasts and warnings must reach users
without delay
• Communication with the
Communities

• Communication within the
Communities

0hr

Alert

Alert

WARNING

Be Aware

Be Prepared

Take Action

Monitoring
Network

WARNING Take Action

THRESHOLDS

Civil Protection
Local
Authorities
Telephone
Mobile Phone
FAX/e‐mail

•
•
•
•

Mobile phone‐SMS
Radio HF
Email ‐ Internet
Sirens (Remote Control for Siren Systems)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bells
Wireless Alert Sirens’ System
Loudspeaker
SMS
Walkie talkie
TV
Radio

Police Forces

Local MOES
Centre

Military Forces
Firefighters

Telephone
Mobile Phone

Radio HF

Radio HF

Mobile Phone

Operational
Centre

Radio HF

Remote
Sirens

SMS

Mobile
Phone

Local
Community
Contact

Bells
Walkie Talkie
Sirens

Special Rescue

Loud
Speakers

Mobile
Phone

Community
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Communication and Dissemination

RESPONSE COMPONENT
• Establishment of Community Response Plans
•
•
•
•
•
•

characterizing hazards
characterizing vulnerabilities
community capacities
develop strategies
how to reduce the risks from hazards
emergency response

• Evacuation Routes / Evacuation Centres
• Enhance Public Awareness and Education

SYSTEM MAINTENANCE
• Training
• Post‐event evaluation
• Review
• Community drills

Risk
Knowledge

Monitoring
And Warning

Communication
and Dissemination

Response
Capability

Hazard

Weather
Forecasting

Radio

Evacuation
Centre

Elements at
Risk

Rainfall

Telephone

Search &
Rescue

Warning
Decision

Household
Warning

Relief
Goods

Vulnerability

Community‐Based Example ‐ Philippines

RISK KNOWLEDGE

• For smaller basin / watershed areas: CBFEWS (LFEWS) is still the best
and preferred alternative. (innovative, inexpensive yet robust, strong
community participation)

• Community‐based Participatory
risk mapping:
• People know frequently occurring
hazard events well (e.g. floods).
• Location of households and other
assets
• Encoded in GIS for overlaying with
existing (scientific and topographic)
maps.

Community-based mapping in GIS
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Monitoring and Warning

Monitoring and Warning

Manual and an automatic (radio linked) rain
gauges

Dissemination and Communication – Warning
Levels
Flood Level 1
Alert / Stand By

Dissemination and Communication – Warning
Levels

Three stages

Prepare / Get set
Flood Level 2
Preparation
Ready
Flood Level 3
Evacuation

Response

Response

Drills
Active participation of locals in
providing warnings, e.g. Bells, etc.

Evacuation Drill in St. Bernard,
Southern Leyte

Evacuation drills strengthen LFEWS
ownership of communities
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Response
Search & Rescue Capacity Training
Strong Participation of Community Members

MESA SADC THEMA FLOOD PRODUCT

MESA SADC THEMA FLOOD PRODUCT

• The flood service consists of three main components designed to
address flood prevention and preparedness, early warning and
improved effectiveness of flood relief, which will be integrated and
visualized on the MESA Flood computer terminal system
• Before the flood – prevention and preparedness and early warning
• During the flood
• After the flood

MESA SADC THEMA FLOOD PRODUCT
DATABASE

EO PROCESSING

The database component will form the main system core, where all pre‐processed and user
derived data will be stored in a spatial database architecture and associated file repository.
The EO data processing component will enable functions and methodologies for image
processing and analysis of the user required EO data stored in the database.

MODELLING

The modelling component will provide operational flood forecasting information and scenario
analysis capabilities.

VALIDATION

This component will provide tools to use information from the database and EO processing
components in order to validate the results from the modelling component

VISUALISATION

The visualisation and GIS component will empower the users to retrieve, visualise and analyse
the EO products, resulting products from the modelling component and related spatial data
and information into knowledge and provide the basis for decision support.

INSTITUTIONAL

Institutional arrangement recommendations.

Flash‐Flood Guidance
• Flash flood guidance is defined as the amount of rainfall of a given
duration over a small basin needed to create minor flooding (bankfull)
conditions at the outlet of the basin
• When used with meteorological forecasts and nowcasts of same‐
duration rainfall over these basins, flash flood guidance leads to the
estimation of flash flood threat
• Capability to indicate the likelihood of flooding of small streams over
large regions by using bias‐corrected remotely‐sensed precipitation
estimates and real time soil moisture estimates to produce flash flood
guidance and flash flood threat
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Flash‐Flood Guidance

Flash‐Flood Guidance
• Implemented in
several regions and
centres
• important tool
necessary to provide
operational forecasters
and disaster
management agencies
with real‐time
informational guidance
products pertaining to
the threat of small‐
scale flash flooding

Global Flood EWS

Global Flood EWS

Monitoring
• Floods are monitored worldwide from the Dartmouth flood
observatory
• The observatory has a mission to acquire, publish, and preserve for
public access a digital map record of the Earth’s changing surface
water, including changes related to floods and droughts.
• Its products are based on various remote sensing sources

Forecasting
• IFnet Global Flood Alert System (GFAS and GFASII)
• Global satellite precipitation estimates for flood forecasting and
warning.
• The GFAS website publishes useful public information for flood
forecasting and warning, such as precipitation probability estimates
• GFAS not working anymore because TRMM satellite mission
termination.
• GFASII based on GPM now.

Global Flood EWS ‐ IFnet Global Flood Alert
System (GFAS and GFASII)
FLOOD MODELLING
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What is a Model

What is a Model

What is a Model

Definition
• A system which will convert a given input (geometry, boundary
conditions, force, etc.) into an output (flow rate, levels, pressures,
etc.) to be used in civil engineering design and operation"
• A simplified representation of the natural system
• It is not reasonable to expect that a "simplified representation"
convert input into exact output.
• Errors are inevitable.
• The actual values of the output variables are uncertain.

Model Limitations

Model Limitations

• The most modern numerical models have sophisticated user interfaces
showing impressive colour graphics.
• People can easily be led to an understanding that the computer solves all
the problems with minimum knowledge of the user. Although present day
computer programs can compute almost all problems, the accuracy of the
result is still uncertain.
• An inexperienced user may produce convincing and impressive colour
figures, but the accuracy of the result may still not be good enough to have
a value in practical engineering.
• It is therefore important that the user of the computer programs has
sufficient knowledge of both the numerical methods and their limitation
and also the physical processes being modelled.

• The numerical methods also have limitations with regards to other issues,
for example
• modelling of steep gradients,
• discontinuities,
• processes at different scales etc.

• The numerical models itself may be prone to special problems, for example
instabilities.
• Often, a computer program may not include all processes occurring in the
water body.
• The user needs to be aware of the details of the numerical methods, its
capabilities and limitations to assess the accuracy of the results.
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Hydrological Vs Hydraulic Models

Hydrological Modelling

Representation of flooding is accomplished using two types of models:
• Hydrologic

• Hydrologic modeling simulates the
hydrologic response (flow) of a basin to a
given input of rainfall.

• Hydraulic

Hydraulic Modelling
• Hydraulic modeling simulates the hydraulic response (water surface
profiles) of a stream to a given input of flows.
• Both hydrologic and hydraulic models are needed for an in‐depth
flood analysis of any watershed system

Flood Modelling Outline
METEOROLOGICAL
DATA

HYDROLOGICAL
MODELLING

HYDRAULIC
MODELLING

FLOOD
MAPPING

Need for River Hydraulic studies
• Flood Control
• Navigation
• Erosion Control
• Water Management
– Irrigation
– Hydropower
– Water supply
– etc

Techniques used in River modelling
• Trial and error
• Scale models
• Computer based models
– Mathematical
– Empirical
– AI based
– etc
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Scale Models

Scale model developed to predict the feasibility of a major
water intake in Kathmandu Nepal. (Courtesy of Murray
England.)

Factors influencing the river flow
•
•
•
•

Bed roughness
Velocity
Slope and Depth
Plan form

Flow Behaviour

Types of Flow

• Modelling river flows requires an in-depth understanding of flow behaviour
in open channels as well as an understanding as to how those channels
might change their geometry as the bed or banks erode and hence the
river changes its direction or at least cross sectional area. These changes
in:
1) Bed roughness: movement of sediments, exposure of rock strata,
water weed,
2) Velocity: collapsed banks, increased flow rates and tidal influences
may induce significant and rapid velocity changes,
3) Slope and Depth: Depositing sediments or erosion of the bed cause
slope and depth changes with time,
4) Plan-form: Rivers change course in complex ways and braided
streams, meandering

• Laminar flow versus Turbulent flow
• Steady flow versus Unsteady flow
• Uniform flow versus non-uniform flow
• Sub-critical versus supercritical flow
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Flood Processes
Reasons for flooding? ‐ Flooding mechanism
• volume, spatial distribution, intensity and duration of rainfall over a
catchment;
• the capacity of the watercourse or stream network to convey runoff;
• catchment and weather conditions prior to a rainfall event;
• ground cover;
• topography;
• tidal influences.
• Dam breaking
• Ice‐snow melt

COMMUNITY-BASED FLOOD EWS

Community‐Based EWS

Community‐Based EWS

• A community based early warning system (CBEWS) is a locally based
forecasting and warning activities of a community that aids them in
mitigating the effects of disasters in their area.

• The most important characteristic of a CBEWS is community
participation and empowerment.

• This is usually a relatively cheap, easy to sustain system enhanced by
the direct and active participation of the community and its leaders.
• The ultimate goal of the system is to protect life and property by
achieving and maintaining a high‐level of community preparedness
through timely information and warnings.

• It empowers the people of the community to protect, prepare
themselves and make them resilient against the effects of disasters.
• The community is in the best position to undertake preparedness
measures against disasters.

Community‐Based EWS

Community‐Based EWS

• Early warning systems are sometimes neglected by the people,
especially if they are not involved or fully aware of all the
implications.
• One of the main challenges in EWS is implementing and sustaining it.
Incorporating the active involvement of the community with an EWS
aims to increase the effectiveness of such systems.
• Learning by actual participation and taking a part in the system
enable people to understand more the value of these systems

The following basic elements and features of a CBEWS are:
• People’s participation ‐ community members are the main actors and
propellers; they also directly share in the benefits of disaster risk
reduction and development.
• priority for the most vulnerable groups, families, and people in the
community
• risk reduction measures are community‐specific and are identified
after an analysis of the community’s disaster risk
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Community‐Based EWS

Community‐Based EWS

• existing capacities and coping mechanisms are recognised
• the aim is to reduce vulnerabilities by strengthening capacities; the
goal is building disaster resilient communities
• links disaster risk reduction with development
• outsiders have supporting and facilitating role

There are some key factors that should influence the decision to
implement a CBEWS:
• Frequency of disasters
• Community’s interest and awareness
• Possible lead time
• Cost‐benefit of the implementation versus damages

Community Based vs Driven EWS

National vs. Community EWS

Summary of the System – Flood EWS

Community Flood EWS

GLOBAL
METEOROLOGICAL
FORECAST

FLOOD WARNING

NDMG
AUTOMATIC
WEATHER STATION

NDWQC

P, WL > Thresholds

Thresholds

WATER LEVEL
SENSOR

NDOC

Communities

Monitoring and Warning
• Forecasting
• Automatic Weather Stations
• Radar Sensor Type Water
Level Monitoring
• Community Water Level
Gauges

CLIMATOLOGIC
DATABASE
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Community Flood EWS

Community Flood EWS

Monitoring and Warning
• Definition of Warning Levels

Communication and Dissemination ‐ Options
• Bells
• Wireless Alert Sirens’ System
• Loudspeaker
• SMS
• Walkie talkie
• Boards
Recommended System – Communication Flow

‐72hr

‐48hr

‐24hr

Global Weather
Forecasting
Model Rainfall

Global Weather
Forecasting
Model Rainfall

Global Weather
Forecasting
Model Rainfall

THRESHOLDS

THRESHOLDS

THRESHOLDS

Attention

Alert

Alert

WARNING

Be Aware

Be Prepared

Take Action

0hr

Monitoring
Network

0hr

Monitoring
Network

THRESHOLDS

WARNING Take Action

THRESHOLDS

Civil Protection
District
Authorities
Telephone
Mobile Phone
FAX/e‐mail

Military Forces
Firefighters

Mobile
Phone

Telephone
Mobile Phone

Mobile Phone

Remote
Sirens

SMS

Special Rescue

Local
Community
Contact

Bells OR
Walkie Talkie

Community Flood EWS

Police Forces

NDOC Focal
Point

Operational
Centre

• Level 1 Alert (Be aware) – 48 hours in advance
• Level 2 Alert (Be prepared) – 24 hours in advance
• Level 3 Warning (Take action) ‐ Event

Loud
Speakers

Response
It is essential that communities understand their risks; respect the
warning service and know how to react
• Establishment of Community Response Plans
• Evacuation Routes / Evacuation Centres
• Enhance Public Awareness and Education

Mobile
Phone

Community

Implementation Planning

Implementation Planning

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Inception Phase
Prior to the implementation of an early warning system, an inception phase
should be carried out.
• Programme

Inception Phase
Risk Analysis
Monitoring ‐ Data Acquisition
Data interpretation and procedures for issue of warnings
Planning for the Dissemination of warnings to districts and
communities
6. Establishment of Specific Community warning schemes
7. Development of Forecasting Capability at National Level

•
•
•
•
•

Project team
Review of ongoing or previous initiatives
Data collection
Identification of key stakeholders
Capacity Building activities

• Work Plan
• Risk Matrix
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Implementation Planning

Implementation Planning

Risk Analysis
• Involvement of local communities
• Information dissemination
• Role clarification
• Analysis of the information collected

Monitoring ‐ Data Acquisition
• Water Level Monitoring Sensors
• Staff gauges
• Extensometers
• AWS
• Upgrade existing stations
• Procurement and deployment

Implementation Planning

Implementation Planning

Data interpretation and procedures for issue of warnings
1. Service level agreements / Memoranda of Understanding
2. Work Instructions / Directives / Standard Operating Procedures
3. Warning Procedures / Concept of Operations / Response Plans

1. Service level agreements / Memoranda of Understanding

Implementation Planning

Implementation Planning

2. Work Instructions / Directives / Standard Operating Procedures

3. Warning Procedures / Concept of Operations / Response Plans

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Definition of rainfall depth‐duration thresholds (for the landslide and flood schemes)
Definition of displacement thresholds (landslide EWS)
Definition of wind thresholds (strong wind EWS)
Management, validation and interpretation of monitoring data
Roles and responsibilities of key officers.
Duties and accreditation of sensor observers and associated training requirements
Performance monitoring and post‐event reviews/reporting
Organising and running an emergency response exercise
Use and operation of emergency communications equipment
Event data collection (extent, impacts etc.)
Analysis of the synoptical situation of past events
Analysis of past “missed events”.
Health and Safety in routine and disaster conditions
Interpretation of data:
Defining warning messages

• Provision of weather forecasts and meteorological observations
• Criteria/thresholds for issuing warnings
• Provision of river level and precipitation observations to community‐based
schemes
• Criteria for performing a post‐event review following major incidents
• Standards of service for the warning service

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Warning procedures defining roles and responsibilities
The criteria for opening the operations room/moving to 24/7 operation
The criteria for staff reinforcements during peak hazard season
Establishing a duty roster
The thresholds for issuing warnings,
Instructions for disseminating warnings and interagency communications
Record keeping requirements
Handover arrangements between shifts
Temporary secondment of experts between operations centres during events
and longer term
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Implementation Planning

Implementation Planning

Planning for the Dissemination of warnings to districts and
communities
• This task is specially aimed at the development of effective and
reliable techniques for disseminating warning information to the
relevant parties
• The best approach in the designing process of the dissemination
component would be to maximise utilisation of existing available ICT
tools in alerting communities
• The design of this dissemination component needs to detail the
requirements for data exchange prior, during and post events

Planning for the Dissemination of warnings to districts and
communities
These requirements should be developed in conjunction with the other
tasks and especially in consultation with the key stakeholders:
• estimates of maximum number of voice calls required at critical times
• estimate of maximum internet bandwidth required at critical times
• requirements for timing of escalations in event of non‐response to
warnings
• analysis of all necessary data paths

Implementation Planning

Implementation Planning

Planning for the Dissemination of warnings to districts and
communities
The current communications ICT infrastructure currently available
should also be analysed in detailed during the implementation period.
This analysis should include an assessment of:
• capacity
• reliability (with particular reference to emergency conditions)
• cost
• usability

Establishment of Specific Community warning schemes
• Consultations with district and community leaders on establishing schemes
(zones) and hazard issues, including walkover site visits
• Identifying vulnerable groups and particular assistance needed during
disasters (elderly, disabled, children, seasonal workers, schools, fishing
communities etc.)
• Using a GIS‐based approach, develop warning and evacuation maps
showing evacuation routes, shelters, the locations of vulnerable
people/groups, critical infrastructure, NGO offices, health facilities, and
other operationally useful information, with hazard impact extents, and if
possible linked to sensor information
• Appointing and training volunteers and establishing duty rosters, including
volunteer ‘spotters’ not directly involved in the warning process

Implementation Planning

Implementation Planning

Establishment of Specific Community warning schemes
• Appointing and training volunteers and establishing duty rosters, including
volunteer ‘spotters’ not directly involved in the warning process
• Developing warning thresholds appropriate to each community (or group of
communities)
• Ensuring that centrally (telemetered) observations and forecasts are available at
district and community level (e.g. via mobile phone calls, SMS and/or a website)
and that training is provided on how to interpret the information
• Developing a community‐specific engagement programme (e.g. meetings, plays,
leaflets, posters, school classwork)
• Developing a plan to enhance dissemination activities within the community
• Developing a plan to enhance response activities within the community

Maintenance
• Equipment
• Training
• Post‐event evaluation
• Review
• Community drills
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Flood EWS – Activities Within the Community

Flood EWS – Activities Within the Community

1. Establishment of the system
1.1 Area Survey
• This initially involves a survey of the watershed area through available
maps, flood reports, area’s socioeconomic profile and other related
materials.
• During this activity, identification of initial station locations from the base
maps is made.
• An ocular and physical survey of the area is then carried‐out to validate and
finalise the locations previously identified in the maps taking into
consideration hydrological area characteristics, number of observation
points, data propagation test…

1. Establishment of the system
1.2 Flood Risk Map (FRM)
• A good FRM is one that is simple and community‐friendly, based on the
community’s level of understanding
• A good practice is to have the community people draw their own maps,
zooming in on specific areas within the community and then corroborated
through actual ground survey and then subjected to few refinements.
• These maps will serve as the community’s own maps that will be presented
or distributed in their area
• The map should be updated whenever necessary

Flood EWS – Activities Within the Community

Flood EWS – Activities Within the Community

1. Establishment of the system
1.3 Installation of Monitoring Equipment
• This activity involves the actual installation of river gages, rain gages
and flood markers and the communication system, including back‐up
communications

1. Establishment of the system
1.4 Determination of Warning Levels
• After sensors have been installed, hydrographic survey of the river
channel (cross‐section, slope profile, roughness coefficient, etc.)
particularly at river gage locations are taken to determine the river
assessment values for warning levels.
• Rainfall threshold values for warning purposes are also defined based
on historical data, past observations and empirical hydrologic
relationships.

•
•
•
•

AWS
Water Level Monitor equipment
Boards
Communication System

Flood EWS – Activities Within the Community

Flood EWS – Activities Within the Community

2. Setting‐up of an Operation Centre
• An Operations Centre within the watershed or community will serve as
data and info exchange centre, as a coordinating centre for the whole
system.
• The establishment of an OC will greatly improve monitoring and collection
of hydrological elements, and the coordination and dissemination of flood
warnings to the community’s disaster personnel
• This centre does not always have to be a formal one.
• It is important that the OC be in constant monitor of the present as well as
the expected weather conditions over the target area.

3. Training of Observes
• A very important aspect of the whole system is the training of
forecasting, rainfall and water level observers (or data receivers).
• The timely issuance of flood warnings is linked to the regularity and
timeliness of observation and transmission of observed hydrological
data and this will highly depend on the community observers.
• The sustainability of the system will depend largely on the dedication
and diligence of its observers.
• It is important that there is enough number of observers to be
trained.
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Flood EWS – Activities Within the Community

Flood EWS – Activities Within the Community

4. Community Activities on Operations and Maintenance
4.1 Monitoring and Observation
• This is the actual observation, monitoring and transmission of rainfall
and water level information from various stations within the system
to the operations centre or the relevant office doing the flood
information and warning activities.
• Also, collection of information from forecasting sources (national).
• There should be a special form to be written on for the data
observed. The form should be simple and readily understood by the
observers.

4. Community Activities on Operations and Maintenance
4.2 Flood Warning Activities
• These are the actual flood warning related activities undertaken during
inclement weather conditions.
• It starts off by providing information to the community of an impending
flood over the area and hence, disaster preparedness and preparations
activities are carried out.
• Flood warning activities can either be issuing a flood warning message to
the target area, raising alert levels through warning signals such as a siren,
use of walki‐talkie, steel pipes, church bells, etc.

Flood EWS – Activities Within the Community

Flood EWS – Activities Within the Community

4. Community Activities on Operations and Maintenance
4.3 Community Response Activities
• These are the activities that the community will have to undertake in
connection with the flood warning levels issued by the responsible
person
• The activities may either be simple stock piling of daily needs, raising
important things above possible flood levels inside the house,
waterproofing such as sandbagging, strengthening of house posts,
pre‐ and evacuation procedures

4. Community Activities on Operations and Maintenance
4.4 Instrument Maintenance
• This is the actual regular physical check‐up, repair and maintenance, possible
calibration, of the CBFFWS monitoring instruments
• replacement of its digital display batteries should be made on a regular basis.
• Painted staff gages should be cleaned after every flood event or if necessary,
repainted back to its original state
• All other monitoring instruments should be given the appropriate maintenance as
provided for in their manual booklets
• A very important part of this activity is the check and maintenance of the
communication system including back‐up communication system and the warning
facilities. A test of the system should be done regularly as well.

Flood EWS – Activities Within the Community

Community Participation

4. Community Activities on Operations and Maintenance
4.5 Post‐event Evaluation
• Post‐flood surveys should be carried‐out after every event for the
analysis and improvement of the CBFFWS. Checking out the extent of
flooding and the timing of the arrival of floodwaters is one reason of
undertaking a post‐flood investigation and analysis
• A brainstorming session with all of the key players in the CBFFWS set‐
up is done after every flood event. This is to identify the problems
encountered, the weak and strong points of the system, ways to
improve the system, further studies, proposals and other related
matters.

A CBEWS is needed in order to provide the community’s disaster
response personnel of advance hazard information that can be readily
translated to community response actions.
It is important that the information should be directly linked to disaster
response actions of the community such as preparedness and
evacuation activities. The major task of the community leaders is to
organize and lead residents of the community in taking appropriate
actions during events.
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Community Participation

Community Participation

The community participation in early warning systems, can be
organized effectively keeping through three principles:
‐ Community’s needs
‐ effectiveness and efficiency
‐ practicable implementation.

Community participation has to match community’s needs for
• vulnerability reduction
• sustainability in activities for infrequent events
• establishing public‐private partnerships, NGOs

Community Participation

Community Participation

Community participation keeps their effectiveness and efficiency by
• synergy effects for limited financial and human resources
• best‐mixed methods with community experience and technological
knowledge
• connection between individual requirements and government
preparedness

Community participation seeks practicability for implementation
• flood management in each stages (preparedness, response, recovery)
• capacity‐building and coordination through dialogue and participation
• opportunities for ‘real’ activities, trainings and drills

Community Workshop
• Presentation of the EWS design
• Group session
• Questionnaires
• Maps
• Community involvement

EXERCISES




Exercise 4
Exercise 5
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DAY 3

FLOOD FORECASTING

FORECASTING

Flood Forecasting

• Forecasting is the process of making statements about events whose
actual outcomes (typically) have not yet been observed
• Weather forecasting
• Hydrological and hydraulic forecasting
• Marine forecasting

• Flood forecasting is the use of precipitation (real‐time or forecasted)
and hydrology data (stream flow, soil moisture, snow melting…) in
rainfall‐runoff and flow routing models to forecast flow rates and
water levels for certain areas.
• The precise role and domain of flood forecasting will vary according
to the circumstances dictated by both the hydro‐meteorological
environment and the built environment

Definition of flood forecasting system

Definition of flood forecasting system

To form an effective real‐time flood forecasting system, the basic
structures need to be linked in an organised manner. This basically
requires:
• Provision of specific forecasts relating to meteorological variables
(especially rainfall), for which numerical weather‐prediction models
are necessary;
• Establishment of a network of manual or automatic hydrometric
stations, linked to a central control by some form of telemetry;
• Flood forecasting model software (including both hydrology and
hydraulic modelling), linked to the observing network and operating
in real time.

• One very important distinction to establish is the difference between
flood warnings and forecasts, as warnings are issued when an event is
occurring or is imminent.
• A flood forecast should ideally deliver reliable and accurate
information on the future development of an event, enabling an alert
and warning to be issued.
• Flood warnings should contain more information than flood forecasts.
This includes recommendations or orders for affected populations to
take actions, such as evacuation or emergency flood‐proofing,
specifically designed to safeguard life and property
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Flood Maps

Flood Map Methodology

Flood hazard maps play an integral part in
flood risk assessments as they communicate
the extent and probable recurrence of
predicted floods events

• Hydrological Modelling
• Hydraulic Modelling

Hydrological Modelling

Purpose of Hydrological modelling

• Hydrologic modeling simulates the
hydrologic response (flow) of a basin to a
given input of rainfall.

• To generate hydrographs for input to the hydraulic model
• Hydrographs for observed events can be derived for gauged and
ungauged catchments
• Hydrographs for different return period flood derived for
• Hydrographs for input to FFEWS ‐ realtime

Water balance of drainage basins
Net difference between precipitation and
evaporation yields streamflow or groundwater
recharge
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Data Requirements
• Catchment physical Characteristics:
– Topography, land use, soil type, geology

Hydraulic Modelling
• Hydraulic modeling simulates the hydraulic response (water surface
profiles) of a stream to a given input of flows.

• Meteorological Data – historical data
– Rainfall, evaporation, temperature, streamflow
and level

Flood Modelling Outline

• Both hydrologic and hydraulic models are needed for an in‐depth
flood analysis of any watershed system

Flood (Hydraulic) inundation modelling

METEOROLOGICAL
DATA

• Model types are classified according to their dimensionality.
• The most significant ones are the 1D, Quasi2D and 2D
methodologies.
• Three‐dimensional numerical models are also available
• All the numerical model types are based on the same Navier‐
Stokes equation, and the dimensionality depending on that
equation is integrated.

HYDROLOGICAL
MODELLING

HYDRAULIC
MODELLING

FLOOD
MAPPING

How to choose a numerical modelling tool
Model Advantages

Disadvantages

1D

• Accurate hydraulic description in rivers/channels which are one‐

• Flow paths must be known beforehand;

dimensional flow;

• Substantially more effort required for model

• Less computational points relative to 2D model;

schematisation

• Easy to analyse and extract results.

Different Numerical Models Available

• Depth and width averaged flow; no detailed flow
descriptions in floodplains

2D

• 2D flow simulated dynamically without prescribing flow patterns; • Requires fine grid in rivers/channels in order to define
• Flexibility for tailoring grid resolution within the model

conveyance accurately.

(unstructured grids);

• Requires more computational effort than 1D engine

• Detailed information on velocity, depths etc. on floodplains;
1D+2D • Contains the benefits from both 1D and 2D Engines
• Integration of floodplains, rivers and coasts systems

• Two models must be maintained instead of one;
• Computational effort

• Visual presentation of flood results
• Allows sub‐grid scale features (hydraulic structures) to be
accurately represented
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Modelling Methodology
• Model Study Plan
• Data and Conceptualisation
• Choice of Model
• Model domain
• Survey Data
• Historic Information
• Management of data
• Model Set‐up
• Model geometry data
• Model boundary conditions
• Model calibration and sensitivity testing
• Sensitivity
• Revisions
• Reporting

Modelling Methodology
Before you start…
Layout the model
• Extent of study area
• Area of interest
• Modelling approach
• Boundary conditions
• Section locations and
orientation

Geometry Data ‐ the basics

Modelling Methodology ‐ Model extent

• Cross‐section information
• Roughness coefficients
• Distance between sections
• Bridge/culvert data

A hydraulic model should cover the whole area of interest
Boundaries should be situated at enough distance as to avoid
uncertainty issues

Boundary conditions

Model Validation

The following boundary conditions are required for the numerical
model.
• Upstream Boundary conditions (Hydrological inputs)
Hydrological inputs will be obtained from the hydrological study.
• Downstream boundary
This is usually Q/h relationship, water level or slope.

The model has to be calibrated and validated for a
series of events. This is a critical step in order to
have a fully functional model build for the
purpose of flood mapping and optioneering.
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RISK KNOWLEDGE COMPONENT

Flood Maps

• Risk = Hazard * Elements at risk * Vulnerability
• Hazard maps: Flood mapping

Flood hazard maps play an integral part in
flood risk assessments as they communicate
the extent and probable recurrence of
predicted floods events

• hydrological assessment
• hydraulic model
• Calibration – COMMUNITY INPUT

• Elements at Risk
• Vulnerability
• Maintenance

MONITORING AND WARNING COMPONENT
GLOBAL
METEOROLOGICAL
FORECAST

• Flood forecasting
• Rainfall Monitoring

HYDROLOGICAL
MODELLING

FLOOD ALERT

Q > Thresholds

Q, WL > Thresholds

HYDRAULIC
MODELLING

• Water Level Monitoring

INPUT DATA

MODELLING

SATELLITE DATA

METEOROLOGICAL MODELLING

GLOBAL METEOROLOGICAL DATA

HYDROLOGICAL MODELLING

AUTOMATIC STATION DATA

HYDRAULIC MODELLING

OUTPUT

FLOOD WARNING

• Radar Sensor Type Water Level Monitoring
• Community Water Level Gauges

Satellite Data
Snow Survey Data
Image Processing
Snow covered area

SATELLITE
DATA

METEOROLOGICAL
MODELLING

Watershed
Conditions

PREVIOUS FLASH‐
FLOOD/FLOOD
FORECAST

Rainfall

Extrapolation

Snowmelt
SNOWPACK

Runoff Processes

GLOBAL
METEOROLOGICAL
FORECAST

AUTOMATIC
STATION DATA

CLIMATOLOGIC
DATABASE

HYDROLOGICAL
MODELLING
Initial
Conditions
Initial
Conditions

HYDRAULIC
MODELLING

Rain

FLOOD WARNING
REAL TIME FLASH‐
FLOOD/FLOOD
FORECAST

New Snow
Temperature/Radiation

Flash Flood
Processes

Streamflow
Routing

Q, WL > Thresholds

Depletion of Snow

Melt Rate

Hydrograph
River Forecast
Thresholds

Snow Pack
Formation

Snow Melt
Qh
Relationship

Areal Snow Cover
Runoff
Routing
DISCHARGE
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WARNING LEVELS
Initial Conditions
Monitoring Stations

Three different levels of warning will be defined depending on the time to
the event and on the accuracy of the prediction

Discharge
Water Level

Geometry Information
Cross sections
Structures
Resistance

Existing Information

Hydraulic Model

level 1 alert (Be Aware) – 48hr in advance – Flood forecasting

Previously
Validated

Boundary Conditions
Hydrological Modelling

level 2 alert (Be Prepared) – 24hr in advance – Flood forecasting

Discharge
Water Level

level 3 warning (Take Action) – 0hr (lead time) – Automatic Stations

Monitoring and Forecasting System
‐72hr

‐48hr

‐24hr

Global Weather
Forecasting
Model Rainfall

Global Weather
Forecasting
Model Rainfall

Global Weather
Forecasting
Model Rainfall

THRESHOLDS

THRESHOLDS

THRESHOLDS

Hydrology
Model

Hydrology
Model

Hydrology
Model

THRESHOLDS

THRESHOLDS

DISSEMINATION AND COMMUNICATION
COMPONENT

0hr
Satellite
Rainfall

Monitoring
Network

Hydrology Model

• Extremely important
• Forecasts and warnings must reach users
without delay
• Communication with the
Communities

THRESHOLDS
Hydraulic Model

THRESHOLDS

THRESHOLDS
Attention

‐48hr

Alert

Alert

WARNING

Be Aware

Be Prepared

Take Action

Global Weather
Forecasting

THRESHOLDS

Alert Be Aware

• Communication within the
Communities

•
•
•
•

Mobile phone‐SMS
Radio HF
Email ‐ Internet
Sirens (Remote Control for Siren Systems)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bells
Wireless Alert Sirens’ System
Loudspeaker
SMS
Walkie talkie
TV
Radio

‐48hr

Local
Authorities
Telephone
Mobile Phone
FAX/e‐mail

Local MOES
Centre

Telephone
Mobile Phone

Operational
Centre

Mobile Phone

SMS
Email
Internet
TV/Radio

Mobile
Phone

Local
Community
Contact

Mobile
Phone

Boards

Community
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Global Weather
Forecasting

‐24hr

THRESHOLDS

Alert Be Prepared

‐24hr

Local
Authorities
Telephone
Mobile Phone
FAX/e‐mail

Local MOES
Centre

Telephone
Mobile Phone

Operational
Centre

Mobile
Phone

Mobile Phone

Local
Community
Contact

Bells
Walkie Talkie
Sirens
Boards

SMS
Email
Internet
TV/Radio

Mobile
Phone
Boards

Community

0hr

Monitoring
Network

WARNING Take Action

THRESHOLDS

0hr
Civil Protection

Local
Authorities
Telephone
Mobile Phone
FAX/e‐mail

Police Forces

Local MOES
Centre

Military Forces
Firefighters

Telephone
Mobile Phone

Radio HF

Radio HF

Mobile Phone

Operational
Centre

Radio HF

Remote
Sirens

SMS

Mobile
Phone

Local
Community
Contact

Bells
Walkie Talkie
Sirens

Special Rescue

Loud
Speakers

Mobile
Phone

Community

+48hr

RESPONSE COMPONENT
• Establishment of Community Response Plans
•
•
•
•
•
•

characterizing hazards
characterizing vulnerabilities
community capacities
develop strategies
how to reduce the risks from hazards
emergency response

• Evacuation Routes / Evacuation Centres
• Enhance Public Awareness and Education
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SYSTEM MAINTENANCE
• Training
• Post‐event evaluation
• Review
• Community drills

Risk
Knowledge

Monitoring
And Warning

Communication
and Dissemination

Response
Capability

Hazard

Weather
Forecasting

Radio

Evacuation
Centre

Elements at
Risk

Rainfall

Telephone

Search &
Rescue

Warning
Decision

Household
Warning

Relief
Goods

Vulnerability

FLOW BEHAVIOUR
 Modelling

river flows requires an in-depth understanding of flow behaviour in
open channels as well as an understanding as to how those channels might
change their geometry as the bed or banks erode and hence the river
changes its direction or at least cross sectional area. These changes in:

HYDRAULIC MODELLING

TYPES OF FLOW

1.

Bed roughness: movement of sediments, exposure of rock strata, water weed,

2.

Velocity: collapsed banks, increased flow rates and tidal influences may induce significant and rapid
velocity changes,

3.

Slope and Depth: Depositing sediments or erosion of the bed cause slope and depth changes with
time,

4.

Plan-form: Rivers change course in complex ways and braided streams, meandering

REYNOLDS NUMBER


Reynolds Number Effects

The non-dimensional Reynolds number quantifies the relative influence of the Viscous and Inertia forces on the character of the flow.
The magnitude of the following ratio, Reynolds Number,

• Laminar flow versus Turbulent flow
• Steady flow versus Unsteady flow
• Uniform flow versus non-uniform flow
• Sub-critical versus supercritical flow

Where


u = Velocity, m/s

r


= water density, 1000 kg/m3
= water viscosity, kg/ms



u = kinematic viscosity, m2/s



L = a characteristic length, commonly taken as the cross sectional area of the flow measured perpendicular to the flow direction
divided by the wetted perimeter. This parameter is referred to as the Hydraulic radius.
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MORE TYPES OF FLOWS

REYNOLDS NUMBER


Laminar Flows

A Reynolds number less than 500 implies that the flow is laminar. Thus the viscous nature of the
water dominates and flow is very ordered with streamlines being parallel and free from major
transverse flows. Mixing between layers of fluid is therefore minimal.

Steady Vs. Unsteady Flow





Steady flow happens if the conditions (flow rate, velocity, depth etc) do not change
with time.



Obviously the flow that does change with time is unsteady flow.

Turbulent Flows

Above a Reynolds number of 2000 the inertia forces dominate and velocity effects dominate the
flow. Intense mixing occurs and parcels of fast moving liquid are moved from areas far from the
solid boundary to the boundary and vice the versa. This would imply in fixed bed flows that
there is a strong likelihood of sedimentary movement with the high velocities scouring and
transferring the particles into the upper levels of the flow.


Transitional Flows

Between Re=500 and Re=2000 the flow is in transition and exhibits characteristics somewhere
between those described above. In closed pipe flows the following two sketches illustrate the
difference between these two flow regimes.

WHEN TO USE UNSTEADY FLOW


Tidal/estuary fluctuation



Off-channel storage



Dam breach routing



Channels with flat slopes



Levee overtopping



Hydraulic structures affected by changing backwater



Large amounts of storage behind roads or culverts

PRE-COMPUTATION OF HYDRAULIC PROPERTIES

STEADY VS. UNSTEADY


Difference in handling boundary friction and other losses



Difference in numerical solution algorithm



Difference in handling non-flow areas



Difference in flow and boundary condition data requirements



Difference in calibration strategy



Difference in application strategy

MORE TYPES OF FLOWS
Uniform Vs. Non-uniform flow

Steady – Compute exact hydraulic properties at a
section for each trial water surface elevation from the
elevation/station points, n-values.
Unsteady – Hydraulic properties are pre-computed for
all possible water surface elevations at each cross
section (hydraulic table)



Uniform flow occurs if the conditions do not vary from cross section to cross section
(i.e., with distance).



Non-Uniform Flows implies that the flow varies in velocity with distance
downstream. It is accepted that the flow is non-uniform perpendicular to the flow as
well because of the boundary layers experienced on the bed and on the submerged
sections of the riverbanks.
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FROUDE NUMBER
 Froude Number, Fr
The Froude number, relates the relative strength of Gravity effects and Viscous
effects. This number is of use in open channel flows where a free water surface
is in contact with the air. The Froude number is defined as follows,

FROUDE NUMBER
Sub-Critical

or Tranquil flows

where
 V = flow velocity, m/s
 g =gravitational acceleration, m/s2
 L = characteristic length i.e. commonly the cross sectional flow area measured
perpendicular to the flow divided by the river surface width in contact with the
air.

In sub-critical flows the denominator of equation 3 is
greater than the numerator i.e. Froude number less than
unity and this flow regime is referred to as the tranquil
flow. The denominator clearly has dimensions of m/s
and is an indication of the velocity of a shallow wave.
Thus since the Froude number is less than unity the
velocity of the shallow wave (celerity) is in excess of the
mean flow velocity, V. This implies that a disturbance will
propagate upstream against the flow of the river.

FROUDE NUMBER

HYDRAULIC JUMP

Supercritical

or Rapid flows

In cases of rapid flow i.e. with the Froude number, Fr>1
a shallow wave disturbance will have a lower velocity
than the prevailing stream velocity. In other words this
will result in the wave being unable to make headway
upstream and it will be swept downstream with the flow.

STEADY UNIFORM FLOW


A hydraulic jump occurs when water in an open channel is flowing supercritical and is slowed
by a deepening of the channel or obstruction in the channel. The slowing causes the water to
suddenly jump to the other specific energy state (slow, deep flow). One example of the
formation of a hydraulic jump is at the downstream of a dam spillway

For a hydraulic jump to occur the flow before the jump must be super-critical (fast and thin)
and the Froude Number must be greater than 1 (Fr > 1).

MANNING NUMBER

Steady Uniform flow occurs when the force that drives flow (gravitational) balances the opposing
force (friction at the channel bottom). The flow depth when this happens is the Normal depth. The
expression derived by balancing these forces is known as the now popular “Manning’s Equation”
developed by Robert Manning:

Where


V: Average velocity (m/s)



n: Manning’s Number (Dimensionless) – a measure of the channel resistance



R: Hydraulic Radius (m)



S: Slope of the channel (Dimensionless)
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FLOOD INUNDATION MODELLING

NUMERICAL MODELLING
TOOLS

 Model

types are classified according to their dimensionality.

 The

most significant ones are the 1D, Quasi2D and 2D
methodologies.

 Three-dimensional

numerical models are also available

 All

the numerical model types are based on the same NavierStokes equation, and the dimensionality depending on that
equation is integrated.

ONE-DIMENSIONAL MODELS
 One-dimensional

models are based on some form of the one-dimensional StVenant or shallow water equations, which can be derived by integrating the
Navier-Stokes equations over the cross-sectional surface of the flow.



The assumptions used in the derivation of the St-Venant equations limit their
use to where the direction of water movement is aligned to the centre line of
the river channel.

ONE-DIMENSIONAL MODELS

ONE-DIMENSIONAL MODELS
 The

Steady flow

The steady flow computation uses the continuity equation and an equation for the friction loss
to compute the velocity and location of the water surface. Manning’s formula is most commonly
used.

Floodplain flow is assumed to be in one direction parallel to the main channel, which
is often not the case

2.

The cross-sectional averaged velocity predicted by the St-Venant has a less tangible
physical meaning in a situation where large variations in velocity magnitude exist
across the floodplain.

 In

the other hand, one of the principal strengths of 1D river models is their
capability to simulate flows over and through a large range of hydraulic
structures such as weirs, gates, sluices and so on.

ONE-DIMENSIONAL MODELS




1D approach poses two main issues:

1.

Steady flow

For each section, a curve is made with the wetted area as a function of the water level. This
curve is used in the following computations.

The computation starts with measuring the geometry of a number of cross-sections in the river.
The distance and elevation of a number of points in the cross-sections are recorded. The
distances between the cross-sections are also measured.

The computation of the water elevation usually starts with a given value downstream, as this is
the controlling value for subcritical flow. Then the water elevation of the upstream cross-section is
to be found.
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ONE-DIMENSIONAL MODELS



TWO-DIMENSIONAL MODELS


Two-dimensional hydrodynamic numerical models are based on the two-dimensional
shallow water equations (SWE). The SWE can be derived by integrating the Reynoldsaveraged Navier-Stokes equations over the flow depth.



Hydrostatic pressure distribution is assumed.



A solution to these equations can be obtained from a variety of numerical methods (such as
finite difference, finite element or finite volume) and use different numerical grids (such
as Cartesian or boundary fitted, structured or unstructured) all of which have
advantages and disadvantages in the context of floodplain modelling.

Unsteady flow

The one-dimensional water flow is governed by the Saint-Venant equations

Computation of discharge and water level is carried out in every cross section.

Stability issues.

TWO-DIMENSIONAL MODELS

TWO-DIMENSIONAL MODELS
 An

unstructured grid is a grid that cannot be represented on a rectangular
matrix. The main strength of unstructured grid models lies in the possibility
to follow irregular floodplain contours, and to apply a non-uniform
resolution. It can be refined locally to take into account fine features in the
flow, while keeping a low resolution in areas where refinement is not
needed, thereby ensuring optimal use of computer power. However, the
finer areas usually dictate that a smaller time step be used which can
increase computation time.

 A structured

grid is a grid that can be conceptually represented on a
rectangular matrix. Structured square grids have an obvious advantage
over unstructured grids in that the construction of the physical geometry
of the grid is straightforward and entirely defined by a small number of
user-defined parameters, for example resolution, lower left corner
coordinates, and dimensions

ADVANTAGES OF 3D MODELLING

ADVANTAGES OF 3D MODELLING


 Simplifies
 Artificial
 Makes



Stratification



Vertical turbulence

approximations or simplifications are not needed



Irregular vertical flow and concentration profiles



Flow within and above vegetation



Irregular near-bottom and near-surface processes



Return flow

model set-up and calibration significantly easier

 Corresponds
 Improves

Makes possible the modelling of (i.e.):

modelling

directly to real physical processes

considerable modelling accuracy



Especially appropriate for sediment modelling



Does not require more data than 2D-modelling



Natural description of river profiles



Additional need of computation power is reasonable
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COUPLED 1D-2D MODELS

COUPLED 1D-2D MODELS

A number of commercial software packages include the possibility to link a
1D river model to 2D floodplain grids. This has become popular in recent
years because it allows the modeller to take advantage of the established
tradition of 1D river modelling while at the same time modelling floodplains
in two dimensions. This also results in computational savings over
structured fully 2D approaches where a finer grid would be required to
correctly represent the river channel geometry.

Several techniques exist to date to link 1D and 2D models. The most
widely used technique for 1D river and 2D floodplain linking is the lateral
link, where the exchange flows are typically modelled using broad crested
weir equations or depth-discharge curves, based on water level
differences. A limitation of the approach is that the complicated
momentum exchange processes that characterise the river-floodplain
boundary are not modelled (due to the fact that these processes
intimately depend on complex 3D flow patterns in the river, which by
definition are not resolved in a 1D river model).

COUPLED 1D-2D MODELS
Other linking approaches include the longitudinal link, which one may
use to model a watercourse partly in 1D (upstream) and partly in 2D
(downstream), or to connect the downstream extremity of a 1D model
to a 2D grid. In this approach the flow from the 1D enters the 2D model
as a “source”, and the water level in the 2D model at the junction is
used as a downstream boundary condition in the 1D model. Some
combined 1D+2D models also offer the possibility to use small 1D
components to represent pipes or culverts within an otherwise 2D
model.

HOW TO CHOOSE A NUMERICAL MODELLING
TOOL
One-dimensional river models have limitations that can become significant
in many practical applications.
The flow is assumed to be unidirectional (generally happening in the
direction parallel to the main channel flow), and where this is not true
(recirculation areas) conveyance predictions can be severely
overestimated.
Situations where floodplain flow “makes its own way” are frequent, but
perhaps an even more significant issue is the fact that 1D cross-sections
will offer a rather crude representation of floodplain storage capacity in the
case of large floodplains.

HOW TO CHOOSE A NUMERICAL MODELLING
TOOL
The choice between a 1D or 2D (or 1D+2D) model is relevant primarily in
the context of river floodplain modelling.
One-dimensional models are appropriate for narrow floodplains, typically
where their width is not larger than three times the width of the main river
channel. The underlying assumption should be that the contribution of the
floodplains to conveyance can be quantified using recent advances in the
estimation of compound channel conveyance.
An additional condition for such models to be valid is that the floodplains
should not be separated from the main channel by embankments, levees or
any raised ground, where the channel floodplain unit effectively behaves as
a single channel.

HOW TO CHOOSE A NUMERICAL MODELLING
TOOL
2D modelling of river floodplains can itself be divided into two important
classes of approaches, namely the one where only floodplains are modelled
in 2D (as part of a combined 1D+2D model) and the one where floodplain
flow and channel flow are modelled as part of the same 2D grid.
The main advantage of 2D modelling (over any other approach for floodplain
modelling) is that local variations of velocity and water levels and local
changes in flow direction can be represented.
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HOW TO CHOOSE A NUMERICAL MODELLING
TOOL
The approach does not suffer from the limitations of the 1D. It allows in
principle a better representation of floodplain conveyance, but a major
limitation of combined 1D+2D models for river and floodplain systems is that
the exchange processes between the river and the floodplains are still
modelled crudely (momentum transfer is not modelled).
A major drawback of 2D models is their computational cost. Thus, the
approach where the whole river and floodplain system is represented as part
of a 2D unstructured grid deserves special attention.

Mode Advantages

Disadvantages

l
1D

• Accurate hydraulic description in rivers/channels which

• Flow paths must be known beforehand;

are one-dimensional flow;

• Substantially more effort required for model

• Less computational points relative to 2D model;

schematisation

• Easy to analyse and extract results.

• Depth and width averaged flow; no detailed
flow descriptions in floodplains

2D

• 2D flow simulated dynamically without prescribing flow

• Requires fine grid in rivers/channels in order to

patterns;

define conveyance accurately.

• Flexibility for tailoring grid resolution within the model

• Requires more computational effort than 1D

(unstructured grids);

engine

• Detailed information on velocity, depths etc. on
floodplains;
1D+2

• Contains the benefits from both 1D and 2D Engines

• Two models must be maintained instead of one;

D

• Integration of floodplains, rivers and coasts systems

• Computational effort

• Visual presentation of flood results
• Allows sub-grid scale features (hydraulic structures) to
be accurately represented

HOW TO CHOOSE A NUMERICAL MODELLING
TOOL
 There

are some key questions to consider before choosing a type of
numerical model, such as what are the phenomena to study, or the
required results, the study area or the available data and resources (time
and budget).

MODEL IMPLEMENTATION – 1D

 The

main objectives concerning the hydraulic modelling for this project
are flood hazard mapping, flood vulnerability assessment and flood
mitigation options.

BEFORE YOU
START…
LAYOUT THE MODEL



Extent of study area



Area of interest



Boundary conditions



Section locations and
orientation

GEOMETRY DATA - THE BASICS



Cross-section information



Roughness coefficients



Distance between sections



Bridge/culvert data
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CROSS SECTION ORIENTATION

CROSS SECTION LOCATIONS
A changes in:


Slope



Discharge



Roughness



Channel shape



Control (bridge, levee, weir, etc)



Survey
perpendicular to
flow



May not be a
straight line

 to flow

CROSS SECTION SPACING
X1

X2

In general:
•Widely spaced for flat, very large rivers and closer for steep small streams
•Very large rivers (Mississippi) on the order of a mile
•For large rivers on the order of 1000 feet
•For slower streams on the order of 200 feet
•For small creeks on the order of 25 feet
•For supercritical reaches, on the order of 10 to 50 feet
•For drop structures, as low as 5 feet
•Can interpolate if reasonable (check results)
•Not too close (1’, may drop friction loses)

Reach Lengths - Are they constant?

High flow
Low flows

 to flow

BRIDGE SURVEYS
SURVEY
 Survey

shots must describe the channel and
overbank flow area

 Section

should extend across the entire floodplain

 Plot

cross-section data, especially electronic
surveys

 Take

photographs

 Assume

•Profile road and
bridge deck centerline
•Pier width, location
•Low Chord Elevation
•Skew Angle (bridge stream)
•Bridge opening

modeler has never seen the stream

 Note

vegetation changes in cross-section e.g.
field, trees, grass buffer, etc.

 No

3-point cross-sections


HEC-RAS 3.0 Hydraulic User Manual, Figure 5.1
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INDEX – MODEL BUILD 1D

1.

CREATING THE PROJECT FILE

2.

DEFINE THE PROJECT PROJECTION

3.

DEFINE GEOMETRY FILE

4.

DEFINE THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

5.

RUN THE MODEL

6.

EXAMINE THE RESULTS

BUILDING A MODEL

BUILDING A MODEL

BUILDING A MODEL

Start New Project continued..
Create New Geometry
 Import

geometry data

 CAD/GIS
 RAS

BUILDING A MODEL
 Editing

program

Mapper

BUILDING A MODEL

Geometry



Bank Stations

Defining Hydrology



Levees

 Boundary



Ineffective Flows



Normal Depth



Blocked Obstructions



Known WSEL



Mannings n-values



Critical Depth



Reach Lengths



Rating Curve



Coefficients

Conditions
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BUILDING A MODEL

EXECUTING A MODEL
Build your Plan

 Defining

Hydrology Continued



Geometry



Hydrology





*.g0x



Steady: *.f0x



Unsteady: *.u0x



Quasiunsteady: *.q0x

Sediment Data


*.s0x

.

EXECUTING A MODEL


Options Define




GEOMETRY DATA

Methods


Conveyance Calculations



Frictions Slope Methods



Critical Depth Calc

Tolerances


Number of iterations



WS Calcs



Sediment Transport

RIVER SYSTEM SCHEMATIC

STREAM GEOMETRY DATA




Suggested order of data entry:

Add River Reach(es) along with any Junctions (actually, this



Must be added before any other features



Draw and connect the reaches of the stream system.



Draw from upstream to downstream, which will coincide with a

must be first).




flow direction arrow - generally from top of screen to bottom.
Double click on last point to end.

Add Cross-Section names, elevation-station data, ‘n’ values,
bank stations, reach lengths, loss coefficients, etc.



Connection of 3 reaches is a junction.

Add Road/Bridge/Culvert and/or Weir/Spillway data.



Can model from single reach to complicated networks. The river
can even split apart and then come back together



Can accentuate by adding background bitmap.
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RIVER SYSTEM SCHEMATIC
To add a River
Reach, select
the River
Reach button
from the
Cross-Section
Editor
Window:

RIVER SYSTEM SCHEMATIC
A window
then pops up
to allow you
to enter the
River name
and the
Reach name:

ADDING CROSS SECTIONS TO REACHES

To add crosssection data,
click on the
“Cross-Section”
button from the
Geometry Data
Window

RIVER SYSTEM SCHEMATIC
Then add line(s)
representing the
schematic of the
river(s) you are
modeling. Single
click between each
segment of the line.
After your last line
segment, double
click to end:

RIVER SYSTEM SCHEMATIC
The program
then displays
the river and
its name in
blue. The
reach name is
in black.
Tributaries
and/or
additional
reaches can
be added to
the main
reach using
the same
procedure.

ADDING CROSS SECTIONS TO REACHES

This brings up
the Cross
Section Data
window from
where you
choose
“Options” and
then “Add a
new CrossSection…”
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ADDING CROSS SECTIONS TO REACHES

ENTERING CROSS SECTION DATA

Enter the crosssection name (it must
be a number - and it
must be in numerical
order - upstream =
highest number) and
select OK.

You can enter a
lengthy
description of the
cross-section.

3

2

1

ENTERING CROSS SECTION DATA
This is the main
Cross-Section Data
window. Here you
enter the basic
cross-section data
such as elevationstation data, reach
lengths, ‘n’ values,
bank stations, and
contraction and
expansion loss
coefficients.

ENTERING CROSS SECTION DATA
There are several
options available
to further refine the
cross section data.

Note: Orientation is looking downstream

ENTERING CROSS SECTION DATA
A quick visual
check of the data
is available
through the “Plot
Cross Section (in
separate window)“
option.

ENTERING CROSS SECTION DATA
The plot
displays ‘n’
values, bank
stations, a
legend, and
elevation
station
coordinates as
the mouse is
moved around.
Note: Orientation is looking downstream
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ENTERING CROSS SECTION DATA

ENTERING CROSS SECTION DATA

Or plot it directly in the editor

Can show other sections on the plot

NOTES ON CROSS-SECTION DATA
should extend across the entire floodplain and be
perpendicular to anticipated flow lines (approximately perpendicular to
ground contour lines).

NOTES ON CROSS-SECTION DATA (CONT)

 X-sections

 X-sections

should accurately represent stream and floodplain geometry.
Put in where changes occur in discharge, slope, shape, roughness, and
bridges.

 Enter

X-Section elevation-station data from left to right as seen when
looking downstream.

 Cross-Sections

should start far enough D.S. to “zero out” any errors in
boundary conditions assumptions (for sub-critical profile). The opposite is
true for super-critical flow.

Study Area

 Location

of X-sections within a reach varies with the intensity of the study
and the conditions of the reach

 The

choice of friction loss equations will also affect X-section spacing and
predicted flood elevations

 Higher

number X-section river stations are assumed to be upstream of
lower number river stations

 The

left side of the X-section, looking downstream, is assumed to have
the lower X values and progress right as the X values increase, (can not
narrow the section)

Actual Profile
Uncertain WS

NOTES ON CROSS-SECTION DATA (CONT.)
left and right channel bank must be given at a station located in the Xsection elevation-station data set.

NOTES ON CROSS-SECTION DATA (CONT.)

 The



Consider what is being modeled. The program can only reflect what is being entered.

 Boundaries

are fixed, can not reflect changes during a storm (scour
deposition).

 X-section

endpoints that are below the computed water surface profile will
be extended vertically to contain the routed flows with area/wetted
perimeter reflecting this boundary condition.

For example: unless this hole is blocked, the
model will assume that this area conveys flow
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NOTES ON CROSS-SECTION DATA (CONT.)

NOTES ON CROSS-SECTION DATA (CONT.)

• HEC-RAS has an option to create interpolated cross sections.

• HEC-RAS has an option to create interpolated cross sections.

By reach

or between two sections

REACH LENGTHS

EXPANSION & CONTRACTION COEFFICIENTS

Measured distances between X-Sections, reported as
distance to D.S. X-Sections.



X1

X2

No Transition
Gradual Transition
Typical Bridge Transition
Abrupt Transition
Left overbank, right overbank, and channel
Can be very different for channels with large meander or in a bend of a river.
 A discharge weighted total reach length is determined based on the
discharges in the main channel and left and right overbank segments.

Contraction Expansion
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.3
0.3
0.5
0.6
0.8




L

 Typical values for gradual transitions in supercritical

flow are 0.05 for contraction and 0.10 for expansions.
 Constructed prismatic channels should have

L lob Qlob  L ch Qch  L rob Qrob
Qlob  Qch  Qrob

expansion and contraction coefficients of 0.0

INEFFECTIVE FLOW AREAS



Ineffective flow areas are used to model portions of the cross-section in which water
will pond, but the velocity of that water in the downstream direction is equal to zero.



This water is included in the storage and wetted cross section parameters, but not in
the active flow area.



No additional wetted parameter is added to the active flow area (unlike
encroachments).



Once ineffective flow area is overtopped, then that specific area is no longer
considered ineffective.



Commonly used near road crossings.

INEFFECTIVE FLOW AREAS



Two types of Ineffective Flow Areas :


1. Normal where you supply left and right stations with elevations which block flow
to the left of the left station and to the right of the right station



2. Blocked where you can have multiple (up to 10) blocked flow areas within the Xsection
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Once water surface goes above the established elevations,
then that specific area is no longer considered ineffective.

Normal
Ineffective
Flows

INEFFECTIVE FLOW AREAS
Option is from x-section
window...

which brings up this
window:

Once water surface goes above the established elevations of the
block, then that specific area is no longer considered ineffective.

Blocked
Ineffective
Flows

INEFFECTIVE FLOW AREAS

INEFFECTIVE FLOW AREAS

The plotted x-section looks like this:
Think of them as
dead storage
zones

BLOCKED OBSTRUCTIONS


Used to define areas that will be permanently blocked out.



Decreases flow area and increases wetted perimeter when the
water comes in contact with it.



Two types of blocked obstructions are available - Normal and
Multiple. They are very similar to the Ineffective Flow areas, except
that the blocked areas are never available as water flow areas.



the blocked areas are never available as water flow areas.

Normal
Blocked
Obstruction
the blocked areas are never available as water flow areas.

Water can get to the off-sides of these obstructions.

Multiple
Blocked
Obstructions
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BLOCKED OBSTRUCTIONS
Option is from x-section
window...
which brings up this
window:

BLOCKED OBSTRUCTIONS
The plotted xsection looks
like this:

LEVEES

Levees



No water can get outside of a levee until it is overtopped.



Simulated by a vertical wall.



Additional wetted perimeter is included when water comes in contact with
the levee wall.

LEVEES

LEVEES

Option is from x-section window...
which brings up this
window:

The
plotted xsection
looks like
this:
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LEVEES VS. INEFFECTIVE FLOW AREAS



Are conceptually similar but very different hydraulically



Ineffective flow areas is used where water is present to the left/right of the
ineffective station but the velocity is zero. Volume included in storage and
wetted perimeter calculations but not in conveyance. (think: ponded
area)



A levee acts as a vertical wall. No water occupied the space to the
left/right of the levee unless the levee elevation is exceeded. The distance
that the levee is in contact with the water is included in the wetted
perimeter calculations. (think: wall)

ENTERING CROSS SECTION DATA
After entering
geometry data,
it is wise to save
it. Recommend
doing this often
as you enter
data.

ENTER FLOW DATA
Enter the Steady Flow Data Editor from the main menu

FLOW DATA
Or, you can select the
Steady Flow Data button:

ENTER FLOW DATA

ENTER FLOW DATA

This brings up the Steady Flow Data Window:

You can have up to 100 profiles. Note it brought up 3 boxes when 3
profiles were specified.
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ENTER FLOW DATA
Enter the discharges for each profile in appropriate box.

ENTER FLOW DATA
Then you simply specify the flows at that location.

ENTER FLOW DATA
This brings up Steady Flow Boundary Conditions window.
You can set the boundary for all profiles at once, or ...

ENTER FLOW DATA
Can add flow changes along reach.
• Select River Station
• Click “Add a Flow Change Location”

ENTER FLOW DATA
Set the boundary conditions by selecting “Reach
Boundary Conditions”

ENTER FLOW DATA
You can set boundary conditions for each profile
separately. There are 4 different methods for specifying
the starting water surface: known elevation, critical
depth, normal depth, or rating curve.
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ENTER FLOW DATA
After selecting either the upstream or downstream data
box and then selecting method for providing starting
conditions, a window appears for entering your data.

ENTER FLOW DATA
There are several options available in the “Options”
window of the Steady Flow Data window such as
changing profile names, applying a ratio to all flows, etc.

Boundary conditions at downstream end for sub-critical, upstream end for super-critical, or at
both for mixed (both sub- and super-critical)

ENTER FLOW DATA
After entering your flow data, it is suggested you
save it to a file.

SAVE PROJECT
After entering and saving the geometry and flow
data, it is suggested that you save your project
from the main HEC-RAS File Menu.

PERFORM THE HYDRAULIC COMPUTATIONS
Enter the Steady Flow Analysis window from the main
menu

PERFORM THE
HYDRAULIC
COMPUTATIONS
or select the Steady
Flow Analysis button:
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PERFORM THE HYDRAULIC COMPUTATIONS
This brings up window where you can set flow
regime, select geometry and/or flow files, and start
the computations.

SAVE PLAN
After selecting “OK”, it brings up a window
allowing you to enter a short plan identifier. This is
used in printouts and reports by HEC-RAS.

SAVE PLAN
•Under “File”, select “Save Plan As…”
•Create a project title.

PERFORM THE HYDRAULIC COMPUTATIONS
There are several options available for the hydraulic
computations:

PERFORM THE HYDRAULIC COMPUTATIONS
After selecting the compute button, HECRAS does it’s
magic

VIEWING THE OUTPUT
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VIEW THE OUTPUT
There are several output formats to view within the
view menu such as plotted cross-sections, profiles,
rating curves and 3-D views as well as cross-section
and profile tabular data.

VIEW THE OUTPUT
Or, you can select the appropriate button:

View CrossSections

VIEW THE OUTPUT

View the Output

Plot Profiles

• See observed water
surface profiles when
you plot the profile
• Note source of data

VIEW THE OUTPUT

VIEW THE OUTPUT
- Plot
Rating
Curves

Plot profiles
of different
data
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VIEW THE OUTPUT

Plot 3-D
View

VIEW THE OUTPUT

View Cross-Section
Table

Note:
Cross-section
widths should
be consistent
for better
presentation.

VIEW THE OUTPUT

View Profile
Table

Under “Options”, select
“Define Table” to see
more variables

VIEW THE OUTPUT
You can select
“Generate Report
…” from the HECRAS main menu.

VIEW THE OUTPUT

- Summary
of Errors,
Warnings,
& Notes

Errors: problems that prevents the program from running. The user must
change something.
Warnings: does not prevent the program from running but the user should
examine and review. The user may want to change some input.
Notes: provides information about how the program is performing the
calculations, user should review

VIEW THE OUTPUT
There are several options available for the report
content. The report generated can be viewed or
the resulting file printed.
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JUNCTIONS

JUNCTIONS - 6 TYPES

 Defined as two or more streams which come together
or split apart.
 Constructed by drawing reaches together to a
common point. Draw the line representing the
tributary in the direction the water will flow (the line
ends at the main stream).
 For splitting flow, draw lines in the direction water will
flow.



Subcritical flow - flow combining



Subcritical flow - flow splitting



Supercritical flow - flow combining



Supercritical flow - flow splitting



Mixed flow - flow combining



Mixed flow - flow splitting

 Can be modeled using the energy equation or
momentum equation.

JUNCTIONS

DRAW FIRST RIVER REACH

- Press the River Reach
button and cursor turns to
a pen.
- Hold down the left
mouse button and draw
in the direction of flow.
- Release and press left
mouse button to change
line direction (gives
shape to the schematic).
- At the end of the reach
double click the left
mouse button. This will
terminate the reach
drawing.

1.

Once the tributary to the mainstem
is drawn, there is a sequence of
data requirements (1 thru 4) for
entering a tributary and junction
2.

- Schematic of Blanko
River with the Black Dog
Creek tributary.
- Blanko River is split
between the North
Branch and South
Branch at Junction No. 1

Select “Yes”.
3.

4.
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JUNCTIONS

JUNCTIONS - REACH
LENGTHS

- Each of these
reach lengths are
entered in the
Junction Data
window.

 For cross sections upstream of the junction, the reach
length should be zero.
 Cross sections should be as close to the junction as
possible.

- The downstream
reach length
shown on the
upstream crosssection data
window should be
set to zero.

 Go into the Geometric Cross Section editor to change
these lengths.
 Distance across the junction is generally, the average
distance that water will travel between cross sections
across a junction.

JUNCTIONS

JUNCTIONS - ENERGY VS MOMENTUM
Where angle of tributary can cause significant energy losses,
it is more appropriate to use the momentum equation.

HEC-RAS Version 3.1

No angle is
entered for
the reach
that is part of
the
mainstem if
there is no
angle
between the
mainstem
reaches u.s.
and d.s. of
the tributary.

or, point the mouse at the junction,
left click and select “Edit Junction”.

Feb 2003

Junctions - Split Flows

JUNCTIONS - SPLIT FLOWS
For split flows, i.e. when the stream is divided
or split apart in the downstream direction, the
program can optimize the amount of flow
going in each direction. The user must
estimate the initial flows going in each
direction. It only is available for steady flow
analysis.

The
optimization
is found
under the
steady flow
analysis
window .
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Junctions - Split Flows

JUNCTIONS - CROSS SECTION LOCATIONS
3 Criteria for XS’s near junctions:
 Locate them close to junction. Another cross
section may be transferred if representative.
 Cross-Sections should not overlap (the ends
may touch upstream of junction for example).
 Should be located where flow is essentially
one-dimensional.

2 TYPES OF FLOW AT BRIDGES

How does a bridge affect the hydraulics?
• Contraction
• Through the bridge
– Piers
– Abutments
– Bridge deck
• Expansion



Low Flow - Flow where the water surface does not reach the low beam



High Flow - Flow where the water surface reaches the deck or higher

4

3

LOW FLOW

2

1

LOW FLOW BRIDGE MODELING
3 TYPES OF FLOW
 Class A Low Flow - Subcritical Flow
 Energy, Momentum, Yarnell, and WSPRO
 Class B Low Flow - Flow passes through critical depth
 Energy and Momentum
 Class C Low Flow - Supercritical Flow
 Energy and Momentum
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LOW FLOW BRIDGE MODELING

LOW FLOW BRIDGE HYDRAULICS
4 METHODS OF MODELING

CLASS A LOW FLOW - ENERGY METHOD

 Energy - physically based, accounts for friction losses and geometry

changes through bridge, as well as losses due to flow transition &
turbulence.

 Momentum - physically based, accounts for friction losses and geometry

changes through bridge.



Friction losses are computed as length times average friction slope.



Energy losses are empirical coefficient times change in velocity head
(expansion and contraction losses).



Does not account for pier drag forces.

 FHWA WSPRO - energy based as well as some empirical attributes.

Developed for bridges that constrict wide floodplains with heavily
vegetated overbank areas.

 Yarnell - empirical formula developed to model effects of bridge piers.

LOW FLOW BRIDGE MODELING

CLASS A LOW FLOW - MOMENTUM METHOD



Friction losses are external skin friction = wetted perimeter times length
times shear stress.



Requires entering coefficient of drag for piers, CD

LOW FLOW BRIDGE MODELING
CLASS A LOW FLOW - WSPRO



Federal Highway Administrations method of analyzing bridges



Uses energy equation in an iterative procedure

LOW FLOW BRIDGE MODELING

CLASS A LOW FLOW - YARNELL EQUATION


Based on 2,600 lab experiments on different pier shapes



Requires entering pier shape coefficient, K



Should only be used where majority of losses are due to piers.

CLASS B AND C LOW-FLOW METHODS

Two methods available:
(1) Momentum - With irregular cross-section data and rapidly changing water
surface elevation, the estimate of bed slope can be erratic. Therefore, the
weight component is automatically turned off for Class B flow.
(2) Energy - During Class B flow, a dramatic change in depth can occur with
resulting large changes in velocity head. Contraction and Expansion energy
losses may be overestimated with “traditional” contraction and expansion
coefficients.
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HIGH FLOW BRIDGE METHODS

LOW FLOW BRIDGE HYDRAULICS
SUMMARY
• Bridge piers are small obstruction to flow, friction losses
predominate - Energy, Momentum, or WSPRO
• Pier and friction losses predominate - Momentum
• Flow passes through critical depth in vicinity of bridge Energy or Momentum
• Pier losses are dominant - Yarnell

(1) Energy Method - The area of the deck is subtracted and additional wetted
perimeter is added. The water surface elevation represents the hydraulic grade
line.


This method does not account for the shape of the entrance or piers.



Conveyance is calculated treating the bridge as a cross section, including flow over
the roadway.

• Supercritical flow without piers - Energy or Momentum
• Supercritical flow with piers - Momentum

HIGH FLOW BRIDGE METHODS

HIGH FLOW - PRESSURE

(2) Pressure and Weir Method - Treats the flow as two separate components.






Flow through the opening is pressure flow.


Gate equation



Full pressure (Orifice) equation

Weir equation for flow over the roadway, with submergence correction.

HECRAS will automatically select the appropriate pressure flow equation.

HIGH FLOW - PRESSURE (SLUICE) FLOW

 3V 32 

Q  C d  A bu  Y 3 - Z 
2 g 
2


1

COEFFICIENT OF DISCHARGE FOR SLUICE GATE
FLOW

2

Q = Total discharge through the bridge opening
Cd = Coefficient of discharge for pressure flow
Abu = Net area of the bridge opening at section BU
Y3 = Hydraulic depth at section 3
Z

= Vertical distance from maximum bridge low chord
to the mean river bed elevation at section BU
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HIGH FLOW - PRESSURE & WEIR

HIGH FLOW - PRESSURE (ORIFICE) FLOW
Used when both the upstream and downstream sides
of the bridge is fully submerged

Q  C A 2gH
Q = Total discharge from full flowing orifice
C = Coeff. of discharge for fully submerged pressure flow
H = The difference between the energy gradient elevation
upstream & the water surface elevation downstream
A = Net area of the bridge opening

HIGH FLOW - SUBMERGENCE
HIGH FLOW WEIR FLOW

Q  CLH

3

Q submerged  Q free  Reduction Factor
Submergenc e 

2

H2
H1

Q = Total flow over the weir
C = Coefficient of discharge for weir flow (~2.5 to 3.1 for
free flow)
L = Effective length of the weir
H = Difference between energy elev. upstream and road
crest

HIGH FLOW - SUBMERGENCE

HIGH FLOW BRIDGE MODELING
SUMMARY


When bridge deck is a small obstruction to the flow and not acting like a
pressurized orifice, use energy method.



When overtopped and tailwater is not submerging flow, use pressure/weir
method.



When overtopped and highly submerged, use energy method.
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LOCATING CROSS-SECTIONS NEAR BRIDGES

ADDING THE BRIDGE

LOCATING CROSS-SECTIONS NEAR BRIDGES

LOCATING CROSS-SECTIONS NEAR BRIDGES

Fully
Effective
Flow

LOCATING CROSS-SECTIONS NEAR BRIDGES

Contraction

Thru
Bridge

Fully
Expanded
Flow

Expansion

LOCATING CROSS-SECTIONS NEAR BRIDGES

Le

Lc

Fully
Effective
Flow

Fully
Expanded
Flow

4

4

3

2

1

3

2

1

Lc and Le can be determined by field investigation during high flow or can be
computed.
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EXPANSION

F 
ER  0.421  0.485 c2   1.8  10 5 Q 
 Fc1 

CONTRACTION/EXPANSION RATIOS - HOW DO WE USE THEM?

CONTRACTION

n 
F 
Q 
CR  1.4  0.333 c2   1.86 ob   0.19 ob 
 Q 
 nc 
 Fc1 
2

0.5

EXAMPLE COMPUTATION OF LE AND LC
Given: Fully expanded flow top width at Cross Section 1 = 300 feet
Fully expanded flow top width at Cross Section 4 = 250 feet
Distance from Point B to Point C (bridge opening width) = 40 feet
Find: Recommended locations of Cross Sections 1 and 4
Le = 2 * (300 – 40) / 2 = 260 feet downstream of bridge
Lc = 1 * (250 – 40) / 2 = 105 feet upstream of bridge
This assumes ER=2 and CR=1

EXPANSION & CONTRACTION
COEFFICIENTS

EXPANSION & CONTRACTION
COEFFICIENTS

No Transition
Gradual Transition
Typical Bridge Transition
Abrupt Transition

Contraction Expansion
0
0
0.1
0.3
0.3
0.5
0.6
0.8
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INEFFECTIVE FLOW AREAS
4

3

2

INEFFECTIVE FLOWS
1

The ineffective area option is used at bridge sections 2&3 to keep all the active flow in
the area of the bridge opening until the elevations associated with the left and/or right
ineffective flow areas are exceeded by the computed water surface elevation.

At XS’s 2 & 3

ADDING THE BRIDGE
Select the Brdg/Culv button from the geometry data window:

ADDING THE BRIDGE

ADDING THE BRIDGE
This brings up the Bridge Culvert Data
window:

ADDING THE BRIDGE
From the options
menu, select
“Add a Bridge
and/or Culvert”:

There are several
other options in the
options menu from
the bridge data
window …
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ADDING THE BRIDGE
This brings up a window with the adjacent upstream and downstream
cross-sections plotted:

DECK/ROADWAY
Notice the weir
coefficient and max
submergence
window are showing
the default values:

DECK/ROADWAY
Next, select the Deck/Roadway button from the Bridge
data window:

DECK/ROADWAY
Enter the data for the
required values. Note
that the U.S. and D.S.
sideslopes are for
cosmetic purposes
only*

*unless using the WSPRO method for low flow

DECK/ROADWAY
Use the “Copy Up
to Down” button to
repeat the stationhigh chord-low
chord data from
the upstream to the
downstream side, if
applicable:

DECK/ROADWAY
After selecting OK
from the bridge
deck window, it
replots the U.S.
and D.S. xsections showing
the bridge deck:
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PIERS
Piers can be added by selecting the Pier button from
the bridge data window:

PIERS
This brings up the Pier
Data Editor where you
can add the data for
the pier(s) :

Use the “Copy Up
to Down” button, if
applicable:

PIERS
The pier is then
shown graphically
on the plot:

BRIDGE MODELING APPROACH
This brings up
Bridge Modeling
Approach Editor
window. Notice the
option to compute
each type of low
flow method and
the option to select
which one you use:

BRIDGE MODELING APPROACH
The modeling options, including low flow and high flow
modeling methods, are available by selecting the Bridge
Modeling Approach button:

BRIDGE MODELING APPROACH

Orifice Coef. - between 0.7
and 0.9
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WHAT ABOUT CULVERTS?
•Hydraulically short pipe capable of transporting water
underneath a roadway

Culverts

TYPICAL CULVERT PROFILE

CULVERT HYDRAULICS - INLET CONTROL
 Occurs when flow capacity of the culvert entrance is less
than the flow capacity of the culvert barrel.
 Depends primarily on the geometry of the culvert entrance.
Sharp entrance has less capacity.
 Control section is just inside the entrance.
 Flow passes through critical depth at this location or just
downstream of this location.
 Headwater is calculated assuming the entrance acts as a
weir or as a sluice gate.
 Usually occurs during lower flows.

CULVERT HYDRAULICS - INLET CONTROL

Ref: Hydraulic Reference Manual
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CULVERT HYDRAULICS - INLET CONTROL

Ref: Hydraulic Reference Manual

CULVERT HYDRAULICS - OUTLET
CONTROL

Culvert Flow Types (8 modes)
Inlet Control (4 modes)

Outlet Control (4 modes)

 Occurs when flow capacity is controlled by the tailwater
conditions or the flow capacity of the culvert barrel.
 Entrance, exit, and friction losses are computed in
determining controlling headwater elevation.
 Bernoulli equation is used to compute the change in
energy through the culvert.

CULVERT PERFORMANCE WITH ROADWAY OVERTOPPING

HOW DOES HEC-RAS DEAL WITH
CULVERTS?
 Same

as FHWA

 computes

headwater due to inlet control and outlet control
and selects the higher value

 Outlet

control FHWA chart only consider case where culvert is
flowing full. HECRAS allows culvert to operate partially full
under outlet control.

*hypothetical
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How does HEC-RAS deal with
Culverts?
•
•
•
•

CULVERT TYPES IN HEC-RAS

Weir flow and culvert flow as a combination
Direct Step Method for culvert flow
Standard Step Method for weir flow
Same modeling approach as a bridge
– once upstream EGL and WSE is calculated,
computations proceed using standard step method
– includes inlet control (FHWA)
– Uses different equations for low and pressure flow

CULVERTS
INLETS AND
OUTLETS

CROSS SECTION LOCATIONS (4 OF THEM)

-similar to a bridge

INPUT REQUIREMENTS FOR CULVERTS

ADDING THE CULVERT(S)

 Roadway
 Culvert

Deck Information

Structure Data
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CULVERT GROUPS IN HEC-RAS

INPUT REQUIREMENTS FOR CULVERTS

Up to 10 different culvert groups allowed per
crossing. Any difference in shape, invert
elevations, slope, roughness coefficient, or
chart or scale number requires a new group.



Culvert ID



Solution criteria (inlet, outlet, or highest energy grade line)



Shape (circular, box, arch, etc.)



Dimensions (diameter, width, etc)

Up to 25 identical culverts may be in each
group per crossing.



FHWA chart # (pages 6-25,26 of hydraulic reference
manual)



FHWA scale (same table as chart #)



Distance to upstream cross section

INPUT REQUIREMENTS FOR CULVERTS
(CONTINUED)

INPUT REQUIREMENTS FOR CULVERTS
ROADWAY DATA

 Length
 Entrance

loss coefficient (tables 6.3 and 6.4 of
hydraulic reference manual)

 Exit

loss coefficient (0.3 to 1)

 Manning’s

‘n’ value (tables 6.1 and 6.2 of hydraulic
reference manual)

 U.

S. And D.S. invert elevations

 Centerline

sections

 Roadway
 Distance
 Weir

width

to U.S. Cross section

coefficient

 Station

- elevation points

stations in relation to U. S. And D. S. cross

ADDING THE CULVERT(S)
•Establish the
geometry
•Select the
Brdg/Culv button
from the geometry
data window:

ADDING THE CULVERT(S)
This brings up the
Bridge Culvert
Data window:
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ADDING THE CULVERT(S)
From the
options menu,
select “Add a
Bridge and/or
Culvert”:

CROSS SECTION LOCATIONS
The culvert must be bounded by two established cross sections (2 and 3)
as well as sections that represent full channel flow (1 and 4).

ADDING THE CULVERT(S)
It is often a good idea
to add a description
of the culvert which
include the road
name.

ADDING THE CULVERT(S)
This brings up a
window asking
for the river
station of the
bridge. It will
locate the
bridge
numerically
between crosssections:

ADDING THE CULVERT(S)
Once you click
on ‘OK’, the
program will
bring up a
window with the
adjacent
upstream and
downstream
cross-sections
plotted.

ADDING THE CULVERT(S)
Next, select the
Deck/Roadway
button from the
Bridge data
window:
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ADDING THE CULVERT(S)

CROSS SECTION LOCATIONS

Notice the weir
coefficient and
max submergence
window are
showing the
default values:

ADDING THE CULVERT(S)
Enter the data for
the required
values. Note that
the U.S. and D.S.
side slopes are for
graphical eye
wash purposes.
Also note the low
elev for the low
chord.

ADDING THE CULVERT(S)
After selecting OK
from the bridge deck
window, it replots the
U.S. and D.S. xsections showing the
filled in road section:

The maximum submergence is the ratio of d/s to u/s energy. When this ratio
is exceeded in a bridge analysis, HECRAS will switch from pressure and weir
flow equations to the energy method. In culvert analysis, weir flow is always

ADDING THE CULVERT(S)
To enter the culvert
data, first select the
Culvert button:

ADDING THE CULVERT(S)
This brings up
the Culvert
Data Editor
window:
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ADDING THE CULVERT(S)
Enter the data
Table 6.3 or 6.4,
HRM, HDS 5 (for
outlet control or
click

ADDING ANOTHER CULVERT
Can add multiple culverts at a location or multiple barrels of the
same culvert
Note: each individual culvert must
have a constant
•slope
•cross section
•material
•type
•length
•discharge

Table 6.1 or 6.2,
HRM
or click
and select OK ...

ADDING THE CULVERT(S)

ZOOM IN TO SEE XSEC LOCATIONS

After you click
‘OK’, the plot
will be updated
to show the
culvert:

ZOOM IN ON X-Y-Z PLOT

MODELING INLINE
STRUCTURES
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IN LINE STRUCTURES

IN LINE STRUCTURES

 Can be used to model in-line gated spillways,
overflow weirs, drop structures, and dams.
 Modeling method is very similar to bridges and culverts.
 Weir shapes are either ogee or broad crested.
 Gates are either radial (tainter) or vertical lift (sluice).
 Up to 10 groups of gates with up to 25 identical gates per
group are allowed for each in line weir.
 Identical gates must have same type, size, elevation,
and coefficient.
 Uncontrolled overflow area is also an option.

CROSS-SECTION LOCATIONS

Suggested crosssection locations
are the same as
for bridges and
culverts.

IN LINE STRUCTURE
Must add structure as first
step.

IN LINE STRUCTURE

Brings up window similar to
culvert and bridge
windows.

IN LINE STRUCTURE
Brings up window to input
cross-section location of
the structure (weir)
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IN LINE STRUCTURE

IN LINE STRUCTURE
Click on the
Weir/Embankment button...

Adds a plot of the upstream
cross-section to the window.

Note you can edit the
upstream cross-section from
this button.

Which brings up the Weir
Editor Window

IN LINE STRUCTURE

IN LINE STRUCTURE

After filling in the data...

… the plot is updated to show
the embankment.

IN LINE STRUCTURE

IN LINE STRUCTURE

Click on the Gate button...

… the plot is updated
showing the gates.

Which brings up the Gate
Editor Window
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OTHER FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

OTHER FEATURES

HORIZONTAL VARIATION IN MANNING’S N

Horizontal variation in Manning’s n
Vertical variation in Manning’s n
Floodway encroachments
Adding a lid to a cross section
Graphical cross section editing
Drop Structures
Mixed flow
Channel modifications

HORIZONTAL VARIATION IN MANNING’S N

Useful where a cross section bisects a stand of trees or a large parking lot.

Under “Cross Section
Data”, click on “Options”
then “Horizontal Variation
in n Values”
.06

.08

.06

.09

.035
.05

.025

HORIZONTAL VARIATION IN MANNING’S N
• An extra column will appear.
• A roughness value must be
entered for the first ground
point.
• HEC-RAS will apply this value
for all points having a higher
ground station until another
is entered.
• Enter the roughness value for
each different area.

VERTICAL VARIATION IN MANNING’S N
• Can be used to reflect hydraulic changes that vary
by either elevation or flow
• Allows the user to vary Manning’s n both vertically
as well as horizontally
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GRAPHICAL CROSS SECTION EDITING
Available under “Tools” menu from Geometric Data Editor.
Allows user to:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Add, move, and delete points
Add normal ineffective flow areas
Add blocked ineffective flow areas
Add normal blocked obstructions
Add multiple blocked obstructions
Add levees

CROSS SECTION INTERPOLATION

CROSS-SECTION
INTERPOLATION

CROSS SECTION INTERPOLATION
Geometric interpolation is accomplished by linearly interpolating
between elevations and stations along “cords”



Sometimes it is necessary to supplement surveyed cross section data by
interpolating new sections between two surveyed sections



Typically needed when the change in velocity head is large. HECRAS
detects this by comparing conveyance values between two sections.

2 Options Interpolate a reach (more than 2 crosssections)
Between 2 cross-sections

CROSS SECTION INTERPOLATION

CROSS SECTION INTERPOLATION
MASTER CORDS
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ADDING MASTER CHORDS TO
INTERPOLATION

CROSS SECTION INTERPOLATION
MINOR CORDS
 Automatically

generated by program

 Stations

are determined using proportional distances between
master cords

 Number

of minor cords = sum of coordinates in bounding cross
sections minus number of master cords

CROSS SECTION INTERPOLATION
MINOR CORDS

CROSS SECTION INTERPOLATION
OTHER
 Other

features which are interpolated: downstream
reach lengths, main channel bank stations,
contraction and expansion coefficients, normal
ineffective flow areas, levees, and normal blocked
obstructions

 Normal

ineffective flow areas, levees, and normal
blocked obstructions are interpolated only if both
bounding cross sections have them.

 Can

interpolate between 2 cross sections or entire
reach

WHEN TO USE UNSTEADY FLOW
 Tidal/estuary
 Off-channel

UNSTEADY FLOW

 Dam

fluctuation

storage

breach routing

 Channels
 Levee

 Hydraulic
 Large

with flat slopes

overtopping
structures affected by changing backwater

amounts of storage behind roads or culverts
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STEADY VS. UNSTEADY
 Difference

in handling boundary friction and other losses

 Difference

in numerical solution algorithm

 Difference

in handling non-flow areas

 Difference

in flow and boundary condition data requirements

 Difference

in calibration strategy

 Difference

in application strategy

DATA REQUIREMENTS
(FLOW AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS)
Steady: Discharge (Q) at each cross section.
Unsteady: Inflow hydrograph(s) which are
routed by the model.

PRE-COMPUTATION OF HYDRAULIC
PROPERTIES
Steady – Compute exact hydraulic properties at
a section for each trial water surface elevation
from the elevation/station points, n-values.
Unsteady – Hydraulic properties are precomputed for all possible water surface
elevations at each cross section (hydraulic table)

UNSTEADY FLOW DATA
 External

Upstream and Downstream ends of the river



Typically flow or stage hydrograph upstream



Typically rating or “normal depth” downstream

 Internal

Boundaries can be added



Add flow within the river system



Define gate operation

 Initial

UNSTEADY FLOW DATA EDITOR

Boundaries required



Conditions - at the start of simulation

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
 Editor

shows required
external boundaries

 Boundary

Type shows
available options

 Upstream

options:



Stage Hydrograph



Flow Hydrograph



Stage & Flow Hydrograph
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BOUNDARY CONDITIONS - CONTINUED


NORMAL DEPTH

Downstream Boundary Options:


Stage Hydrograph



Flow Hydrograph



Stage & Flow Hydrograph



Rating Curve



Normal Depth

UNSTEADY FLOW SIMULATION
SIMULATION MANAGER



Enter Friction (energy) Slope



Program uses Manning’s equation to
compute stage



Provides semi-dynamic downstream
boundary

OUTPUT SELECTION

1. Define a Plan
2. Select which
programs to run



3. Enter a starting and
ending date and time
4. Set the computation
settings

5. Press the Compute
button

VIEWING UNSTEADY FLOW RESULTS



All of the output that was available for steady flow computations is available for
unsteady flow (cross sections, profile, and 3D plots and tables).



Stage and flow hydrographs



Time series tables



Animation of cross section, profile and 3-dimensional graphic



Unsteady Flow Output


Stage and Flow Hydrographs



Log File Output

Post Processor


Detailed output


Max Stage



Selected Time Intervals

STAGE AND FLOW PLOT

Stage
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UNSTEADY FLOW RATING CURVE

PROFILE ANIMATION

INDEX – MODEL BUILD 2D

MODEL IMPLEMENTATION – 2D

HINTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Hints and recommendations in 2D applications
 For

all 2D applications the most important input parameter is the
bathymetry (or DEM or topography).

 The

second most important set of parameters are the forcing
specifications (boundaries, rainfall, evaporation, etc.)

 Followed

finally by the traditional calibration parameters like eddy
viscosity and bed friction.

1.

CREATING THE PROJECT FILE

2.

DEFINE THE PROJECT PROJECTION

3.

IMPORT THE TERRAIN

4.

IMPORT THE LAND COVER

5.

DEFINE GEOMETRY FILE

6.

DEFINE THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

7.

RUN THE MODEL

8.

EXAMINE THE RESULTS

BOUNDARIES
 The

location of model boundaries is an important consideration in
the development of a model domain. Model boundaries should be
located so as to minimise the impact of boundary effects such as
‘artificial’ backwater influence from outflow (downstream) boundaries
and jetting of flows at inflow (upstream) boundaries

 There

are several approaches to applying model boundaries to
inland model domains that are dependent on the particular model
application.
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BOUNDARIES

BOUNDARIES

 In

some instances, complex model bathymetries near the edge of a model
domain make it difficult for the modeler to make a prior decision about how
flow might leave the model domain in a controlled manner. In these
instances you may decide simplify the flow exit issue by adding a wall all
away around the model domain in order to avoid defining complex
downstream boundaries.

 In

many riverine floodplain applications a hydrograph will be the
inflow boundary to the 2D model.

 There

are basically two ways of applying an inflow hydrograph. You
can either specifying the hydrograph as an open boundary condition
or as a source point.

 If,

following initial model trial simulations it becomes evident that a large
accumulation of flow is occurring at the closed boundaries (identifiable by
‘puddling’ or ponding of flow at the edges of the model) you may need to
apply a model ‘sink’ at these locations to allow the flow to leave the model
domain.

RAS-MAPPER

IMPLEMENTING A 2D MODEL IN HECRAS

PROJECTION

 Every

2D model
implementation
should start with
RAS-MAPPER

TERRAIN


 The

first step within
RAS-MAPPER
should be the
selection of the
projection.






The terrain for the modelling should
be created.
HECRAS accepts a wide range of
data formats for the terrain
This is created in the ‘New Terrain
Layer’’ option
Several terrains can be created
within a model
Every geometry file should have an
associated terrain file
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GIS LAYERS
 Also,

GIS layers (in shape
format) can be added in the
RAS-MAPPER

 This

is a good idea to facilitate
the modelling implementation

 In

order to add file, use the
‘add existing GIS layer’ option

 Web imagery

can be added

GEOMETRY
 2D

Flow areas should be added
in the Geometry Editor

 Click

on the ‘2D Flow Area” tool in
the Geometry window

 Draw

the 2D area in the required
location

 Double

click to finish drawing and
provide a name

too.

GEOMETRY
 Details

of the 2D grid are
provided in the ‘2D Flow
Area’ Editor.

 Once

clicked, the following
window appears

GEOMETRY

GEOMETRY
 The

most important value to
provide at this stage is the
grid resolution.

 Click

in the ‘Generate
Computation Points (…)’

GEOMETRY
 The

 Information

about the
spacing in the ‘x’ and ‘y’
direction has to be
provided

 After

clicking ‘generate
points in 2D Flow area’,
the grid will be created

grid resolution is a very important value

 It

will determine the resolution of the results

 It

will also determine the time-step to be used

 An

inadequate time-step will produce unstable results

 A sensitivity

test should be undertaken in order to find the correct
time-step for each grid resolution.
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BOUNDARIES

BOUNDARIES
 Boundaries

can be drawn either outside or inside the 2D flow area

domain
 Boundaries

have to be
defined first in the
geometry editor.

 Click

in the ‘SA/2D Area
BC Lines Tool’.

BOUNDARIES

 The

same boundary cannot be inside and outside at the same time.

 A different
 The

name has to be applied to each boundary

2D model can run without boundaries

 Nonetheless

it is recommended that both US and DS boundaries
exist, unless the model is connected to a 1D model with its own
boundaries

EXECUTE THE 2D MODEL

 The

pre-defined boundaries
have to be further detailed in
the ‘unsteady flow’ editor.

 2D

modelling can just be
unsteady

 2D

models are executed in the same way as 1D unsteady models

 RAS-MAPPER

can be used to examine the results

 The

process to define this is
equivalent to the one for 1D
modelling

 The

only exception is that
‘precipitation’ boundaries are
available in 2D

TIDES IN THE SEYCHELLES
 M2 Amphidromic

point

 Exercise

1

 Exercise

2

TIDES IN THE SEYCHELLES
 Maximum
 Tidal

tidal range in the Seychelles around 1.74m

constituents
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POINT LA RUE

2D MODELLING

 Exercise

DAY 4

REMOTE SENSING-BASED FLOOD DETECTION
http://arset.gsfc.nasa.gov/disasters/webinars/advfloodwebinar
There are three approaches to using remote sensing observations for flood
monitoring:
1. Hydrology models that derive streamflow and runoff, using
precipitation and weather data from satellites and models
2. Infer flooding conditions using satellite-derived precipitation
3. Detect flood water on previously dry land surfaces using satellite-derived
land cover observations

3

Overview of Flood Monitoring and Mapping Tools

Outline
• Flooding Tools Based on Precipitation Observations
– Global Food Monitoring System (GFMS)
– Extreme Rainfall Detection System-2 (ERDS2)
• Flooding Tools Based on Land Cover Observations
– MODIS Near Real-Time (NRT) Flood Mapping
– Dartmouth Flood Observatory (DFO, DFO River Watch)
– Global Flood Detection System 2 (GFDS2)
• Global Disasters Alert and Coordination System (GDACS)
• Demonstration of GFMS, ERDS2 (before and during flooding events)

Note: Each flooding tool also uses model and/or surface-based data in addition
to satellite data

• Demonstration of MODIS-NRT, DFO, GDACS (during and after flooding events)
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Precipitation-Based Flood Tools
• GFMS and ERDS2 use TRMM Multisatellite Precipitation Analysis
(TMPA) data

Flooding Tools Based on Precipitation
Observations

Record-Setting Rain Cause Deadly
Louisiana Flooding August
8-15, 2016

• GFMS is currently transitioning to
using GPM-IMERG data

TRMM MULTI-SATELLITE PRECIPITATION ANALYSIS

GLOBAL FLOOD MONITORING SYSTEM (GFMS)

http://trmm.gsfc.nasa.gov/

http://flood.umd.edu/

• Combines precipitation from TRMM and several
national/international satellites to obtain 3-hourly
0.25°x0.25° resolution data with global coverage
between 50°S to 50°N
• Data are available since December 1997
• TMPA will be replaced with Integrated MultiSatellitE Retrievals for Global Precipitation
Measurement (GPM) [IMERG] data with halfhourly 0.1°x0.1° resolution data with global
coverage between 65°S to 65°N

TRMM Climatology

TRMM 3-Hourly
Precipitation

• Provides global maps, time series,
and animations (50°S-50°N) of:
– instantaneous rain rate every 3 hrs
– accumulated rain over 24, 72, and
168 hrs
– streamflow rates and flood intensity
at 1/8th degree (~12 km) and 1 km
– Near real-time and archives since
2013

Interactive Features

Note: TRMM is no longer flying, but TRMM-based calibration is used to provide near real-time rainfall from a constellation of
national & international satellites for flooding applications. Near real-time IMERG data are available from:
ftp://jsimpson.pps.eosdis.nasa.gov

GFMS

GFMS
http://flood.umd.edu/

http://flood.umd.edu/
Map Navigation
• USES a hydrological model together with:
– TMPA
– surface temperature and winds from NASA
reanalysis model, Modern Era Retrospective
Analysis for Research and Applications (MERRA)
– runoff generation from UW Variable Infiltration
Capacity (VIC) model
– Runoff routing model from UMD

Zoom in/out
Select individual grid point
for time series data
Plot different variables
3-hourly output
Animation
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EXTREME RAINFALL DETECTION SYSTEM-2 (ERDS2)

EXTREME RAINFALL DETECTION SYSTEM-2 (ERDS2)

http://erds.ithacaweb.org/

http://erds.ithacaweb.org/

• Uses near real-time TRMM-TMPA
and NOAA-Global Forecasting
System (GFS) rainfall for monitoring
and forecasting accumulated rainfall

• ERDS is one of the tools used by the
UN World Food Programme (WFP)
Emergency Preparedness Unit

• Global maps and time series of near
real-time (50°S-50°N) and forecasted
accumulated rainfall
– 24, 48, 72, 96, 120, and 144 hours

• The TMPA historical archive is used
as reference data to calculate
extreme rainfall thresholds

• Extreme rainfall alerts at 0.25°x0.25°
levels and administrative district
levels

• The combination of TMPA rainfall
amount, GFS forecasted rainfall
information, and the reference data,
generates flooding information

• Event-specific information
– list of affected countries
– an estimation of affected population

Value-Added Flood Information

LAND COVER BASED FLOODING TOOLS
Visible Radiation
• Reflected by the surface and
depends on the surface type

Used for Flood Mapping

• Source:
– Terra/Aqua MODerate Resolution
Imaging Spectroradiometer
(MODIS) reflectance changes
• Tools:
– MODIS NRT Flood Mapping
– Dartmouth Flood Observatory

Flooding Tools Based on Land Cover

LAND COVER BASED FLOODING TOOLS
Microwave Radiation
• Emitted by the surface and is influenced
by the presence of water on the surface
• Sources:
– Microwave (37 GHz) brightness
temperatures from TRMM Microwave
Imager (TMI)
– GPM Microwave Imager (GMI)
– GCOM-W based Advanced Microwave
Scanning Radiometer 2 (AMSR2)
• Tools:
– GFDS2 (GDACS)
– DFO River Watch

MODIS-Based Inundation Mapping
•

MODIS provides observations 1-2 times
per day

•

Certain bands indicate water on
previously dry surfaces:



– Band 1: 620-670 nm



– Band 2: 841-876 nm



– Band 7: 2105-2155 nm

•

Mapped with respect to a global
reference database of water bodies

•

MODIS cannot see the surface in the
presence of clouds

Mississippi River Flooding 2016

Mississippi River

Mississippi River

White River

Flooding

MODIS (Aqua)
Mar 15, 2016

MODIS (Terra)
May 13, 2016
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MODIS NRT GLOBAL FLOOD MAPPING
http://oas.gsfc.nasa.gov/

MODIS NRT GLOBAL FLOOD MAPPING:
AVAILABLE QUANTITIES
http://oas.gsfc.nasa.gov/

• Based on MODIS reflectance at 250 m
resolution composited on 2, 3, and 14
days
• Flood maps available on 10°x10° tile
• Permanent and surface flood water data
available
• Cloud or terrain shadows can be
misinterpreted as surface water
• Provides near real-time flood mapping
since Jan 2013
• Seychelles is not included

DARTMOUTH FLOOD OBSERVATORY (DFO)

DFO SURFACE WATER RECORD

http://floodobservatory.colorado.edu/

http://floodobservatory.colorado.edu/Version3/120W050Nv3.html

• Uses flood mapping based on
MODIS reflectance
– same as MODIS NRT
• Also uses Landsat 8, EO-1, and
ASTER images
– uses COSMO-SkyMed and
Sentinel-1 synthetic aperture radar
(SAR) when available)

• Surface water (SW) is based on
twice-daily images
– from Terra and Aqua MODIS
– 250 m resolution
– composited over 14 days
• Change in SW from SWDB (shuttle
water boundary data) since 2000 also
provided

• Current flood events are analyzed
with multiple data sources (next two
slides), including media report

• Provides near real-time, current, and
past flood event mapping
• Red areas (above) indicate
inundated surface

SW Access Through the Map

• Available in 10°x 10° grids

• Seychelles is not included either

Land Cover Based Flooding Tools
Visible Radiation

• Used for flood mapping:
– Terra/Aqua MODerate Resolution
Imaging Spectroradiometer
(MODIS) reflectance changes
• Used by:
– MODIS NRT Flood Mapping
– Dartmouth Flood Observatory
• Used to observe land cover changes:
– Reflectance from Landsat
• Used by: NOAA Coastal Flood Watch

http://floodobservatory.colorado.edu/technical.html
Microwave Radiation
• Used to detect inundated surface:
– Microwave (37 GHz) brightness
temperatures from TRMM
Microwave Imager (TMI)
– GPM Microwave Imager (GMI)
– GCOM-W based Advanced
Microwave Scanning Radiometer 2
(AMSR2)
• Used by:
– GFDS2 (GDACS)
– DFO River Watch

• GFDS2 and DFO River Watch are
collaborative programs
• Use microwave brightness
temperatures (Tb) from TRMM, GPM,
and GCOM-W satellites to detect
surface inundation

• S: satellite-based flood signal
• M: Tb from a measurement pixel
centered over the river and its
floodplain
• C: daily calibrating value that
represents the 95th percentile of the
day’s driest (brightest) Tb within a 9x9
pixel array surrounding the M pixel
• Departures from the mean value

ABOUT GFDS2 AND DFO RIVER
WATCH
(anomalies)
of the ratio is used to
detect flooding conditions
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Applied Remote Sensing Training Program

6
7
8
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GFDS2 FLOOD MAGNITUDE

GLOBAL FLOOD DETECTION SYSTEM 2 (GFDS2)

http://bit.ly/GFDS_specs_15

http://www.gdacs.org/flooddetection/

• Joint Research Center (JRC) from the
European Commission produces daily, 10 km
grids of satellite signal (S) to be used by
GFDS2 and DFO River Watch

GFDS2 flooding information is used by GDACS

Developed for
GDACS in
collaboration
with DFO

• GFDS2 derives flood magnitude based on the
anomalies of the ratio (S) compared to its
value averaged over 7 years (records start in
Jun 2002)
• GFDS2 flood magnitudes are used by
GDACS to provide near real-time alerts
Interactive current flood map and flood list

DFO RIVER WATCH

DFO RIVER WATCH

http://floodobservatory.colorado.edu/GlobalRunoff.html

http://floodobservatory.colorado.edu/GlobalRunoff.html

• DFO River Watch system uses the
JRC-powered satellite signal (S –
microwave brightness Tb ratio) at
specific surface river gauging
locations
• S values are converted to river
discharge by combining them with
surface discharge measurements
and then converted to runoff by using
a Water Balance Model (WBM)

• Runoff calculations are available
starting in 2003

DFO RIVER WATCH

WHAT IS GDACS?

http://floodobservatory.colorado.edu/GlobalRunoff.html

http://www.gdacs.org/

• Satellite-derived runoff is compared
to the 7 year (2003-2010) mean
runoff record to decide low, normal,
moderate, and major flooding
• Daily and monthly runoff time series
are available at the river gauge sites

• Flood magnitude is assigned when
runoff volume exceeds a threshold
decided based on the recurrence
period from the runoff record
Missouri River Discharge

• A cooperation framework between the UN, the European Commission and
disaster managers worldwide to improve alerts, information exchange and
coordination in the first phase after major sudden-onset disasters
• Develops data tools and services that complement existing materials:
– International Search and Rescue
Advisory Group (INSARAG) Guidelines
– UN Disaster Assessment and
Coordination (UNDAC) Field
Handbook
– International Federation of Red Cross
and Red Crescent Societies (IFRC)
Publications

– Standard Operating Procedures from
the European Community Mechanism
for Civil Protection
– International Humanitarian Partnership
(IHP)
– Euro Atlantic Disaster Response
Coordination Centre (EADRCC)
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GDACS TOOLS AND SERVICES

GDACS DISASTER ALERTS

http://www.gdacs.org/

http://www.gdacs.org/

• Interactive map with near real-time
disasters alerts
• Color coded alerts
– white: minor events
– green: moderate events
– orange: potential local disasters
– red: potentially severe disasters

GDACS APPROACH FOR DISASTER ALERTS: FLOODS

• Floods
– inundation
– deaths
– displacement

Various models and data are used to obtain this
information: http://portal.gdacs.org/Models

http://vosocc.unocha.org/

Issues flood alerts and maps using satellite-based information from the GFDS2
and population data
• Red Alert
– more than 1,000 dead or 800,000
displaced

Recent Flood in the
Philippines

GDACS SATELLITE MAPPING COORDINATE SYSTEM
(SMCS)
http://gdacs-smcs.unosat.org/
• Led by UNITAR-UNOSAT
• Includes NASA and ESA satellite data
• A GIS-based tool of satellite imagery
for specific disaster events
– requires user registration
• Provides past and real-time imagery for
an event
• Also offers:
– baseline maps
– situation specific maps
– damage assessment maps
– weather forecast maps

• Earthquakes and
Tsunamis
– intensity and
magnitude
– hypocenter depth
– population within 100
km of epicenter
– vulnerability of
affected countries

GDACS Virtual On-Site Operations Coordination Center (OSOCC)

http://portal.gdacs.org/Models/

• Orange Alert
– more than 100 dead or 80,000
displaced
• Green Alert
– All other floods

• Tropical Cyclones
– winds
– heavy rains
– storm surge

• Summary Report:
– deaths
– displacement
• Latest news
• Data, Images, and
Documents

FLOOD MONITORING

 Exercise

1

 Exercise

2

 Exercise

3
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USE OF SATELLITE REMOTE SENSING DATA
IN FLOOD AND LANDSLIDE ANALYSIS

INTRODUCTION TO THE USE OF SATELLITE REMOTE
SENSING DATA IN FLOOD AND LANDSLIDE ANALYSIS

EXAMPLE - RAINFALL-INDUCED LANDSLIDE EWS



Floods and associated landslides impact more people globally than any other
type of natural disaster. In Seychelles this is especially important



Detecting and monitoring such events is important to understand the
processes, for mitigation planning and execution, and potentially for warning



Satellite remote sensing data sets of precipitation and land surface
characteristics (e.g., elevation, soil, vegetation) are now available for
research and potential applications in this area



The purpose of this training session is to facilitate discussion on the subject

EXAMPLE OF RAINFALL-INDUCED LANDSLIDE EWS

RAINFALL-INDUCED LANDSLIDE EWS

DATA SOURCES FOR PRECIPITATION
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SATELLITE PRECIPITATION ESTIMATES

TRMM / GPM

There are several satellite
precipitation estimates sources.

 TRMM

Especial attention should be
given to

 Data

is available from 1997 to 2015.

 Data

is available every three hours worldwide

 TRMM

 25km

/ GPM

was a research satellite designed to improve our understanding of
the distribution and variability of precipitation within the tropics.

 MPE

 Data

TRMM / GPM

MPE

horizontal resolution

should be adjusted for bias with ground data to improve accuracy

 The

Global Precipitation Measurement mission is an international network
of satellites that provide the next-generation global observations of rain
and snow

 GPM

was launched in 2014. Follows the TRMM mission

 Available
 12km

every 30min (although with data issues).

spatial resolution

TRMM / GPM
For near real-time GPM (https://pmm.nasa.gov/data-access/downloads/gpm)
ftp://jsimpson.pps.eosdis.nasa.gov/
Within this FTP - /data/imerg/gis/YYYY/MM/

GLOBAL FORECASTING MODELS

There are several global NWP
sources.

For old TRMM (https://pmm.nasa.gov/data-access/downloads/trmm)
ftp://trmmopen.gsfc.nasa.gov/pub/gis/

Especial attention should be
given to

Within this FTP - /YYYYMM/

 GFS

For processing please select tiff and tfw files.
Additional, NetCDF files (or HDF5) are also available


 ECMWF

Exercise 4
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GFS

GFS TOOLS

For GFS forecasting information, there are different sources
(https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/data-access/model-data/model-datasets/global-forcast-system-gfs)
ftp://nomads.ncdc.noaa.gov/GFS/Grid4/

There are several tools for the automatic processing of GFS information and the
automatic identification of certain thresholds

Within this FTP - /YYYYMM/YYYYMMDD/gfs_4_YYYYMMDD_HHHH_hhh.grb2. Also available HTTPS, TDS and
HAS
HHHH – It is the production time, with the following possibilities
0000
0600
1200
1800
hhh is the forecasting time for the specific file, every 3 hours starting at 000. Possible range from 000 to 363

Automatic webpage
https://www.ncei.noaa.gov/thredds/ncss/gfs-g4-anlfiles/201907/20190714/gfsanl_4_20190714_0000_006.grb2?var=Precipitation_rate_sur
face_6_Hour_Average&north=0&west=51&east=61&south=15&disableProjSubset=on&horizStride=1&time_start=2019-0714T06%3A00%3A00Z&time_end=2019-0714T06%3A00%3A00Z&timeStride=1&vertCoord=&addLatLon=true

GFS DATA

 Exercise

5

DAY 5

STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES

STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES

Implementation of early warning systems requires a clear concept of operations
and standard operating procedures, enabling effective coordination among
agencies across the components of early warning systems, at national and local
levels (horizontally and vertically), and
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SOP – HOW TO DEVELOP. STEP-BY-STEP

STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES
A standard operating procedure (SOP) is a set of step-by-step instructions
compiled by an organization to help workers carry out complex routine
operations. SOPs aim to achieve efficiency, quality output and uniformity of
performance, while reducing miscommunication and failure to comply with
industry regulations.
SOP - real time procedure followed in case of an emergency



Focus on minimum requirement



Developed using real scenarios (what should happen if …)



Confirm by drill/exercise



Updated by daily operations



Updated by missed-operations - so that same mistake NOT repeated



Share experiences among stakeholders



Trouble shooting

SAMPLE SOP (2)

SAMPLE SOP (1)


Chapter 1: General information



Role/Mission of stakeholders



Strategy



Chapter 2: Monitoring network, processing and dissemination system



Status



Trouble shooting



Station/Network management

SAMPLE SOP (3)



Chapter 3: Local Hazard Specifics



Criteria of Warning and Information



Location procedure



Magnitude determination



Evaluation procedure of the result



Decision making criteria



Re-Evaluation procedure based on the additional information



Back up procedure, in case

SOP - CHECKLISTS
Procedures


Action Criteria



Chapter 4: Daily Operation/Maintenance



Check list



Checklists



Exercise/Training



Scripts



System/Network maintenance

Scenario Flow Charts

Decision-making


Call-down lists



Message Definition



Dissemination

Communications


Reliable



Redundant
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SOP - IMPORTANT POINTS

STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES



Emergency Managers at local level (usually) responsible for SOPs for different
bulletin types



Strong understanding of bulletin types ensures that TWC bulletin information is
directly linked to DMO SOP

Although usually SOPs are focused on the National Meteorological and
Hydrological Services, the National Disaster Management Offices and
other agencies should and must be involved in detailed, integrated ways to
make the end to end, cross-cutting early warning system work.



Once issued, safety action must reach people rapidly. SOP coordinate warning
messages quickly



Multiple communication channels (high / low tech) used to ensure message is
received

STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES

One of the previously identified problem in some countries is inadequate
government coordination and cooperation within and among national,
regional, and local levels.
In addition, various user sectors within government, businesses, and
communities should be considered and addressed if possible. Therefore
ways to possibly coordinate and cooperate this through SOPs would have
great value

STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES
Within a SOP, depending on the hazard, different warning levels are also usually
defined.

For this approach to work, there should be encouragement to ensure there is
a policy part of the development of SOPs.
Because of the different agencies, governments, etc., a policy framework
would likely increase the probabilities for success.

The criteria for defining the warning levels and the actual warning levels should be
agreed upon all the different stakeholders.
Dissemination and communication procedures for each of the warnings should be
established.
Flow communication charts should be understood by all the partners.

Weather, Climate and Hydrological Services to support DRR Decision-Making
Other National Agencies Involved in DRR

UNDP SOP FOR CRISIS RESPONSE

a

(e.g. Hydrological Services, Ocean Services, Health Services, Space)

National

e

National Meteorological Service (NMS)
Core Operatioinal
Components







Observing network
Operational Forecasting
Telecommunications
d
Human Resource
Data Management Systems
Etc...

Data, Forecast, Analysis
Products & Services for:

 Risk Analysis
c
 Early Warnnings
 Sectoral Planning
Disaster Risk Financing
and insurance

Quality Managment Systems (QMS)

e

National DRR Governance and
Institutional Frameworks

Agreements & SOPs

National DRR
Stakeholders

b
Requirments
Service Delivery
Feedback

Agreements
&
SOPs









Government (national to local)
Socio-economi sectors
Private Sector
NGOs
General Public
Media
Etc...

GTS/WIS
Agreements & SOPs

Regional

f

RegionalDRR Governance and
Institutional Frameworks

Global & Regional
Specialized Meteorological & Climate Centers
(GPC, RSMC and RCC)
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Example of cooperation of NMS with technical and EWS
stakeholders in context of different hazard types
Increasing level of operational coordination with primary coordinators of
emergency preparedness and response

Type I

Type II

Type III

Hazard fully under the
mandate of NMS

Hazard under joint
mandate of NMS with
another technical
agency (e.g., NHS)

Hazard under mandate
of other agencies but
NMS contribute

e.g. strong winds, strong
rainfall, snow/ice, hail, tropical
cyclone

e.g. floods, landslides,
heat/health etc.

e.g. locust, health epidemic,
man-made hazards

STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES FOR
SEYCHELLES

 Exercise

1

Increasing Level of operational coordination and cooperation with other
national technical and sectoral agencies for early detection, monitoring and
development of warnings

STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES FOR
SEYCHELLES

 Exercise

EXERCISE 2

2

EXERCISE 2 - INTRODUCTION
This table-top exercise has been designed to
demonstrated how each organization exercises its
responsibility in response to a disaster. The exercise will
lead participants through a simulated flood disaster
scenario and prompt them to examine their plans,
policies, and procedures. It allows for a facilitated
discussion of roles, procedures, and responsibilities in
the context of a simulated emergency scenario

GOAL OF EXERCISE
The goals for the exercise are as follows:
 To examine the working arrangements between
organisations when responding to disasters, in particular the
exchange of information, lines of communication,
identification of critical decision points, timing of critical
decisions and engagement of all necessary actors within the
system.
 To assess each organization’s ability to respond using your
current plans, policies, capabilities, and resources; and
 To help identify improvements that could make the difference
in protecting people and property and continuity of
operations after a disaster.
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OBJECTIVES OF EXERCISE
Pre-event Preparedness:
•
Risk Information on baseline (non-flood) situations and what preparedness measures
are normally in place e.g.
o

Information (such as indicative flood maps or local knowledge of) on high, medium
and low risk communities. Information on at-risk communities that include
particularly vulnerable groups of individuals (e.g. schools, hospitals of retirement
homes)

o

location and condition of existing flood management structures, location of
equipment that may be needed during the event,

o

location and condition of structures such drains and culverts that could cause issues
during a flood event

o

knowledge of key infrastructure that could be at risk of failure during flood event
(e.g. road bridges) and consequential exacerbation of risks to communities

OBJECTIVES OF EXERCISE
Start of event
• Examine the procedures and protocols of issuing the warning (who is
warned, how and when)
•

Examine what ‘advanced’ warning is given and to whom

• Ability to provide critical information and updates during the emergency
through multiple notification systems
• Examine the information that is issued and the timelines of updates as
the event develops
• Community notification and alerts; evacuation policy and procedures;
Capacity to ensure accessibility for individuals with disabilities or access
and functional needs.
• Procedures to protect critical infrastructure from failing and potentially
exacerbating the situation (e.g. dams)

OBJECTIVES OF EXERCISE

OBJECTIVES OF EXERCISE

The event
• Engaging first responders at the appropriate level (municipality) – Protocols
for communicating with local first responders and critical infrastructure providers
•

Procedures for escalating to higher levels (in particular the timelines involved)

• Procedures for engaging the armed forces, international assistance,
transboundary coperation

Post-event
•

Gathering of damages and losses information

•

Event reporting (who prepares reports, what is done with the reports)

• How are lessons learned incorporated into future emergency planning
and response.

End of the event
• Information provided on the recession of the event (what water level
information etc.)
•

Protocols for returning to normal

o

how are communities notified that it is safe to return.

o

Protocols for dealing those unable to return to their homes

COMMON ALERTING PROTOCOL (CAP)
All governments have various public alerting
systems:

COMMON ALERTING PROTOCOL

 Earthquakes/tsunami

by e-mail, news wire,
Web sites, pagers, telephone calls ...

 Weather

by news wire, fax, radio, television,
e-mail, SMS text on cell phones ...

 Fire,

Security, Transportation by television,
radio, sirens, police with bullhorns
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COMMON ALERTING PROTOCOL (CAP)

COMMON ALERTING PROTOCOL (CAP)

The Common Alerting Protocol (CAP) is a standard message format
designed for All-Media, All-Hazard, communications:

All-Hazards, All-Media Message Format

 over

any and all media (television, radio, telephone, fax, highway signs, email, Web sites, RSS "Blogs", ...)

 about

any and all kinds of hazard (Weather, Fires, Earthquakes, Volcanoes,
Landslides, Child Abductions, Disease Outbreaks, Air Quality Warnings,
Transportation Problems, Power Outages ...)

 to

anyone: the public at large; designated groups (civic authority,
responders, etc.); specific people

COMMON ALERTING PROTOCOL (CAP)
All-Hazards, All-Media

INTERNATIONAL REGISTER OF ALERTING AUTHORITIES
 Aggregators

and other
intermediaries may lack direct
knowledge needed to
distinguish an authoritative
source of alert messages

 This

lack becomes critical as
alerting makes use of large
public networks

 The

international Register of
Alerting Authorities fills that
knowledge gap

INTERNATIONAL REGISTER OF ALERTING AUTHORITIES

COMMON ALERTING PROTOCOL (CAP)

Official alerting authority could be:
 National

Meteorological or Hydrological Service

 Emergency
 any

Management Agency

other organization authorized to perform the function of alerting
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COMMON ALERTING PROTOCOL (CAP)

ALERTING THE TARGET AUDIENCE
 People

can reduce damage and loss of life if alerts are timely and
appropriate

Official alerting authority could be:
 National

Meteorological or Hydrological Service

 Emergency
 any

Management Agency

 Alerts

should reach everyone who needs them, and only those who need

them
 Alerting

authorities rely on public media and CAP leverages online
public media

other organization authorized to perform the function of alerting

CONSISTENCY AND COMPATIBILITY
• CAP provides consistency over multiple channels, allowing
exact corroboration of alert information
• CAP defines a digital message format compatible with all
kinds of existing and emerging systems--data networks as
well as broadcast radio and TV
• CAP useful for multilingual and special-needs
populations.

COMMON OPERATING PICTURE

REDUCING COST AND COMPLEXITY
• A CAP message sender can activate multiple alerting
systems with a single input
• Standardized alerts from many sources
can be compiled for "situational awareness"
• Managers can monitor the whole picture across all types
of local, regional, and national alerts (public alerts as
well as messages among emergency personnel)

BREAKTHROUGH STANDARD
• Technical innovation (~300 U.S. Patents)
• CAP alerts are being used to reach
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

landline and cellular telephones
radio and television sets
alerting sirens and lights
digital signage (highways, etc)
pagers of emergency responders
networks of law enforcement
"home all-hazards alarm" (next generation of today's home
fire alarm)
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SUMMARY OF BENEFITS

FEATURES OF A CAP MESSAGE

• Can alert for any hazard.
• Are consistent in the information they contain and
in their format.
• A single alert can immediately trigger multiple
media, including devices such as sirens and
alarms.
• Alerts can be aggregated and displayed on maps.
• Can be targeted based on location, timing, urgency,
and any other information contained in the alert.
• Is based on existing technologies.

XML: A Digital Document Format

Sample CAP Message

Sample CAP Message

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<note>
<to>John</to>
<from>Jane</from>
<heading>Weather Report</heading>
<body>This weekend's forecast is for clear and sunny skies.</body>
<importance>Not important</importance>
</note>

CAP-101 Introducing CAP

7
4
9

Sample CAP Message

Sample CAP Message

CAP-101 Introducing CAP

CAP-101 Introducing CAP

7
4
8

7
5
0
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Sample CAP Message

STRUCTURE OF A CAP MESSAGE

CAP-101 Introducing CAP

7
5
1

FILTERING AND ROUTING CRITERIA
Event Categories
(Geo, Met, Safety, Security, Rescue, Fire, Health, Env, Transport,
Infra, Other)
Urgency:
Timeframe for responsive action
(Immediate, Expected, Future, Past)
Severity:
Level of threat to life or property
(Extreme, Severe, Moderate, Minor)
Certainty:
Probability of occurrence
(Very Likely, Likely, Possible, Unlikely)

CAP Messages contain:
• Text values for human
readers, such as
"headline", "description",
"instruction", "area
description", etc.
• Coded values useful for
filtering, routing, and
automated translation
to human languages
CAP-101 Introducing CAP

7
5
2

CAP XML POSSIBILITIES
Based on the information in a tag, programmers can parse the information
and trigger events such as sending text messages, displaying information
on a digital billboard, or activating a siren.

Using CAP Sources

CAP NEWS FEED (MS INTERNET EXPLORER)

Click here to subscribe

http://alerts.weather.gov/cap/mzus.php?x=1

http://alerts.weather.gov/cap/mzus.php?x=0 viewed with Microsoft Internet Explorer
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CAP NEWS FEED(FIREFOX)

Satellite
Alert
Channel

Click here to subscribe

Sample web page
containing a volcanic
ash CAP message

http://alerts.weather.gov/cap/mzus.php?x=0 viewed with Firefox browser

TYPICAL CAP-BASED ALERTING SYSTEM

CAP IMPLEMENTATIONS

Based on CAP, Alerting Solutions Inc (ASI) supports many delivery
methods:
• U.S. Emergency Alert System (EAS),
• local radio station,
• local cable TV,
• sirens,
• strobe lights,
• e-mail,
• SMS,
• voice telephone,
• intercom / digital telephony,
• computer pop-up’s,
• Web sites, social media (Twitter, Facebook, Myspace...),
Emergency Call Boxes,
• reverse Weather Radio,
• building loudspeakers,
• voice fire speakers,
• police car loudspeakers,
• 800 Number/Hotline,
• LED signs and LCD screens

 National Systems
 Americas
 Europe, Middle East, Africa
 Asia/Pacific
 NGO and Commercial

CANADA

•

Anguilla (UK), Antigua and Barbuda, Argentina, Aruba (Netherlands),
Brazil, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Cuba, Dominica, Guyana, Jamaica,
Mexico, Montserrat (UK), Puerto Rico (US), Sint Maarten
(Netherlands), Trinidad and Tobago,
United States, US Virgin Islands

(TV and radio test alerts sent 10 Oct 2012)

Pelmorex Alerting System

CAP OPERATIONAL OR IN-PROGRESS - AMERICAS
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

U.S. Integrated Public Alert and Warning System (IPAWS)

 National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA),
National Weather Service
 NOAA National Tsunami Warning Center
 United States Geological Survey (USGS),
Earthquakes
 USGS Volcano Hazard Program
 Environmental Protection Agency, Air Quality Alerts
 Federal Emergency Management Agency, Integrated Public
Alert and Warning System (IPAWS)
CAP-101 Introducing CAP

USA WIRELESS EMERGENCY ALERTS

CELL BROADCAST

Hurricane Sandy Wireless
Emergency Alerts

• Standard cellular phone service
• Broadcast from cell tower to all
cell phones in alerting area; no
service subscription is needed
• Message is immediately broadcast to all;
not one-at-a-time like SMS messages
7
6
5

CAP-101 Introducing CAP

• Cell Broadcast adopted for public warning in:
Canada, Chile, China, Israel, Japan, Lithuania,
Netherlands, South Korea, Taiwan, Turkey, USA

AMERICAS - SOUTH AMERICA

AMERICAS - CARIBBEAN








7
6
4

Anguilla
Antigua and Barbuda
Aruba
Bahamas
Barbados
Cuba
Dominica








Jamaica
Montserrat
Puerto Rico
Sint Maarten
Trinidad and Tobago
U.S. Virgin Islands






Argentina: Servicio Meteorologico Nacional
Brazil: Alert-AS
Chile
Colombia: UNGRD (National Unit for Disaster Risk
Management)
 Guyana: Hydrometeorological Service
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FRANCE

CAP OPERATIONAL OR IN-PROGRESS EUROPE, MIDDLE EAST, AFRICA
Austria, Belgium, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Botswana,
Bulgaria, Burundi, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic,
Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece,
Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Kenya, Kuwait, Latvia,
Lithuania, Luxembourg, Macedonia, Malawi, Malta, Mauritius,
Moldova, Montenegro, Netherlands, Nigeria, Norway, Poland,
Portugal, Romania, Rwanda, Serbia, Slovakia, South Africa,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Tanzania, Togo, United
Kingdom, Zimbabwe

METEOALARM



France: Information Alert System for People (SAIP)



Free smartphone application, Will soon be CAP-enabled



Alert users to terrorist attacks, nuclear incidents, dam
failures, or other exceptional events

CAP OPERATIONAL OR IN-PROGRESS - ASIA/PACIFIC
Australia, China, Fiji, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia,
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Maldives, Madagascar,
Myanmar, Nepal, New Zealand, Papua New Guinea,
Philippines, Russia, Samoa, Solomon Islands, Sri
Lanka, Taiwan, Tajikistan, Thailand, Tonga,
Uzbekistan, Vanuatu

CAP IN CHINA

CAP IN CHINA
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ASIA/PACIFIC - SMART ALERT (FMI)

• MeteoFrance
Vigilance
• MeteoFrance
International,

Finnish Meteorological Institute
SmartAlert freeware







Fiji (testing)
Papua New Guinea
Samoa
Solomon Islands
Tonga
Vanuatu

ELSEWHERE IN ASIA/PACIFIC
 Australia
 Hong Kong
 India
 Maldives
 Myanmar Department of
Meteorology and Hydrology

 Nepal

INDONESIA: EARTHQUAKES CAP FEED



New Zealand MetService



GNS Science (earthquakes)



Philippines



Sri Lanka



Taiwan



Thailand

IFRC Universal App
Program
American Red Cross
Mobile Apps

What Now Service (IFRC + Google)

GOOGLE PUBLIC ALERTS
 Platform designed to bring users
relevant emergency alerts when
and where they are using
Google tools
 Whether user sees an alert
depends on search query, which
alerts are active, and the event
importance
 To see all active alerts, go to
homepage

CAP IMPLEMENTATIONS - NGO AND COMMERCIAL

http://www.google.org/publicalerts

 Data feed of actionable and contextualized messages
on how to prepare and respond to local hazards
20 hazards; 78 languages; 192+ countries
 Designed specifically to complement CAP messages
 Uses IFRC Public Awareness and Public Education
Messages, for example:
1.Prepare to evacuate, and know when and where to evacuate
2. Turn off utilities and gas tanks. Unplug small appliances
3.Never try to drive through flood waters. Turn around and go
the other way
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Unattended Emergency Broadcasting

COMMERCIAL WEATHER ALERTING

 OpenBroadcaster - open source suite of tools for
unattended CAP messaging over broadcast radio,
TV, streaming, and digital signage
 Used extensively throughout Canada
 Provides an important community service, especially
for isolated regions

 AccuWeather
 MeteoFrance Vigilance
 MeteoFrance International, MeteoFactory
 The Weather Company

The Weather Company Local Alerts Platform

SENSORS THAT EMIT CAP ALERTS
 In-home monitors becoming all-hazard alarms


Halo+ smoke alarm



Speck sensor

 Earth Networks (lightning detection)
 Earthquake Building Damage Assessment

FEDERATION FOR INTERNET ALERTS

CAP FEED
There are three parts to a feed:
•
•
•

Source (in our case, our XML-based CAP message files)
The use of a content syndication standard
Display of the source messages (usually on a website separate
from the source)

This technology is what drives most blogs, news sites, and forums. It's a
system for distributing up-to-date information of interest (e.g. news
articles, blog entries, alerts) to a target audience.
Advertising companies overlay online ads to show
high-priority warnings from official alerting authorities
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XML CAP ALERT MESSAGE
XML CAP messages can be made available on a webpage with a
unique web address.
As new alerts are issued, the XML file is incrementally updated with the
latest alerts at the top.
These XML webpages can be viewed in their raw form or with a viewing
app that presents the information in a more friendly layout.

DISPLAY THROUGH FEEDS, READERS
AND AGGREGATORS
•

The content available through RSS or Atom is called a feed.
RSS/Atom feeds are often identified on webpages through the use
of this icon and are often referred to as RSS feeds regardless of
syndication standard:

•

As new content is published—new alerts are added to the source
XML file—that content can be pulled and displayed in news
readers, social media sites, and elsewhere.

•

Through syndication, reader applications can subscribe to a feed.
Many of those applications are constantly querying the feed to see
if there is a new article/alert to publish. As soon as a new
article/alert is posted, it is parsed and displayed in the reader.

DISPLAY THROUGH FEEDS, READERS
AND AGGREGATORS

CONTENT SYNDICATION
•

Content syndication is a mechanism for publishing content from one
source to another, from one website to another website. In the case
of our CAP messages, the XML webpages use a syndication format
that makes it easy to grab individual alerts as they are issued.

•

Those alerts can be displayed on a website or in applications such
as Google Maps.

•

There are two widely used syndication standards: Real Simple
Syndication (RSS); and Atom Syndication Format (Atom).

DISPLAY THROUGH FEEDS, READERS
AND AGGREGATORS

CAP ALERT HUBS
•
•

Aggregators are tools that can pull articles/alerts from various feeds and
display them in one place. Google News and Yahoo News, are examples of
aggregators of content from many sources

EXERCISE 3

•

Free service aggregating alerts and other emergency information,
can push updates to all subscribers
The WMO Alert Hub will have alerts from official sources as listed in
the Register of Alerting Authorities
Benefits :
– Speed
– Scale (performance, reliability, availability)
– Redundancy
– Security and Authenticity
– Analytics
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CAP-101 Introducing CAP

FILTERED ALERT HUB
 Free service offers CAP alerts filtered by location,
language, and other criteria (e.g.,"official-only")
 Cloud-based: Highly Available, Reliable, Secure
 To minimize delay, sources can push alerts to
the Hub, and the Hub can push to subscribers

Filtered Alert Hub http://alert-hub.org

Free Tool for CAP Alert
Creation and Publishing

Part of NOAA's Big Data Project

 Collaborative project with working prototype now
 Open Commons Consortium, AccuWeather,
Amazon Web Services, IBM, and The Weather
Company have already joined; others are welcome
 Core components are Free Open Source Software

WMO ALERT HUB PROTOTYPE

IMPLEMENTATION

Step 1. Understand New Services

 WMO Alert Hub prototype aggregates
alerts across feeds published by sources
in the International Register of Alerting
Authorities
 WMO Alert Hub prototype is based on
the Filtered Alert Hub freeware

Step 2. Assess Current Service
Step 3. Identify Resource Needs
Step 4. Develop an Implementation Plan
Step 5. Secure Support and Funding
Steps 6-7. Execute, Evaluate, and Maintain
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STEP 1. UNDERSTAND NEW SERVICES
•

WMO Guidelines for Implementation of
Common Alerting Protocol (CAP)-Enabled
Emergency Alerting

STEP 1. UNDERSTAND NEW SERVICES
Shared Responsibility
• As you begin the process of implementing CAP, support
from colleagues is needed
• Share CAP related resources and benefits of CAP
• information technology (IT) staff will be involved in key
aspects of getting CAP alert authoring and a CAP alert
news feed in place.
• EXERCISE 5

STEP 2. ASSESS CURRENT SERVICE
•

•
•

•

In order to best plan how to integrate CAP, you’ll
want to assess current service capabilities in the
context of offering CAP alerts.
Review your current processes, tools, personnel,
and training.
Consult with management, legal, IT and other staff
in order to get a complete picture of your current
alerting services and protocols.
Exercise 6

STEP 3. IDENTIFY RESOURCE NEEDS
Identify resources needed to add CAP alert authoring
and hosting of a CAP alert feed into your operational
environment. Your resource needs will be unique to
your situation (administratively, technically,
operationally, etc.).

STEP 2. ASSESS CURRENT SERVICE
•

The objective is to assess how to best integrate the
drafting and publishing of CAP alerts to a CAP alert
news feed.
• Tools that are capable of issuing CAP alerts may be
in used.
• Software development effort to update your current
alerting tool may be needed.
• Separate alert publishing tool
• https://cap.alert-hub.org
• https://github.com/CAPTools
(Exercise 7)

STEP 3. IDENTIFY RESOURCE NEEDS
Administrative needs:
• Do you need approval of new systems/tools/processes?
• Do you have the funding for implementation, updates,
and maintenance (ongoing costs should be minimal)?
• Who is coordinating with your country's WMO Public
Representative (PR) to register as an Alerting Authority?
• How is the rollout of a CAP alert feed going to be
coordinated with other alerting authorities?
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STEP 3. IDENTIFY RESOURCE NEEDS

STEP 3. IDENTIFY RESOURCE NEEDS

Technical needs:

Personnel needs:

• Based on your operational flowchart and
integration of CAP, what are your technical needs
(e.g., software, servers, subscriptions, etc.) ?
• How is security and authentication going to be
handled to assure that CAP alerts cannot be
issued by mistake or by unauthorized personnel?

• Who will need training?
• How will the training be conducted?

STEP 3. IDENTIFY RESOURCE NEEDS

STEP 4. DEVELOP AN IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

Outreach needs:
• How will end users be notified of the CAP alert
feed?
• Will end-users need training to make use of CAP
alerts and feeds?

With better knowledge of your needs and the tasks
required to address those needs, a project plan for
implementing a CAP alert feed can be developed.

• Exercise 8

STEP 4. DEVELOP AN IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
Components that are usually included in such a
plan.
1. Define goals/objectives:
• What do you want to accomplish?
• Who will it impact?
• How will it improve your operations and
effectiveness?

STEP 4. DEVELOP AN IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
2. Allocate resources:
One of the core purposes of an implementation
plan is to ensure that you have adequate resources
(time, money, and personnel) to successfully
execute.
Gather all the data and information you need to
determine whether or not you have sufficient
resources, and decide how you will procure what’s
missing.
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STEP 4. DEVELOP AN IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
3. Define and schedule milestones: What are the
key tasks and outcomes of those tasks?

STEP 5. SECURE SUPPORT AND FUNDING
•

As with any organizational change, it is best to
have the full support of all involved personnel and
to secure adequate funding for implementation,
training, maintenance, and outreach.

•

Consider how your organization handles funding
requests and assigns resources.

•

Exercise 10

4. Designate team member responsibilities: Identify
your team and assign roles and tasks.
5. Include contingencies: Be sure to include options
in case you encounter issues with processes, tools,
software.
Exercise 9

STEPS 6-7. EXECUTE, EVALUATE, AND MAINTAIN
•

The last steps are putting the plan into practice,
testing and evaluating its efficacy, and maintaining the
system. Every organization has its own bureaucracy,
protocols, and processes for how programs are
implemented, managed, and reviewed.

•

Your Implementation Plan should reflect those in order
to be well integrated into your business environment.

ACTIONS FOR AN ALERTING AUTHORITY
The objective is that an alerting authority will be able to:
• Originate alerts in CAP format for any kind of hazard
• Disseminate alerts in CAP format to the public via
multiple delivery means; and,
• Share alert information in CAP format with other
organizations such as other government agencies
(within and across nations), non-governmental
organizations (NGOs), and private sector entities.

ACTIONS FOR AN ALERTING AUTHORITY
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Learn Some Basics About CAP
Use Existing CAP Sources
Consider Tools to Convert Inputs into CAP
Acquire CAP Mapping Tools
Implement CAP Alert Source
Publish a CAP Alert News Feed
Register an Alerting Authority
Choose an Internet Host for CAP Sources and News
Feeds
9. Consider Other Interfaces for CAP Dissemination
Develop Public Outreach and Education

ACTIONS FOR AN ALERTING AUTHORITY
Use Existing CAP Sources
The alerting authority can select from various sources of alerting information that are
already available and published via CAP news feeds, or could easily be made
available as CAP sources.
Some important alerts are already available as CAP feeds, such as earthquake and
volcano alerts from the US Geological Survey (USGS), as well as hurricane and
tsunami alerts from the US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA), National Weather Service (NWS) and the Pacific Tsunami Warning Center
(PTWC).
Other potential CAP sources and aggregators include GEONetcast and the World
Meteorological Organization Information System (WIS).
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ACTIONS FOR AN ALERTING AUTHORITY
Use Existing CAP Sources

ACTIONS FOR AN ALERTING AUTHORITY
Consider Tools to Convert Inputs into CAP
Hazard threat
data and alerts

What To Do - Begin to use existing authoritative CAP sources.
This can be accomplished by subscribing to existing news feeds
in CAP format. Contact organizations that have implemented
CAP for further advice on available CAP feeds.

Exercise A

Decision
process

Alerting
messages

What To Do - Explore interface tools for converting alerting information inputs to CAP
format, where such conversion is cost effective. Under control of customized rules,
such an interface tool can either receive alerts directly or monitor and fetch alerts
available from external non-CAP sources. The tool would relay those that need to be
routed into the CAP-enabled emergency alerting system. Some tools in this vein are
tied to particular CAP-enabled software, while other tools are associated with general
Internet services such as Google Public Alerts freeware common mapping platforms
such as the CAP-enabled aspects of the ESRI Geographic Information System (GIS)
software, and emergency management freeware.
Seek opportunities for joint acquisition and/or integration into products and services
commonly used across the region.
Exercises B and C

ACTIONS FOR AN ALERTING AUTHORITY
Acquire CAP Mapping Tools
Mapping of hazard threats and incidents is often of interest to an originator or user of
CAP format alerting information. For the originator of an alert, software lets the originator
draw an alert area on a map and generates the set of latitude/longitude points
describing the area (in CAP, either a polygon or a circle). Software for generating CAP
alerts or annotating maps that incorporate CAP alerts is available in commercial
products and as freeware
What To Do - Acquire mapping tools that support the interactive generation of CAP
alerts and/or display of CAP formatted alerting information. Some of the mapping
platforms most commonly used in emergency management are CAP-enabled: the
ESRI GIS software, Google Maps and Google Earth products and services.
Contact organizations that have implemented CAP for advice on which mapping
software they found useful. Seek opportunities for reducing costs through joint
acquisition of mapping tools and/or integration into products and services
commonly used in the region.

ACTIONS FOR AN ALERTING AUTHORITY
Publish a CAP Alert News Feed
A source of CAP format alerting information is like a collection of news articles. To
expose those articles to potential users, the items in the source should be published as a
"news feed". The alerting authority implements an Internet-accessible news feed
associated with one or more of its sources of CAP format alerting information.
CAP news feeds in emergency alerting systems should be implemented using the
standard for Internet news feeds known as Real Simple Syndication (RSS). The choice of
RSS is driven by the fact that RSS is ever-present throughout the Internet, supporting nearly
all news publishers and "blogs" (Web logs). As a consequence, freely available Internet
tools make it easy for users to subscribe to RSS feeds.
What To Do - Publish at least one RSS news feed associated with one or
more of its CAP dissemination sources. This can be accomplished using
various CAP-enabled products and services. Various organizations that have
implemented CAP can be contacted for free advice on publishing CAP feeds.

ACTIONS FOR AN ALERTING AUTHORITY
Implement CAP Alert Source
To realize CAP-enabled alerting, the key requirement is that alerting authorities
disseminate at least some of their alerting information in CAP format. Therefore, the
alerting authority should implement at least one dissemination source of CAP format
alerting information

What To Do - Implement at least one source of alerting information in CAP
format, hosted on the Internet in any of various ways. Potential users should
have secure access to these sources; authentication should be supported
as well. This can be accomplished using various CAP-enabled products
and services, including but not limited to: Google Public Alerts, ESRI GIS,
and Sahana.

ACTIONS FOR AN ALERTING AUTHORITY
Register an Alerting Authority
Choose an Internet Host for CAP Sources
and News Feeds
Consider Other Interfaces for CAP
Dissemination
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ACTIONS FOR AN ALERTING AUTHORITY
•

Exercises

DAY 6-7-8

WHAT IS A LANDSLIDE
 A landslide

LANDSLIDES

is defined as the movement of a mass of rock, debris, or
earth down a slope (USGS)

 Landslides

are a type of "mass wasting," which denotes any downslope movement of soil and rock under the direct influence of
gravity.

CAUSES OF LANDSLIDES

CAUSES OF LANDSLIDES

Almost every landslide has multiple causes.

Main triggers:

Slope movement occurs when forces acting down-slope (mainly due
to gravity) exceed the strength of the earth materials that compose the
slope.

-

rainfall,

-

snowmelt,

-

changes in water level,

Causes include factors that increase the effects of down-slope forces
and factors that contribute to low or reduced strength.

-

stream erosion,

-

changes in ground water,

Landslides can be initiated in slopes already on the verge of
movement.

-

earthquakes,

-

volcanic activity,

-

disturbance by human activities,

-

or any combination of these factors.
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TYPES OF LANDSLIDES
 Landside

risk varies with landslide types. Landslides are often
classified with regard to depth and speed. Deep and rapid
landslides are most dangerous.

 Shallow

and rapid landslides can also be dangerous when many
landslides occur during the same triggering event.

 Slow

landslides are relatively safe for people since they allow
evacuation even during motion.

TYPES OF LANDSLIDES


Often villages are constructed on reactivated landslides (previously
landslide occurred and relatively flat areas are provided by past landslide
events). The velocity is not so high, and travel distance is not great in this
type of landslides. However, landslide movement can be enough to
destroy houses, schools, and other buildings.



Shallow and slow landslides are relatively not dangerous and they are
rarely monitored with EWS.



Deep and shallow, rapid and slow movements have different mechanisms,
so the same criteria of early warning cannot be applied. In general, risk is
very different in urban environment or rural area.



Exercise 1

TIMING OF LANDSLIDES

TIMING OF LANDSLIDES

Lead times for landslides vary depending on the trigger and on the
nature of the landslide. Independently of the lead time, we can
distinguish two types of EWS for landslides:

 Post-trigger:

 Pre-trigger:

a probability of landslide occurrence is based on the
analysis and elaboration of precursors. A warning is issued when a
threshold is reached but the landslide is not really certain (for
example heavy rainfall).

a landslide has occurred and the system provides
warning for a potentially dangerous future condition (event warning
system). For example, an EWS can detect the occurrence of a
landslide and can automatically send an evacuation order to the
population leaving further down in the valley. However, there is no
indication of the final runout and the landslide might end before
reaching the inhabited area.

 Exercise

2

LANDSLIDES EWS

LANDSLIDES EWS

EWSs for landslides are monitoring systems specifically designed to
detect events that precede a landslide in time to issue an imminent
hazard warning and initiate mitigation measures.
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LANDSLIDES EWS

LANDSLIDES EWSS

The key to a successful EWS is to be able to identify and measure
small but significant indicators that precede a landslide, and to issue
warnings early enough to allow sufficient lead time to implement
actions to protect life and properties.

The main difference between the several existing landslide EWS’s is the
monitoring and warning approach.

More difficult for rapid. Rainfall forecasts can be used to calculate soil
saturation and, as the meteorological event approaches, specifically
developed thresholds make use of ground-based rainfall observations
to determine overall system evolution in the very short term
(nowcasting).



Rainfall (nowcast and forecast)



Wireless geological sensors



Radar



Space InSAR



Photogrammetry image data



Combination

Landslides EWS

Landslides EWS – Wireless Geological Sensors

Causative factors include
• Steep slope angle
• Toe cutting
• Saturated soil
Triggering factor
• Rainfall
• Earthquakes.

The parameters to be monitored are the
following:
• seismic noise
• ground displacements
• piezometric level
• rainfall.
The sensors used to measure these
parameters are:
• geophones
• laser diastimeter
• groundwater level gauge
• rain gauge.

India Example – Wireless Geological Sensors

India Example – Wireless Geological Sensors

• Real‐time wireless sensor network for
landslide detection.
• Equipped with a three‐level landslide
warning system,
• It uses the readings of moisture, pore
pressure, and movement in the earth
that can be supervised over the
Internet

Successful implementation of a
landslide wireless detection
application requires:
• Handling massive amounts of data
• Maintaining its accuracy and
integrity
• Ensuring low‐latency transmission
of the sensed data with efficient
utilization of energy
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Landslide EWS – Ancona Italy

Landslide EWS – Ancona Italy

• Wireless sensor deployed

• Communication of Early
Warning
• Sirens ‐ Evacuation
• Traffic lights and police

Traffic lights can stop car traffic during high hazard level
(Capo di Noli, SV, Italy) while sirens can transmit
evacuation signals (Canton Ticino, Switzerland).

Monitoring room at the Ancona landslide EW Centre.

Landslide EWS – Radars – Italy Example

Torgiovannetto Landslide EWS

• Synthetic aperture radar techniques and/or interferometric methods
used to increase area covered.
• Ground‐Based Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar widely used
• Usually in combination with numerical modelling and wireless sensors
• Surface velocity thresholds to be defined

• Combination of
wireless sensors
and Radar

Torgiovannetto Landslide EWS

Landslide EWS – rainfall‐ at regional scale

• Warning Levels

There are several examples of EWS at regional scale based on rainfall
trigger:
• Sicilia
• California
• Hong Kong
• Colombia
• USA
• Brazil
Warning levels and activities adopted for the early warning system of Torgiovannetto
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Landslide EWS – rainfall‐ at regional scale

Landslide EWS – rainfall‐ at regional scale

These systems are based on:
• Empirical and theoretical relations between rainfall and landslide
initiation (trigger)
• Geologic determination of areas susceptible to landslides
• Real‐time monitoring of a regional network of telemetering rain‐
gauges
• Service precipitation forecasts.

• Accurate prediction of landslide occurrence requires reliable thresholds,
before their use in operational warning systems.
• Regional event duration–cumulated event rainfall (ED) thresholds for
shallow landslide occurrence should be determined.

Landslide EWS – Rainfall Forecast

Landslide Monitoring – Earth Observation

Prototype Seattle Landslide EWS
• monitoring of rainfall,
• soil moisture, and pore pressure;
• NWS quantitative precipitation forecasts;
• automated tracking of rainfall relative to
the two thresholds;
• decision tree (Fig. 5), that guide the use of
the thresholds to determine alert level

• Taiwan Example
• Landslide Detection Using Satellite
Images
• High Frequency Periodic Observation
and Measurements
• Data : SPOT‐5 or Formosat‐2

SPOT5 2005/03/16
Resolution：2.5m & 10m

Landslide Monitoring – Earth Observation
Day-1 Image
NDVI/CVA

Classification

Day-2 Image

overlay

NDVI/CVA

Change Detection
Landslide C
overage

NO

Change ?

Stop

YES

Disaster Estimation

DTM + Image
(3D Visualization)

Disaster Areas

On-Site
Photography

Landslide EWS Based on Non‐metric
Digital Camera
• One landslide EWS implemented in China
• Digital close range photogrammetry has
become an effective means of landslide
monitoring.
• The key is to measure common digital
camera image and process the data of
Non‐Metric Images
• Requires a complicated algorithm and a
digital distortion model

2D control field and square symbol

Overlay Analysis
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Regional/Global Landslide EWS

ANOTHER EXAMPLES OF LANDSLIDE EWS

• NASA initiative Landslide
Tracker
(www.landslidetracker.com)
• Rainfall information
• Landslide historical
information
• Landslide reporting
• Landslide alerts
(smartphone)

 Community
 Regional

based implementation

implementation

Community‐based Landslide EWS

Community‐based Landslide EWS

Monitoring and Warning
• Forecasting
• Automatic Weather Station
• Manual Extensometer

Monitoring and Warning ‐ Summary
RISK DATABASE

Forecasting System
NDMG
Automatic Weather Station
P > Thresholds

Thresholds

LANDSLIDE WARNING
NDOC

Manual Extensometer

LANDSLIDE
WARNING

SIRENS

Local Community

Community
Representative

Community‐based Landslide EWS
Monitoring and Warning ‐ Definition of warning levels
‐72hr

‐48hr

‐24hr

Global Weather
Forecasting
Model Rainfall

Global Weather
Forecasting
Model Rainfall

Global Weather
Forecasting
Model Rainfall

THRESHOLDS

THRESHOLDS

THRESHOLDS

Attention

Automatic
Weather Station

Extensometer

Alert

Alert

WARNING

Be Prepared

Take Action

No displacement

Yellow
Displacement of less
than 2cm

MONITORING OF LANDSLIDES

THRESHOLDS

Be Aware
Green
Landslide from
Extensometer

0hr

Orange
Displacement of 2cm‐
5cm

Red
Displacement of more
than 5cm
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LANDSLIDE MONITORING

LANDSLIDE MONITORING

The parameters that are targeted by the landslide monitoring are
basically the following:

The sensors used most widely used to measure these parameters are:
•

Geophones

•

seismic noise

•

Laser diastimeters

•

ground displacements

•

Extensometres

•

piezometric level

•

Groundwater level gauges

•

rainfall

•

Raingauges

LANDSLIDE MONITORING

LANDSLIDE SOPS

LANDSLIDE EWS APPROACH

LANDSLIDE EWS APPROACH
-

Post-trigger

Worldwide SOPs for Landslide EWSs depend on the type of system
-

Pre-trigger

-

Post-trigger
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LANDSLIDE EWS APPROACH
-

Post-trigger

LANDSLIDE EWS APPROACH
-

Pre-trigger

LANDSLIDE EWS APPROACH
-

Pre-trigger

LANDSLIDE EARLY WARNING SYSTEM FOR
SEYCHELLES

LANDSLIDE EWS APPROACH
Rainfall is the primary trigger of shallow landslides in several locations
 Thus,

the ability to forecast rainfall-induced shallow landslides is of
primary interest to mitigate the related risk.

 Empirical

approaches to forecast the occurrence of rainfall-induced
shallow landslides rely upon the definition of rainfall thresholds

LANDSLIDE EWS APPROACH
Forecast
Precipitation

Satellite Precipitation
Estimates

Ground Based
Precipitation

Seychelles Landslide
Susceptibility Map

 Rainfall

thresholds can be implemented in landslide warning systems,
where they are compared with rainfall measurements, estimates or
forecasts to evaluate the possible occurrence of landslides

Landslide Warning
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LANDSLIDE EWS APPROACH

Accurate prediction of rainfall-induced landslides requires reliable
thresholds.
These thresholds need to be validated before their use in
operational landslide warning systems

LANDSLIDE SUSCEPTIBILITY SEYCHELLES

Global Sources

LANDSLIDE EWS APPROACH

LANDSLIDE EWS APPROACH

Global Landslide Susceptibility Map. (including slope, vegetation, road
networks, geology, and forest cover loss)

Depending on the susceptibility, one of three things happens:

Rates based on where:

If the terrain is not very susceptible to landslides (e.g. it’s very flat), no
nowcast will be issued;

 roads
 trees
a

have been built;

have been cut down or burned;

major tectonic fault is nearby;

 the

local bedrock is weak;

 the

hillsides are steep.

LANDSLIDE SUSCEPTIBILITY SEYCHELLES
Define own susceptibility map, depending on
 Slope
 Roads
 Bed-rock
 Type

of soil

 Land

cover

 Previous

If the terrain is moderately susceptible, a “moderate-hazard” nowcast will
be issued. This area is shown as yellow on the map;
If the terrain is highly susceptible (e.g. it’s very steep, and the forest has
burned down), a “high-hazard” nowcast will be issued. This area is shown
as red on the map.

LANDSLIDE SUSCEPTIBILITY SEYCHELLES
Landslide susceptibility: Where could landslides occur?
Several approaches for landslide susceptibility mapping:
 Geomorphologic mapping
 Heuristic analysis (Index-based)
 Analysis of inventories
 Statistical modelling
 Process based (Conceptual)

landslide occurrences
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QUALITATIVE SUSCEPTIBILITY ZONING WITHOUT LANDSLIDE DATA

QUALITATIVE SUSCEPTIBILITY ZONING WITHOUT LANDSLIDE DATA
Conceptual example: Heuristic weighted matrix overlay

Categorical Data
Soil Map

Vegetation Map

Strengths:
- rough assessments can be made without landslide inventories
- high benefit/cost ratio
- suitable for first-order reconnaissance
Continuous Data
Slope Angle

Distance to Streams

Weaknesses:
- requires a-priori knowledge on factors controlling landslides
- ranking/weighting rules difficult to establish
- high subjectivity, uncertainty

SUSCEPTIBILITY ZONING WITH LANDSLIDE DATA
SUSCEPTIBILITY ZONING WITH LANDSLIDE DATA
Conceptual example: Landslide density mapping
Conceptual example: Landslide density mapping
Strengths:
- Provides quantitative measure on landslide distribution
- Provides straightforward comparison of different regions
- Easily upscalable
Weaknesses:
Landslide inventory map

Landslide density map
of terrain units (watersheds)

Landslide density: area covered by landslides / area of terrain unit

- Requires universal mapping unit definition
- Assumes continuous landslide density in space
- Cannot provide estimates on future landslides

INVENTORY-BASED STATISTICAL SUSCEPTIBILITY ZONING
Conceptual Example: Bivariate statistical mapping
Categorical Data
Soil Map

INVENTORY-BASED STATISTICAL SUSCEPTIBILITY ZONING
Conceptual Example: Bivariate statistical mapping

Vegetation Map

Strengths:
- Provides a good combination between expert-derived parameter choices
and quantitative spatial analysis
- Renders quantitative and objective measure on landslide susceptibility
Continuous Data
Slope Angle

Distance to Streams

Weaknesses:
- Assumes independence of input parameters
- Requires complete landslide inventory maps
- Possible drawbacks from upscaling of training areas
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Physically-based susceptibility mapping

Physically-based susceptibility mapping

Conceptual Example: Deterministic Factor of Safety mapping

Conceptual Example: Deterministic Factor of Safety mapping
Strengths:

67

- Based on sound physical models
- Capable for predictive landslide analysis

0

- Renders information on landslide hazard
Slope angle (°)
Silt:
=30°, T=0,4m2/h
Clay:
=25°,T=0,04m2/h
Sand:
=35°, T=8m2/h

Weaknesses:
- Requires high accuracy of input parameters
FS 

( s  w w )D cos 2  tan 
 s D sin  cos 

- Predictive models difficult to evaluate
- Complex modeling hard to perform at smaller scales

s : material unit weight, w : water unit weight,

Soil parameter map

w: relative wetness index, D: vertical material depth,

 : material friction angle, : topographic slope dip

LANDSLIDE SUSCEPTIBILITY FOR SEYCHELLES

LANDSLIDE EWS APPROACH

Preferred option is the Bivariate statistical mapping, required data:


Soil Map



Vegetation Map



Slope Angle



Distance to Stream



Landslide catalogue

IDF CURVES SEYCHELLES

LANDSLIDE SUSCEPTIBILITY SEYCHELLES
 Exercise

1

 Exercise

2
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ANNEX B – TRAINING MANUAL
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Meteorological Early Warning Systems Training
Training Manual
This training Manual will describe in detail the steps required to undertake the exercises within the
framework of the ‘Meteorological Early Warning Systems Training’. It should be noted that it these
exercises will be thoroughly discussed during the training sessions, and that the theoretical
background included in the presentations should be also considered. Therefore, in this manual brief
descriptions of key theoretical concepts will be included too.
The training manual will follow the proposed training schedule, and it is divided on training days to
facilitate the understanding of the different tasks. It should be noted that there may be adjustments
to the training programme as the training progresses, and therefore this should be considered by
the participants when finding the required exercise and associated information and data.

Day 1. Introduction and EWS Concepts
Within the first training day the main objective will be to understand early warning systems and the
four components of people-centre systems, namely (1) risk knowledge, (2) monitoring and warning,
(3) dissemination and communication and (4) response.
1. Risk knowledge: risk assessment exercise provide essential information in order to set
priorities for mitigation and prevention strategies and designing early warning systems.
2. Monitoring and forecasting: systems with monitoring and forecasting capabilities provide
timely estimates of the potential risk faced by communities.
3. Dissemination: communication systems are needed for delivering warning messages to the
potentially affected locations. Messages need to be reliable, synthetic and simple to be
understood by authorities and the public.
4. Response: coordination, good governance and appropriate action plans are key points in
effective early warning. Likewise, public awareness and education are critical aspects of
disaster mitigation.

Exercise 1 – Seychelles EWS
In groups, please construct diagrams describing the current EWS system in place in Seychelles. Please
undertake this considering the four EWS components and describing the role of each government
organisation. This should be undertaken in general, and no for a specific hazard.

Exercise 2 – Design of the EWS
Considering everything you have just learned about EWSs and its four components, please update
the previous diagrams from Exercise 1 with what you think should be the EWS in Seychelles.

Exercise 3 – Climate Change in Seychelles
Please examine the provided ‘Citizen’s Guide to Climate Change in Seychelles’ leaflet. Discuss and
present climate change impacts that you have observed in Seychelles in your daily job. Also, please
discuss how do you think that climate change may have an impact on the design of an EWS.

Day 2: Flood EWS
This day will focus on flooding. The following exercises will be undertaken.

Exercise 1 – Flooding Mechanism in Seychelles
Please discuss and present in groups the flooding mechanism in Seychelles. Please consider previous
events and also the impact of climate change.

Exercise 2 – Flood EWS for Seychelles
Please discuss and present the following:
•
•
•

the hydro-morphological characteristics of the basin topography, geology and soils, and
the degree of structural development in Seychelles;
the main physical processes occurring during hydro meteorological events in Seychelles;
and
the type of service that is required and that can be achieved technically and economically
in Seychelles.

Also discuss the following:
-

Type of basin
Type of service
Lead times

Exercise 3 – Monitoring Network in Seychelles
Please, discuss the monitoring network in Seychelles, outlining:

-

Monitoring capacities and technology
Monitoring requirements
Monitoring coverage

Please present this information to the rest of the participants.

Exercise 4 – Rainfall Satellite Data for 2013 event
Please find enclosed satellite rainfall information for the 2013 event. The acquisition and processing
of these satellite data will be discussed in Day 4. In this case, please observed the data, undertake
an analysis of the data in the excel files and carry out any necessary adjustments.

Exercise 5 – Software Installation and Data Collection
Please install the necessary software for the next days. This will include HEC-RAS 5.0.7 and ArcGIS
10.4. A version of HEC-HMS will also be made available.

Day 3: Hydraulic Modelling
1D Modelling
During the third day of training, the participants will work mainly with a hydraulic models. During
the theoretical session the main background related to the implementation of a numerical model,
from a hydraulic point of view, will be described.
Regarding the use of a hydraulic numerical model, in this case, HEC-RAS 1D will be used to implement
a simple model. The steps required for the implementation of such a model are described below:
There are five main steps in creating a hydraulic model with HEC-RAS:
-

Starting a new project

-

Entering geometric data

-

Entering flow data and boundary conditions

-

Performing the hydraulic calculations

-

Viewing and producing results

Starting a New Project
The first step in developing a hydraulic model with HEC-RAS is to establish which directory you wish
to work in and to define a new project.

Entering Geometric Data
The next step is to enter the necessary geometric data, which consist of a background map layer
(optional), connectivity information for the stream system (river system schematic), cross-section
data, and hydraulic structure data (bridges, culverts, weirs, etc.).

The modeller can develop the geometric data in HEC-RAS by first drawing in the river system
schematic. After the river system schematic is drawn, the modeller can start entering cross-section
and hydraulic structure data. The River, Reach and River Station identifiers are used to describe
where the cross section is located in the river system. HEC-RAS requires cross sections to be ordered
within a reach from the highest river station upstream to the lowest river station downstream.
The required data for any cross section consists of station-elevation data (cross section point
coordinates); downstream reach lengths (distances from the current cross section to the next cross
section downstream); Manning’s n values (at a minimum you must have a left overbank, main
channel, and right overbank Manning’s n value.
Once the cross-section data are entered, the modeller can then add any hydraulic structures such as
bridges, culverts, dams, weirs and spillways.
It should be added that some of this information can be prepared using external resources, such as
the HEC-GeoRAS module within ArcGIS. Using this module the modeller can prepared the river
network and the cross section information and then export that to HEC-RAS.
Also, in the latest versions of HEC-RAS, the cross sections can be defined using RAS-Mapper. This will
be the approach for this exercise.

Entering Flow Data and Boundary Conditions
Once the geometric data are entered, the modeller can then enter either steady flow or unsteady
flow data. The type of flow data entered depends upon the type of analyses to be performed.
Boundary conditions are required in order to perform the calculations.

Performing the Hydraulic Computations
Once all of the geometric data and flow data are entered, the modeller can begin to perform the
hydraulic calculations. There are five types of calculations that can be performed in HEC-RAS: Steady
Flow Analysis, Unsteady Flow Analysis, Sediment Transport/Mobile Boundary Modelling, Water
Quality Analyses, and Hydraulic Design Functions.

Viewing and Printing Results
Once the model has finished all of the computations, the modeller can begin viewing the results.

Exercise 1 - Running a simple HEC-RAS model
In this exercise the participants will use HEC-RAS to implement a very basic 1D model. The following
information should be used.

-

-

River length 2000m
One at chainage 2000 another one at chainage 0 and two interpolate ones at 600m
and 1200m chainage. The cross section will have a trapezoidal shape, with a depth of 2
metres, a width of 2 metres in the bottom and 3 metres at the bank level. The slope
between the chainage 2000 and 0 will be 1/100. The invert level in the downstream
chainage will be 0m.
Upstream boundary condition: discharge. Constant: 20m3/s
Downstream boundary condition: water level. Constant: 1 metre above the invert
level.

Exercise 2 - Running a realistic model in 1D
Using the approach outlined below for the terrain creation, please create a 1D model for a river in
Mahe. You can choose whatever river you want. Please use the same boundary conditions as for
exercise 1.

2D Modelling
In this section, the relevant steps required for the implementation of a 2D hydraulic model using
HEC-RAS will be outlined.

Creating the project file
The first step required for any hydraulic modelling project in HEC-RAS, 1D, 2D or 1D-2D, is the
creation of a project file. In order to create a project file, the user has to go to File | New Project and
define the location and name of the new project.
It should be added at this stage that it is very important that the user is aware of the default unit
system in HEC-RAS. The United States or the International System can be set as default systems. This
can be changed in the Options | Unit System tab.

Create a Terrain file
It is paramount to have a detailed and accurate terrain model in order to create a detailed and
accurate 2D hydraulic model. The quality of the terrain data can be a limiting factor in the quality of
the hydraulics model the user can create.
It is necessary to create a terrain model in HEC-RAS Mapper before the user can perform any model
computations that contain 2D flow areas. The user can develop one or more terrain models, that can
then be associated with a specific geometry input file, or a specific results output file. In the following
sections the steps required to create a terrain file are described.

Opening RAS Mapper
The first step in developing a terrain data set is to open RAS Mapper. This is accomplished by selecting
GIS Tools from the HEC-RAS main window, then selecting RAS Mapper, or by pressing the RAS
Mapper button

on the HEC-RAS main window.

Setting the Spatial Reference Projection
Once RAS Mapper is open, if the data is in a specific spatial coordinate projection, that projection
should be set in RAS Mapper. To set the spatial reference system for the project, select the Tools |
Set Projection for Project menu item from the RAS Mapper menu bar.
To set the spatial reference system (coordinate system), browse and select an existing “.prj” file (ESRI
projection file) that contains the correct coordinate system. The required projection for Nepal is
provided to the participants in the required format in the folder DAY 3\EXERCISE 1\Projection.

Import the terrain
The next step is to load the terrain data that will be used in creating the terrain model. To develop a
new terrain data set (terrain model), select the Tools | New Terrain menu item from the RAS Mapper
main menu bar.
At this time, RAS Mapper can import terrain data in several formats (including asc, grd, tif) but the
data must be in a gridded format, in order to be used to make a terrain model
The Plus (+) button should be used to select the terrain grid or grids (more than one grid can be used
simultaneously to form a tiled terrain model), then select the Open button to use the selected files.
f more than one grid file is loaded, use the up and down arrow buttons to the left of the table to set
the priority of the grid layers. If one grid has more detail (finer resolution) than others, the user will
want to give it a higher priority for creating the combined Terrain Layer. If there is only one Terrain
layer, which will be the case for many studies, the name may be left as “Terrain”, or another name
can be given.
Once the grid files are selected, and placed in the appropriate priority order, press the Create button
to create the new Terrain Layer. Once the Create button is pressed, RAS Mapper will convert the
grids into the GeoTIFF (*.tif) file format.
The required terrain file will be contained in the folder DAY 3\EXERCISE 1\Terrain.

Define geometry file
The next thing the user has to do is to open the geometry editor, either selecting Edit | Geometry
Editor or by clicking

. Once in the Geometry Editor the user should create and save a new

Geometry file with appropriate name and file location.
The HEC-RAS 2D modelling capability uses a Finite-Volume solution scheme. This algorithm was
developed to allow for the use of a structured or unstructured computational mesh. This means that
the computational mesh can be a mixture of 3- sided, 4-sided, 5-sided, etc… computational cells (HECRAS has a maximum of 8 sides in a computational cell). However, the user will most likely select a
nominal grid resolution to use (e.g. 20 x 20 metre cells), and the automated tools within HEC-RAS will
build the computational mesh. After the initial mesh is built, the user can refine the grid with break
lines and the mesh editing tools. A 2D computational mesh is developed in HEC-RAS by doing the
following.
The first step once the new Geometry File has been created would be to draw a Polygon Boundary
for the 2D Area by clicking

. The user must add a 2D flow area polygon to represent the

boundary of the 2D area using the 2D flow area drawing tool in the Geometric Data editor. The best
way to do this in HEC-RAS is to first bring in terrain data and aerial imagery into HEC-RAS Mapper.
Once you have terrain data and various Map Layers in RAS Mapper, they can be displayed as
background images in the HEC-RAS Geometry editor by clicking

. Additionally, the user may

want to bring in a shapefile that represents the protected area, if they are working with a leveed
system. The background images will assist the user in figuring out where to draw the 2D flow area
boundaries in order to capture the tops of levees, floodwalls, and any high ground that will act as a
barrier to flow. Use the background mapping button on the HEC-RAS Geometry editor to turn on the
terrain and other Map Layers, in order to visualise where the boundary of the 2D Flow Area should
be drawn.

To create the 2D flow area, use the 2D Flow Area tool

i. Zoom in to the point at which you

can see with great detail, where to draw the boundary of the 2D Flow Area. Begin by left-clicking to
drop a point along the 2D flow area polygon boundary. Then continue to use the left mouse button
to drop points in the 2D flow area boundary. As the user runs out of screen real-estate, they can rightclick to re-centre the screen, this will give you more area to continue drawing the 2D flow area
boundary.

Double-click the left mouse button to finish creating the polygon. Once the 2D area polygon is
finished, the interface will ask the user for a Name to identify the 2D flow area.
The next step will be to define the details of the 2D flow area. To create a 2D flow area computational
mesh, select the 2D Flow Area editor button on the left panel of the Geometric Data editor (under
the Editors set of buttons on the left) to bring up the 2D flow area editor window. The 2D Flow Area
editor allows the user to select a nominal grid size for the initial generation of the 2D flow area
computational mesh. To use this editor, first select the button labelled Generate Computational
points on regular Interval …. This will open a popup window that will allow the user to enter a
nominal cell size. The editor requires the user to enter a Computational Point Spacing in terms of DX
and DY. This defines the spacing between the computational grid-cell centres. For example, if the
user enters DX = 50, and DY = 50, they will get a computational mesh that has grids that are 50 x 50
everywhere.
After the Computational Point Spacing (DX and DY) has been entered, press the Generate Points in
2D flow area button. Pressing this button will cause the software to compute a series of X and Y
coordinates for the cell centres.
After a new terrain layer is added, the user must associate the terrain layer with any or all of the
geometry files within the HEC-RAS project. This is accomplished in RAS Mapper by right-clicking on
the Geometries layer at the top of the layer list (on the left hand side of the RAS Mapper window),
then selecting the Manage Geometry Associations option from the popup menu. When this is done
a window will appear, in which the user can select a terrain layer for each geometry file. If just one
terrain file does exist, all the geometries will be associated to this terrain.

Hydraulic Structures Inside of 2D flow areas
HEC-RAS has the ability to add hydraulic structures inside of 2D flow areas. This is a very useful tool
if the user wants to include one of the following structures:
•

Dams (including dam breaching)

•

Levees

•

Culverts

•

Weirs

In order to add these hydraulic structures, the user has to use the

, the SA/2D Area Conn

option. In this way, the hydraulic structure will be included in the middle of a single 2D flow area.
As previously noted, the Internal Hydraulic structures can be used to model the following:
1. Structure Type Weir: Flow going over top of levees, roads, weirs, spillways, etc… The user has

the option to model the overflow with the 2D Unsteady Flow equations or a Weir equation. The
user also has the option to breach the embankment during the run.
2. Structure Type Weir and Gates: Can model everything discussed in no. 1 above. Plus you can
add gates through the embankment. Gates can be controlled in many ways from the Unsteady
Flow Data editor.
3. Structure Type Weir and Culverts: Can model everything discussed in no. 1 above, and you can
also put culverts through the embankment. Culverts can be set for two way flow (the default),
or the user can turn on flap gates and pick a flow direction (this limits flow to only going one
way through the culvert. If you put a culvert into the hydraulic structure, both cells that are
connected must have terrain data that is lower than the culvert invert elevations.
To add a hydraulic structure inside of a 2D flow area, do the following:
-

First, select the Drawing tool at the top of the Geometric Data editor labelled SA/2D Area
Conn, as previously indicated. Then draw a line directly down the centre of the hydraulic
structure. This line will represent the hydraulic structure that will be used to connect the
2D flow areas cells on one side of it to the other side of it. The interface will ask for a label
to define the name of the hydraulic structure.

-

Next, modify the 2D flow area mesh so that the faces of the cells go along the centreline
of the top of the hydraulic structure. To do this, Left Click on the Hydraulic structure
centreline and select the option called Edit Internal Connection (Break Line) Cell
Spacing. A window will appear in which it will allow the user to enter a Minimum and
Maximum cell spacing to be used for creating cells along the centreline of the hydraulic
structure. By default it will use the nominal cell size for spacing cells along the hydraulic
structure centreline, however, the user can change the cell spacing along the structure
to get more detail along the hydraulic structure.

-

Next, left click on the hydraulic structure centreline and select the option called Enforce
Internal Connection as Break Line in 2D Flow Area. When this option is selected, the
software will use the structure centreline and the cell spacing information to create cells
along the centreline of the structure that have faces exactly along the centreline. This is
a necessary step in order to get the 2D mesh correctly developed for incorporating the
hydraulic structure data (Station- elevation data; culverts, gates, breaches, etc…). If this
option is not undertaken, the simulation will stop.

-

Next, select the Storage Area/ 2D flow area Hydraulic Connection (SA/2D Area Conn)
editor on the left panel of the Geometric Data Editor.

The user can define station elevation data for the structure that is the same or higher
than the natural ground using the Weir/Embankment Editor. Additionally, culverts and
gated openings can be added into the hydraulic structure (depending on what
“Structure Type” was selected). The user entered weir line (station/elevation data),
culverts, and gate openings, are not allowed to be lower than the minimum elevation
of the cells they are connected to. The editor shows black lines that represent the
minimum elevations of the cells on each side of the internal hydraulic structure. These
lines show the user both the elevation and stationing of how the hydraulic structure is
connected to the 2D cells on each side of the structure. Users can click on any of these
lines and get the cell number of the connection, as well as the stationing (stationing
along the hydraulic structure) and elevation of the cell. Additionally the cell will be
highlighted on the geometric data editor, so you can see where that cell lives spatially.
To enter the structure embankment data, select the Weir/Embankment button. The
embankment editor will come up, and the user can enter station elevation data that is
either the same as the ground profile, or they can enter elevations that are higher than
the ground profile in order to represent a structure that is not accurately represented
by the terrain data.

Define the boundary conditions
The next step in the 2D model implementation would be the preparation of the boundary conditions.
Boundary conditions are required in order to run any hydraulic model.
There are five types of external boundary conditions that can be linked directly to the 2D flow
areas. These boundary condition types are:
•

Flow Hydrograph

•

Stage Hydrograph

•

Normal Depth

•

Rating Curve

•

Precipitation

The Normal Depth and Rating Curve boundary conditions can only be used at locations where flow
will leave a 2D flow area. The flow and stage hydrograph boundary conditions can be used for
putting flow into or taking flow out of a 2D flow area. For a Flow Hydrograph, positive flow values
will send flow into a 2D flow area, and negative flow values will take flow out of a 2D area. For the
Stage Hydrograph, stages higher than the ground/water surface in a 2D flow area will send flow

in, and stages lower than the water surface in the 2D flow area will send flow out. If a cell is dry
and the stage boundary condition is lower than the 2D flow area cell minimum elevation, then no
flow will transfer. The Precipitation boundary condition can be applied directly to any 2D flow area
as a time series of rainfall excesses.
To add external boundary conditions to a 2D flow area, go to the Geometry Data editor and select
the tool (button) called SA/2D Area BC Lines

, and then the user can draw a line along the

outer boundary of the 2D Area to establish the location of the boundary condition. To create the
external boundary condition, click the left mouse button one time at the location along the outside
perimeter of the 2D Area where the boundary condition should start. Next, add points by single
clicking along the perimeter, then double click to end the boundary condition line at the location
where it should end. Once the user double clicks to end the boundary condition line, the interface
will pop up a window and ask the user to enter a name for this boundary condition.
The user can add any number of external boundary conditions to a 2D flow area. For example,
HEC-RAS allows one or more locations where a Flow Hydrograph boundary condition (or other
types) can be connected to a single 2D flow area. The user can also have one or more Stage
Hydrographs linked to the same 2D flow area. The user can have Rating Curves and Normal Depth
boundary conditions hook up at multiple locations to allow flow to leave the 2D area.
Once all of the 2D flow area boundary conditions have been identified (drawn with the SA/2D Area
BC Lines tool), the boundary condition type and the boundary condition data are entered within
the Unsteady Flow Data editor. The Unsteady Flow Data editor is where the user selects the type
of boundary condition and enters that boundary conditions data and can be accessed clicking
.
The lower table on the Boundary Conditions tab will contain any of the 2D flow area Boundary
Condition locations that were entered in the Geometric Data editor. To enter a 2D flow area
boundary condition, select the open field for a particular location, then select the boundary
condition type from the active boundary conditions types at the top of the window. When a 2D
flow area is selected, there are only four types of boundary conditions available: Stage
Hydrograph; Flow Hydrograph; Rating Curve; and Normal Depth.
The following shows what information is required for each boundary condition type connected
directly to a 2D flow area.

Run the model
To run a 2D hydrodynamic model, open the Unsteady Flow Analysis window clicking

or going

to Run | Unsteady Flow Analysis. The user should make a Plan by selecting the geometry that
contains the 2D data, select an unsteady-flow file for the event to run, and give the Plan a Title and
a Short ID. Also, the Programs to Run; the Simulation Time Window; and all of the Computational
Settings should be selected. Then press the Compute button to begin the run.
Once the user presses the Compute button, the unsteady-flow computational engines will begin to
run. This process consists of running the: 2D Geometry Pre-Processor (only if necessary); UnsteadyFlow computations (2D) and finally the Floodplain Mapping process (if it was turned on).

Examine the results
Once the user has completed an unsteady-flow run of the model, the user can look at all of the 1D
output (plots and tables) in the same manner as before, using the traditional plots and tables.
However, the 2D output results can only be viewed within RAS Mapper. Currently, the user can
visualize inundation areas (and other types of output) within RAS Mapper for River Reaches, Storage
Areas, and 2D flow areas at the same time. To visualize the output, select the GIS Tools | RAS Mapper
menu on the main HEC-RAS window (or just select the RAS Mapper button

on the main HEC-

RAS window).

Exercise 1 - Implement and run a basic 2D Model
During this exercise the participants will implement a basic 2D model. Please undertake the
following:
-

-

Use the files provided in the Day 3\EXERCISE 1 folder to implement a basic 2D model.
In this case, the model can be implemented anywhere in the pre-defined area because
this is just a testing exercise in order for all the participant to familiarise themselves with
the use of HEC-RAS 2D features and tools.
The results will be analysed and discussed.

Exercise 2 – Implementation of a model with the roughness defined
Define the Roughness
The definition of the roughness is one of the most important steps in the implementation of a
hydraulic model. This is because the roughness is one of the few things that can be modified during
the implementation of a hydraulic model in order to improve the accuracy of the results, especially
if they can be compared to historical data for calibration.

There are two different ways of defining the roughness in a HEC-RAS 2D model. The first one is to
provide a global value for the whole domain, and this can be defined in the 2D flow area editor. The
second option is to use an external file to define this. In this case, the file has to be imported into
the HEC-RAS project through the RAS MAPPER and it has to be associated to the geometry we are
using. In the exercise during this training the latter will be used. The associated roughness file is the
Day 3\EXERCISE 2\landCover folder.

Exercise 3 – Implement model for the 2013 event
In this exercise, the participants will run a model that is routing the rainfall from the 2013 event.
The following will be undertaken:
-

In this case, a wider 2D domain will be defined. The 2D domain will cover all the area
of interest.
The modeller will use the rainfall satellite data adjusted from previous exercises.
As the downstream boundary condition, the sea-water level information will be
used (DAY 3\EXERCISE 3\TideInformation).
The results from this exercise will be analysed and discussed in detail. It should be
noted that the grid size to be used in the exercises during the training will be coarse
in order to allow for the models to run fast enough, and therefore the results will
not be applicable.

Exercise 4 – Include a structure
Use the model implemented in Exercise 3. In this case, however, include a man-made structure
(dam) in the model to analyse the impact of this on the results.

Exercise 5 – Change of Boundary Conditions
Use the model implemented in Exercise 4. Change the boundary conditions of the model. Both
US and DS. Analyse the results.

Exercise 6 – Flood EWS Arrival Time definition
In this case we are going to analyse what thresholds should be used and lag time between two
locations in the same catchment, one of them US and the other DS. The one US will provide the
warning conditions for the DS one.
Please undertake the following:
-

Implement a new model or use a previous one if they are appropriate.
Use different hydrograph type boundary conditions at the US end of the catchment
and run these models.
Extract hydrographs for the US and DS points and compare the water elevation and
the time to peak in each location. That would be warning threshold US and the
different in time between the times to peaks would be the lead time for the DS
location.

Day 4: Satellite Data
Satellite Data for Validation
The use of satellite data for flood mapping and for the validation and/or calibration of hydraulic
modelling results is very frequent in recent times.
At this stage, it should be noted that there are several sources of satellite data, and that these
can be divided into optical and SAR sources.
The use of optical imagery for flood mapping is limited by severe weather conditions, in
particular presence of clouds and during dark conditions. The main satellite source to consider
in this case would be MODIS and Landsat. The high spatial resolution of MODIS and its twice
daily near-global coverage are very interesting features and capabilities. MODIS imaginary is
currently being processed within NASA and yielding a near-real time global flood mapping
product. Within this product, water is detected using an algorithm that uses a ratio of MODIS
Band 1 and Band 2, and a threshold on Band 7 to provisionally identify pixels as water. The water
detection is then composited over the product window (2 days, typically). If a pixel is identified
as water over several (2 or more) observations during the product window, it is then definitively
marked as water, and output in the MSW, or ‘MODIS Surface Water’ product. Two (or more)
observations are required because cloud shadow can appear spectrally similar to water. In cases
where cloud shadow occurs in the same spot in 2 observations, the product may incorrectly flag
such areas as water. The detected water is then compared to a reference water layer
(MOD44W), and any pixels found outside the normal water extent are marked as flood, and
output in the MFW (‘MODIS Flood Water’) products. This product is currently available on-line
and is an open-source product. On the other hand, Landsat is widely being used for the mapping
of water extent for several purposes. Landsat represents the world's longest continuously
acquired collection of space-based moderate-resolution land remote sensing data. The easiness
in the retrieval and analysis of the Landsat data should especially be noted. This will be the data
to be used during the exercise.
The use of Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) images for flood mapping has been widely proved to
be useful recently. SAR measurements from space are independent of daytime and weather
conditions and can provide valuable information to monitoring of flood events. The fundamental
characteristic recorded on a radar image is the backscattering coefficient, which may vary from
surface to surface. The strength of the returned signal from the surface is influenced by the
combination of both system and ground parameters. These parameters are the average surface

roughness and soil dielectric properties. Horizontal smooth surfaces, such as water bodies,
reflect nearly all incident radiation away and the weak return signal is represented by dark
tonality on radar images. This is mainly due to the fact that smooth water surface provides no
return to antenna in microwave spectrum and appears black in SAR imagery. There are different
numerous techniques for SAR data processing, such as the grid system techniques, threshold
segmentation algorithm techniques, change detection techniques. Also, there are numerous
SAR data sources, highlighting especially the Sentinel missions. The data acquisition and
processing in this case, however, is more complicated and therefore it will not be applied during
the training.

Exercise 1 - Validation of 2D modelling results with satellite images
The image processing should be carried using GIS resources (ArcGIS). The following process will
be undertaken (Figure 2):
-

-

Identification of appropriate bands: Landsat images format includes several bands, and
depending on the mission and sensor considered, the number of bands and the
purpose of that band differ from other missions. For instance, mission 8 with the
OLI_TIRS sensor has eleven bands, ranging from ultra-blue, blue, red, green, near
infrared, panchromatic or thermal infrared. Mission 7 ETM sensor has 8 bands and
Landsat mission 5 MSS has 5 bands. The purposes of all the bands differ, and their
application for the definition of water boundaries depend on the mission and on the
water depth present at the moment the image was taken. Therefore, in order to
maximise the success of the image processing, each image has to be carefully analysed
in order to identify the best combination of bands.
Creating of composite RGB image: the identified bands will be combined following the
results from the analysis described above and using the ‘creating composite RGB
image’ tool in ArcGIS. The following bands are suggested:
• Landsat 5: 4,3,2 for deep water conditions and 4,5,3 for shallow water
situations
• Landsat 5: 4,3,2 for deep water conditions and 7,5,3 for shallow water
situations
• Landsat 5: 5,4,3 for deep water conditions and 5,6,4 for shallow water
situations
In this case, an image 2019 will be used. The image for this exercise can be found in the
folder DAY 4\EXERCISE 1.

-

Iso-cluster analysis of RGB image: the RGB composite images will be analysed for isocluster pixels, in order to identify the pixel value for water and to join them
appropriately. It should be noted that this process should be repeated several times in
order to identify the correct number of cluster to be used, depending on the water
depth and the presence of clouds in the image. In most cases the number of clusters
will range from 4 to 8.

-

-

Reclassification of image pixels: once the cluster for water is identified, the image has
to be re-classified in order to remove all the other clusters present in the image and to
keep just water pixels.
Conversion of raster image to polygons: the raster image with the water pixels will be
converted to polygons in order to have a layer with the water polygons for each image
acquired.

Figure 1 - Landsat image processing stages

Exercise 2 – Validation of Flood Mapping Results with Satellite Images II
As we can see from the previous exercise, the resolution of most LandSat satellite is not
sufficient for surface water identification in Seychelles during dry conditions. Some other
sources are available and the procedure (for optical data) is similar. However, SAR data are also
available.
The procedure for processing SAR data is a bit more complex and out of the scope of this
training. However, the results from this processing can also be analysed and compared to
simulated flood events.
Compare the results from Day 3/Exercise 3, with the SAR processes image found in DAY
4\EXERCISE 2. Discuss the results.

Exercise 3 - Flood mapping for rescue purposes
During this exercise the participants will make use of the results from previous modelling
exercises for rescue purposes. The following should be noted:

-

-

-

-

Flood hazard mapping products are very useful for rescue purposes. Flood hazard
mapping contributes to making effective use of hazard information through planning,
preparing and responding to flooding.
Emergency management requires understanding different flood scenarios that may
require adaptive situational management actions. Likewise, flood hazard mapping is
useful for local capacity-building, including the planning and execution of drill exercises
However, describing the hazards of flooding without giving advice on what to do is
insufficient, as it confuses individuals on what appropriate actions to take in case of
disastrous floods
Within the flood mapping, information such as the flood depth, the flood extent and
the flood velocity will be very important for rescue purposes.
Routes for access and evacuation for the general population and for emergency
personnel can be defined based on the flood hazard mapping results.
Also, flood mapping can be used for the location of evacuation centres.
It should be noted, that all the flood events are different, and therefore, several
scenarios should be used to define the evacuation routes and the evacuation centres.

Exercise 4 – TRMM and GPM data
Please download TRMM or GPM data for several events and compare this data to the data from
the stations. Please consider the following:
-

-

-

-

TRMM data finished in 2015, so anything after 2015 should be GPM data.
Please download the data using the websites provided in the presentation
Please download both the tiff and the tfw files
Load the tiff and tfw file in a GIS software to be able to see the files.
If you want to extract the data for several points, please open the GIS software and
open the rainfall layer provided (Rainfall_Stationsv2). This file contains all the rainfall
stations in Mahe.
In order to extract several precipitation data from the TRMM/GPM files, use the
spatial analysist/ Extract Multi Values to Points tool. Select the rainfall_stations point
layer and the raster files (TRMM) that you want to extract the data from and run the
tool.
Please compare the obtained precipitation from TRMM/GPM and the local
precipitation for several events. This is because there is usually a bias between satellite
data and ground observations, and it depends on the location.
Please bear in mind that the TRMM/GPM data is 3hr data.

Exercise 5 – GFS data
Please download GFS data for several events too (the same as before) and compare the
predicted precipitation with the recorded one. Assess the suitability of GFS for predicting those
events. The process is similar as the one for exercise 4.

Day 5: SOP and CAP
Exercise 1 – Existing SOPs
Please describe existing SOPs within your organisation for different hazards.

Exercise 2 – Drill Exercise
Undertake a drill exercise with the provided information. This information will be provided by
the facilitator at the start of the drill.

Exercise 3 - CAP
Think about your organization's current alerting system, how CAP compares and what it will take
to implement CAP.
Address the following:
 What tools do you use?
 Who receives the alerts?
 What standards are used for authoring, reviewing, and publishing alerts?

Exercise 4 - CAP
Have you ever received an alert and been confronted with a crisis situation? Have you had to
take action in response to an alert?
Take a minute to imagine yourself in a crisis situation and anticipate how you would best be
equipped to act.
 How should you receive an alert?
 At what point in a crisis timeline should an alert go out to you?
 What's the best venue to reach you with an alert (text message, TV, radio, other)?
 What information should be included in the alert?
 How does your current location play a factor in whether or not you should receive an
alert?

Exercise 5 – RSS Readers
Many readers are available for Windows, Mac, iPhone, and Android. If have not used a reader
before, here is a selection to choose from:
•

Feedly (Web, iOS, Android)

•

Inoreader (Web, iOS, Android, Windows Phone)

•

Feedreader (Web)

•

The Old Reader (Web)

•

FlowReader (Web)

After getting set up with a reader, subscribe to an alert feed. Every RSS reader is a bit different
in regards to setting up an account and subscribing to feeds. You'll have to figure that out on
your own based on which reader you use. Here is a good alert feed for testing your reader as it
always has a large number of new alerts: China's Meteorological Administration, http://alertfeed.worldweather.org/cn-cma-xx/rss.xml

Exercise 6 - Develop a Plan
Implementing a new service, such as issuing CAP-based alerts, calls for careful project planning
and management. :


Understand the new service (e.g., benefits, processes, technologies, risks, personnel)



Assess current service capabilities in the context of the new service



Identify resources needed to offer new service



Develop an implementation plan



Secure support and funding



Execute implementation plan



Evaluate and maintain

Exercise 7 - Understand New Services
List the people and organizations that will be most helpful in supporting your effort to
implement CAP-based alert publishing.

Day 6-7-8: Landslides EWS in Seychelles
Exercise 1 – Landslides in Seychelles
Please discuss the type of landslides that you have in Seychelles. Previous events, casualties,
issues, triggers.

Exercise 2 – Landslides in Seychelles – Data Processing
Undertake an analysis of previous landslides and the associated conditions. Please have a look
at the different precipitation pattern found during the events.
Please map these landslides in GIS.

Exercise 3 – Data Collection for Landslide EWS
The implementation of a pre-trigger Landslide EWS in Seychelles requires the acquisition of a
significant amount of data. Some of these data have been obtained by the facilitator.
Nonetheless, the following should be acquired:
-

Spatial layer of historical landslide events
Distance to watercourse layer
Vegetation layer
Soil layer
Topography layer
Slope layer

Please analyse the already obtained layers and try to acquire the remaining ones. The existing
information is in the folder (DAY 6\EXERCISE 3).
Please take into account that the layers should have a similar format and projections.
In order to calculate the slope, from the topography layer, please use the ArcHydro tools.

Exercise 4 – Data Processing for Landslide EWS
In order to produce a landslide susceptibility map for the Seychelles, the information obtained
in the previous exercise should be processed.
During this processing, weights and values should be applied to each of the different source files.
These weights and values will be discussed and agreed among all the different participants.
In order to give this different values, please use the reclassification tool in ArcGIS. This will allow
several classes to be re-classified according to the weights discusses and agreed upon.

Exercise 5 – Landslide Susceptibility for Seychelles
In order to create the landslide susceptibility map for Seychelles, the information yielded by the
previous exercise should be combines in a single raster. In order to undertake this, please make
use of the raster calculator.

Exercise 6 – Landslide EWS for Seychelles
The Landslide EWS will be based on the previously calculated Landslide Susceptibility map for
Seychelles and previously identified (Exercise 2).

Exercise 7 – Landslide SOP for Seychelles
Please design a SOP for the Landslide EWS in Seychelles.
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